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editor’s letter

On the Situation in Syria
Brother Hierarchs, Beloved Clergy, Esteemed Members of the Archdiocese Board of Trustees and Faithful
Laity of our God-Protected Archdiocese:
Greetings to you and your families in the name of our
Lord, God and Savior Jesus Christ!
As you are all aware, there has been a lot of turmoil throughout many of the countries of the Middle
East since the beginning of the year. Many of these
uprisings, coined “the Arab spring,” have resulted in
changes of governments in places like Egypt, Tunisia
and Libya, and unrest in other Gulf and North African
nations. Since the spring, this phenomenon has supposedly spread to Syria, the country of the seat of our
Patriarch of Antioch and all the East. The reports we
receive on an almost daily basis from our Patriarch
and various Metropolitans of the See of Antioch, together with our many contacts in Syria, do not agree
with the reports we see and hear in Western media
such as CNN, and Fox News. Likewise, many of the
gulf-sponsored Arabic news channels like Al-Jazeera
and Al-Arabiya seem to portray a dire situation in Syria
when the reality based on our many contacts there appears to be something quite the contrary.
Because of this contradiction, and because our office has been inundated with letters, emails and phone
calls about the situation in Syria, we felt it necessary
to send a delegation made up of a group of some of
our convert priests, other religious leaders from nonOrthodox communities, and an international lawyer to
see first-hand the situation and report back to me and
to all of you, the faithful of our God-protected Archdiocese. This is important because of our deep connection and roots as Antiochian Orthodox Christians
(either in terms of ancestry or religion, or both) to the
land of Syria. The consequences of the uprisings in
Syria for the Christian community, and for all minority
communities in Syria, are likely to be drastic should
the government collapse, as the country would slip
into chaos and sectarianism. Syria, despite the need
for some reforms, has been, and should remain a secular state in which all people can practice their religion
freely and openly.
The group spent three days in mid-September making official visits, including a ninety-minute meeting
with President Assad, another meeting and dinner with
the Grand Mufti of the Syrian Republic, a third meeting with opposition leaders, and finally a meeting with

representatives from our Patriarchate. You can see for
yourselves in the following articles and letters what
their impressions were, what they witnessed, and how
they found the state of the country.
Praying for the peace from above that only God can
bring, I remain,
Your Father in Christ,
+Metropolitan PHILIP
Archbishop of New York and Metropolitan of all North America
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The following is my own assessment of that experience, along with some account of what I learned.
Let me begin by expressing a deep, sincere gratitude to
Metropolitan PHILIP, both for the golden opportunity to
visit Syria and for the confidence he placed in myself and
the others he sent.
Most of this trip was devoted to matters not directly
related to its purpose – namely, visits to shrines and
other places of cultural interest. We began, in fact, by
first paying our respects at the house of St. Ananias, the
first bishop of Damascus, who baptized Saul of Tarsus.
We also saw the window in the city wall, through which
the Apostle was lowered in a basket. We walked many
blocks along and around the “street called Straight,”
passing through the Christian and Jewish sections of the
city. (There are still three thousand Jews in Syria, by the
way, another of the minorities who find a secure home
in that country.)
Also in Damascus (the world’s oldest, continually existing city) we spent some time at the National Archeological Museum, which displays many of the excavated
articles (those not stolen in former times by the occupying French!) which reflect the very long and rich history
of the region. Foremost among these, in my opinion,
was the entire fourth-century synagogue from Dura Europos, on the Tigris River, uncovered in 1932. If we had
seen nothing else, the sight of the frescoes on the walls
of that synagogue would have made the entire trip more
than worthwhile. I could have stayed in that museum
the whole time!
In addition to Damascus, our group was privileged to

During this past September 13-18, I was
part of a delegation sent to Syria by
Metropolitan PHILIP to investigate the
internal political situation in that country,
particularly with respect to its Christian
minority. Our group consisted of six priests
of the Antiochian Archdiocese: Fathers
Dimitri Darwich (our guide and the only Arabic-speaker), Timothy Ferguson, Joseph
Huneycutt, John Winfrey, David Bleam, and
myself; and two Protestant pastors: Bonn
Clayton and Norman Wilson. An expert in
international law, James Perry, came with
us, too, accompanied by his wife, Martha,
who served as the delegation’s secretary.
Attached to the delegation as a reporter
for Ancient Faith Radio was John Maddex,
its Executive Director.

pray at the shrine and tomb of St. Thecla in the village of
Maalula and to visit the monastery in Saydnaya, where
we reverenced St. Luke’s icon of the Virgin Mary and
her young Son.

Security
When my parishioners in Chicago learned that Metropolitan PHILIP was sending me as part of the delegation
to Syria, their reaction was uniformly negative. Simply
put, the people were concerned for my physical safety.
I tried to reassure them that the Metropolitan would
never send his priests into danger. I also mentioned that
our new bishops-elect would be going to Syria later in
the year for their episcopal consecration. That could not
happen if their safety was in doubt. My argument, however, was to no avail. Parishioners pleaded with me—
some with tears – “Don’t go, Father Pat!”
I recognized that my parishioners were taking their
cue from the view popularized by CNN, FOX News, and
other media outlets that for months have been promoting a general and irresponsible hysteria about Syria. As
for myself, I was not the slightest bit concerned about
safety. Candor compels the confession, nonetheless,
that at one point in the journey, I did feel just a wee bit
unsafe: our little group was conducted into a large room
full of scary-looking people, where a security force of
more than twenty husky uniformed officers met us, all
of them carrying side arms, and several holding assault
rifles. As we walked through their midst, this security
force gave our group a suspicious once-over. It is worth
mentioning that this scene took place in the boarding
area in an airport. The city was Chicago.
From the moment we actually boarded our plane, however, and during the entire remainder of the trip – in
Jordan and Syria – I did not see a single sidearm on
any person at all, and I saw only two rifles: one held by
a guard in front of the Defense Ministry in Damascus,
and the other by the man who opened the front gate for
us at the Presidential Palace. During our whole time in
Syria, I saw not a single armed policeman, nor – except
for that guard at the Defense Ministry – a single soldier.
I saw only one military vehicle, and that was near the
Defense Ministry.
The only other weapons I saw in Syria were the 10-inch
batons used by the local police to direct the flow of traffic in Damascus. Indeed, the only moments of apprehension we felt in Syria were occasioned by extraordinary
displays of spontaneity and boldness on the part of its
cab drivers.
In Syria our delegation – together and singly – was permitted to walk wherever we wished and to ask any questions of anybody we wanted. There was only one restriction: the tourist agency, assigned to guide us, mentioned
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two cities where, out of concern for our safety, it could
not take responsibility for us. This concern, they said,
was prompted by patterns of violence among some of
the “armed gangs and criminal elements” active in those
cities – not the Syrian government.
Prior to traveling to Syria, I had checked out the Web
page of our State Department, where I was warned that
travel in Syria was currently very dangerous. Normally
I would take such warnings seriously. Over many years,
however, I have done a lot of foreign travel, so I also
trust my instincts with respect to safety. Long ago I
walked the dark streets of Athens during a period when
there were riots and insurrections throughout Greece.
That same year – just after the civil war in Cyprus – I
roamed all over that island, which was policed by U.N.
peacekeepers.
In Kosovo not long ago, again at night, I strolled from
the south (Albanian) side of Mitrovica, across the bridge,
to the north (Serbian) side – and back again – without
incident. I have walked around, after dark, in the neighborhoods of numerous foreign cities, such as London,
Paris, Milan, Istanbul, and Tel-Aviv. In 1973 I was at the
Athens airport, when terrorists stormed the El-Al customer desk with grenades and machine guns. I believe I
can recognize danger when I see it.
I also know what it feels like to move around in a police
state. Last year, for instance, I spent a week in Guatemala, where there were guns galore on nearly every street.
At the time, the murder statistics in Guatemala City were
staggering. One of our group on the Syrian trip, Father
Timothy Ferguson, had spent a year in Guatemala, during which he followed the murder reports in the newspaper; he told me that there were 87 women murdered
in his immediate neighborhood during that year, but not
a single person was ever arrested for those murders. As
for myself, within five minutes of entering Guatemala
City, I was aware of danger.
So, let me sum up my impression of security in Syria.
On a security scale of 1-to-10, I would give Syria 9.7.
Using that same scale, I would give Detroit 4, Philadelphia 6, and Disney World 8.5.

Greeting the President
When Metropolitan PHILIP sent our little delegation
to visit Syria, he asked us to make an honest and polite
inquiry about the current political situation in that country, especially with regard to its Christian minority. Our
interview with President Assad of Syria was probably
the centerpiece of that inquiry.
We met with the President for about ninety minutes in
the early evening. As the appointed spokesman for our
delegation, I endeavored to set the tone in my introductory statement:

Mr. President, Bashar al-Assad, we are a delegation
of American Christians, sent by Metropolitan PHILIP,
our Archbishop in the United States and Canada, as
a renewed expression of his loyal friendship with you
and his concern for the people of Syria.
Metropolitan PHILIP has charged us with the responsibility of learning – first-hand – your assessment of
the political conditions in Syria.
Our mission here is likewise an expression of the concern of American Christians for the well-being of this
beloved country of Syria, to which our debt is incalculable with respect to religion, history, and culture. To
most of the members of this delegation, and certainly
to myself, our visit to Damascus represents the dream
of a lifetime.
To us, Syria is not just any country in the world. It is,
rather, the hearth of our culture as Christians. To the
extent that anyone in this room can be described as a
cultured person, he is indebted to Syria.
Our journey to Damascus, therefore, expresses a return to the roots of our identity. Please, believe this

declaration of our deep respect for Syria and our love
for its people.
In the inquiries we humbly make of you today, we beg
you to see both this respect and this love.
We bring you the warmest greeting of Metropolitan
PHILIP, who holds your name and person in the highest honor, and we sincerely thank you for meeting
with us.
I confess that our experience of the previous few days
disposed us to think favorably of President Assad, right
from the start. For example, the abbess at the Shrine of
St. Thecla in Maalula described his visit there this past
Pascha. According to her, Dr. Assad drove his car, accompanied only by his wife – with no one else in attendance, neither security personnel nor press. They dined
with the orphans who live near the shrine and are cared
for by the nuns.
The couple spent the rest of the day with the orphans,
who, the abbess said, look upon the President as a father. I think I speak for our whole delegation in remarking that the testimony of the abbess seemed very sincere
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and was most convincing. An identical impression was
also conveyed to us, when we met with two Antiochian
bishops at the Patriarchate the next day.
Such impressions were difficult to reconcile with the
usual image of President Assad on American TV, where
he is referred to as a murderer and “butcher.”

President Assad
After my greeting to President Assad, he invited us to
ask any questions we wished, and he promised to be as
open and frank as possible.
For our part, the delegation kept Metropolitan PHILIP’s directive in mind. Although he had not dictated or
limited the scope of our inquiry, he had made clear what
he did want: Information about the current internal order in Syria, particularly with respect to that country’s
Christians.
Without exception, our group adhered to that focus.
Consequently, we made no inquiries about Syrian foreign policy or its role in geopolitics. We never mentioned Syria’s relationship to Iran. We spoke not one
word about Hezbollah, or Lebanon, or Israel. These subjects would have been distractions, so we stuck to the
subject indicated by Metropolitan PHILIP.
As we entered the building, it was very instructive to
observe the lack of security surrounding the executive
leader of a nation. No one in our group was frisked or
patted down, nor were we obliged to pass through a
metal detector. We were simply escorted into the Presidential Palace and greeted at the door of the conference
room by President Assad himself.
Dr. Assad, speaking excellent English, showed himself
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to be very cordial and personable. There was not the
faintest suggestion of a maniacal dictator like Castro,
Noriega, Hussein, or Khadafi. This was a man of obvious
culture, refinement, modesty, and gentility. Our meeting,
which lasted nearly ninety minutes, was informal, candid, and unhurried.
The President said the economy – chiefly widespread
poverty – was at the heart of the problem in Syria. He
went on to declare, however, that the originally peaceful
demonstrators were later infiltrated by extremists, including the Muslim Brotherhood and a small, very dangerous group from Iraq. He confessed that neither he
nor his government was prepared for the violence that
erupted so suddenly.
In response to a specific question on the subject, President Assad admitted that the military force over-reacted
to this violence, on occasion, so that some demonstrators were killed and others tortured. These developments, he insisted, were contrary to his own policies.
Other reported tortures, according to the President,
were actually acts of revenge undertaken by emotional
military personnel, who had lost colleagues during the
demonstrations.
The President estimated that the demonstrators represented about a hundred and fifty to two hundred thousand people, out of a population of twenty-three million.
Syria’s greater problem, he believed, came from the
portrayal of Syria conveyed in the Western media. The
latter were allowed free range in the country in the first
month of the uprisings, but when their depiction of the
situation became unfair, distorted, and unbalanced, the
government determined to send them packing.
The President believed the Syrian people were ready
for reform, and he declared his intention to give it to
them. He already started with educational and election
reforms and made a start towards weeding out political
corruption. Much more is planned, he said, but it takes
time. One of our questioners, persuaded that the Syrian
government employed a large number of secret informants, make inquiry of President Assad on this point.
He responded, “If I really had a large number of secret
informants eavesdropping on the population, I don’t
know how the strength of the uprising could take me
by surprise. If we had a larger intelligence service, we
would not need such a large army.”
In answer to a direct question from myself, President
Assad insisted that no aircraft of any kind has been used
against Syria’s demonstrators – a flat contradiction to
TV reporting in the United States – and that no shots
have been fired on the crowds from the tanks used as
cover by Syrian soldiers under attack. (This was confirmed by Michel Kilo, a representative of the opposition, about whom I will write shortly.)

Our group was particularly interested in the President’s
view of Syria’s Christian minority, which he believes is
necessary in order to keep the country “secular.” (By
this adjective, he explained, he meant a political setting
in which no one religion can dictate to, or have advantage over, another.) Christianity has a moderating influence on Islam in Syria, he declared, and people are free
to practice whatever religion they choose. “There can be
no democracy in Syria,” said President Assad, “without
Christians. A completely Muslim country would have
not the counterbalance of influence necessary for democracy.”

Other Testimonies
In addition to our conversation with President Assad,
our delegation also met with other important Syrians.
First among these were the two bishops who spent more
than an hour with us at the cathedral office of the Antiochian Patriarchate. Both of them were very vocal about
the current situation in Syria. Testifying that they had
visited the sites where the reports of large-scale violence had taken place, they expressed a vehement protest against the inaccurate portrayal of their country in
the Western news media. They claimed to have regular
contact with their people in those communities, who insist that the local uprisings are blown completely out of
proportion on American and European television.
These bishops also could not say enough positive
things about the President. We found this message to
be a consistent and common theme from virtually everyone we talked with on the trip. This was true even
with respect to the opposition figures with whom we
met. Chief and most outspoken among these was Michel
Kilo, a representative of the Intellectual Party, who has
consistently been a peaceful member of the opposition.
A former Marxist, Kilo described himself as very prodemocracy but not necessarily anti-regime. In fact, he
said, if President Assad is successful in introducing reforms, such as a fair and democratic election, he would
vote for him!
Kilo acknowledged that there is much more than
meets the eye with respect to the demonstrators, and he
avowed that they do not all have the same agenda. He
also believed the peaceful demonstrators’ agenda was
being hi-jacked by extremists who, even among themselves, pursued other agenda, or none at all! Kilo called
for an end to the violence on both sides and a faster
pace toward needed reforms in the country, especially
those dealing with corruption in the government.
On our last day in Damascus, we had an unexpected
meeting with seven sheiks from northeast Syria (if memory serves), who learned of our presence in the country
and journeyed to meet with us. These men, who repre-

sented seven million Syrians, were dressed in the traditional garb common in Bedouin areas. They insisted
on three points: there is one God; there is one Syria;
and there is one President Assad. These men, let me say,
were in no mood to compromise!
Our last meeting, which lasted until about three
o’clock in the morning of our final day in Syria, was
with the leading Islamic cleric in the country known as
the Grand Mufti, the spiritual father of Syria’s seventypercent Sunni majority. We found him to be very charismatic, warm, and friendly. Indeed, he was so irenic that
I caught myself fancying I was talking with a Hindu! He
deplored violence of any kind and preached to us about
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the dignity of humanity whether Muslim, Christian, Jew,
or otherwise.
The Grand Mufti was also very pro-Assad and criticized
what he called the huge fabrication the Western media
was advancing by using unverified You-Tube films in its
reports. He had been at those locations, he declared,
exactly when some of the alleged uprisings and violence
were occurring, and he saw nothing to support the exaggerations of the Western press. The Grand Mufti speculated that there was a ninety-percent approval rating
for President Assad in Syria, compared to the current
thirty-nine-percent approval for President Obama in the
United States.

Conclusions and Speculations
Let me summarize my impressions of the political situation in Syria. First, I can only form opinions on what
we saw and heard, which did not include the alleged
“hot spots.” I specifically requested to be taken to one
of these places, explaining that, as a normal Chicagoan,
I am completely devoid of fear. Concerned about safety,
however, they politely declined my request.
Second, given that Damascus is the capital and the
most populous region of Syria, one imagines we would
see at least a hint of a revolution if there really were one.
We did not.
Third, Christians in Syria are safe and happy. They worship in freedom without oppression. Both before and
after this trip, several friends suggested that Christian
support for the government in Syria is an example of the
“Stockholm Syndrome.” That is to say, they speculated
that the Christians in Syria are identifying with their oppressors to the point of supporting them. Let me affirm
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categorically that this is not the case in Syria. Christians
in that country are not an oppressed minority, as they
are, for example, in Egypt. Muslims in Syria have no
political advantage over Christians.
Fourth, the TV reporting on Syria in this country is
anything but “fair and balanced.” With a view to correcting this problem, our delegation suggested to President
Assad that he begin by inviting one well-trusted television reporter from the United States to sit and talk
with him, much as we did. Our recommendation was
specific; we named such a reporter, who happens to be
Orthodox. The President said he would give it serious
consideration.
Fifth, it is my impression (and I speak for myself alone)
that the stability of Middle Eastern governments, including the Syrian, depends a great deal on the support of
the military. For this reason, it is not unknown for the
leaders of such countries to have only a limited authority over their military establishments. If this is the case
in Syria, it would explain, at least in part, why President
Assad has not been able to stop all violence from the
government’s side, even though such violence is diametrically at odds with his own stated policies.
Sixth, unless I am dreadfully mistaken, the current Syrian government is in no immediate danger from an internal revolution. There is far more rioting in the United
States, and in almost every country of Western Europe,
than there is in Syria. Even as I write this, there are more
demonstrators camping out on Wall Street (where they
voice utter vacuities, at all hours, to the press corps)
than there are anywhere in Syria.

More Recent Developments
Since our return from Syria, two related developments
have come to my attention. First, shortly after we left
Syria, a journalist from the BBC, Lyce Doucet, filed a report called “Inside Damascus, a city on edge” (9/26/11).
This title (surely chosen by someone else) disguises
Doucet’s actual report, which is compatible with everything I have written above. The distress she found in
Damascus was chiefly related to the city’s loss of tourism, the result of the bad press the country has endured
through most of this year. As I commend Doucet’s carefully crafted account, I also would like to believe it represents a much-needed return to factual reporting about
Syria in the Western press.
Second, there continue to be targeted assassinations
of Syria’s cultural and religious leaders, such as Hassan
Eid, a surgeon at Homs’ general hospital; Aws Abdel Karim Khalil, a nuclear engineering specialist and charge
d’affaires at al-Baath University; Mohammad Ali Aqil,
deputy dean of its architecture faculty; Nael Dakhil, director of the military petrochemical school; and Saria

Hassoun, the young son of the Grand Mufti himself.
Of these recent victims of violence, Khalil and Eid
belonged to the Alawite sect (to which President Assad also belongs), Aqil was a Shiite Muslim, Dakhil a
Christian, and Hassoun a Sunni. What did these men
have in common? Two things: first, they were all supporters of President Assad; second, their murders have
gone almost unmentioned in the Western press. For the
Western media to report such murders, after all, would
undermine the biased impression it wants to convey
about the nature of the disturbances in Syria.

A Final Word
As the chosen spokesman for our delegation while we
were in Syria, it fell to me to give two television interviews while we were there, the first one for SANA (Syrian Arab News Agency) and the second for a private
commercial channel.
My first interviewer, who was an Antiochian Orthodox
Christian, began with the hope that I would consider
Syria my “second home.” “No,” I replied, “Syria is my
first home.” I went on to explain my regard for Syria, because it is the geographical and historical link between
the cultures of the Fertile Crescent and the Mediterranean Basin. As such Syria is the capstone, the link that
holds Western Civilization together. It was Syria – specifically Ras Shamra – that taught us the alphabet. Consequently, if anyone wants to disagree about his level
of debt to Syria, I will insist that he communicates the
disagreement in either cuneiform or hieroglyphics; he
certainly has no right to use the alphabet. Syria is, in
short, at the absolute root of who we are.
Let me end by expressing, once more, my profound
gratitude to Metropolitan PHILIP, to our Syrian hosts, to
all those who made this journey possible, and to everyone who prayed for us.
Fr. Patrick Henry Reardon
All Saints’ Antiochian Orthodox Church, Chicago, Illinois
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Minutes of The General Assembly of

The 51st General Convention of The Self-Ruled
Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese of
North America
Thursday, July 28, 2011, 10:30 a.m.
1. Metropolitan PHILIP opened the General Assembly with the Trisagion Prayers and the Troparion and Kontakion of Pentecost.
His Eminence introduced Metropolitan PAUL of Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines, and our venerable hierarchs, their Graces Bishop ANTOUN of Miami, Bishop JOSEPH of Los Angeles, Bishop BASIL of
Wichita, Bishop THOMAS of Charleston, and Bishop
ALEXANDER of Ottawa.
2. Fr. George Kevorkian, Chairman of the Department of Credentials and Statistics, presented the
Department’s report and declared a quorum.
Department of Statistics and Credentials
Report to the General Assembly of the
50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
From: Rev. Fr. George Kevorkian, Chairman
RE: Statistics and Credentials, Article V, Section 4, 5 and 6, and
Article VI, Section 2, of the Archdiocese Constitution.
Your Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP, beloved Hierarchs, brother Clergy, members of the Archdiocese
Board of Trustees, distinguished guests, brothers and
sisters in Christ:
“Let all things be done decently and in order” (1
Corinthians 14:40)
I like to think of this exhortation from St. Paul as the
goal of this department. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Metropolitan PHILIP for allowing me to
serve as Chairman of the Department of Statistics and
Credentials.
I respectfully submit to you the report of the Department of Statistics and Credentials.
We have 84 % of the total votes present, either in person or by valid proxy, and it is declared that there is a
quorum to open the General Assembly officially.
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Profile of Parishes and Missions
The Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese of
North America currently has a total of 266 parishes and
missions. There are 161 parishes paying assessments,
37 tithing parishes, and 68 missions. The missions are
exempt from assessments until they reach parish status;
however, some of the missions voluntarily pay assessments. The missions are full participants in the work of
this Convention and General Assembly.
Communicants
A total of 59,330 communicants were reported in the
compilation. There has been an increase of 2,606 communicants since the 2009 Archdiocesan Convention,
according to the census reports submitted in 2011.
This represents an increase of 5.0% over the two-year
period.
STATISTICS REPORT

2011

2009

Baptisms
Chrismations
Marriages
Funerals
Number of people moving To
Number of people moving From

1,717
665
656
846
3,174
2,104

2,041
877
706
854
2,607
2,738

These figures are based on the census figures received
from parishes and missions in 2011, reflecting the census as of December 31, 2010.

New Parishes and Missions
We welcome the following 4 parishes and missions to
their first Archdiocesan Convention.
Church

City	St.

St. Ignatius of Antioch
Mission
Boca Raton
FL
				
St. Ananias Mission Evansville
IN
				
Holy Cross Mission Midland-Odessa TX
				
Three Holy Hierarchs
Mission
Wenatchee
WA
				

Diocesan Breakdown of Communities and
Communicants

Pastor
Fr. Antoun
Araaj
Fr. Daniel
Hackney
Fr. Michael
Keiser
Fr. Michael
Shanbour

Ottawa
Charleston/
Oakland
Toledo
Worcester
Miami
Wichita
Los Angeles
New York
Eagle River
Total

Number of % of Communities
Communities in Archdiocese
19
7%

No. of Baptized Souls

% of Total Baptized Souls

7,927

13%

32
48
11
36
50
34
15
22
266

6,271
11,525
4,680
4,707
7,708
9,357
4,891
2,469
59,330

11%
19%
8%
8%
13%
16%
8%
4%
100%

12%
19%
4%
13%
19%
12%
6%
8%
100%
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Voting
The detailed breakdown of all of the eligible votes, and
those present either in person or by valid proxy, is as
follows:
Votes		
			
653
255
53
		
41
		
7
7
		
7
		
8
1031

Present and Voting
(in person or by proxy)

Parishes/Mission
Pastors
Retired Pastors/
Other Full Time Clergy
Archdiocese
Board of Trustees
AOCWNA
Fellowship of
St. John the Divine
Order of St. Ignatius
of Antioch
Teen SOYO
Total

584
198
27
35
7
4
7
8
870

This represents 84 % of the eligible votes according to
the total of 1,031 votes.
To all who faithfully comply with the Archdiocesan directives and expedite the work of this department, we
heartily thank you for your diligence.

Respectfully submitted,
V. Rev. Fr. George Kevorkian
Chairman, Department of Statistics and C
 redentials

On a motion by Dr. Elias Hebeka, seconded by Mr.
Salim Abboud, the Assembly received the report.
Metropolitan PHILIP introduced and welcomed the
Most Reverend Bishop MICHAEL of the Diocese of New
York and New Jersey of the Orthodox Church in America
(OCA).

3. Metropolitan PHILIP appointed the Convention
Officers:
a) His Eminence requested prayers for the health of Dr.
George J. Farha, Vice Chairman, who was unable to
attend due to illness;
b) Rev. Archdeacon Emile Sayegh, Chancellor
c) Mr. Daniel E. Braun, Goleta, California, Sergeantat-Arms
Dr. Raymond Rishwain, Orinda, California, Sergeantat-Arms
Mr. Dimitri Zeidan, Ottawa, Ontario, Sergeant-at-Arms
Mr. Daniel Abraham, Grand Rapids, Michigan, Sergeant-at-Arms
4. Metropolitan PHILIP introduced the members
of the Board of Trustees of the Archdiocese who
were present, and others seated on the dais:
Mr. Edward F. Assile, Dr. Donald C. Howard, Dr. David G. Bojrab, Mr. George G. Darany, Mr. Ralph Abercia
(Honorary), Dr. Sam Kouri, Mr. Richard Zakka, Dr. Elias
Hebeka, Dr. George Thomas, Mr. Salim Abboud, Mr.
Mansour Rayan, Mr. Khalil Kardous, Ms. Sondra Murr
Love, Mr. William Morrison, Mr. Philip N. Saliba, Ms.
Jane Tadros (President, NAC Fellowship of St. John the
Divine), Ms. Cindy Nimey (President, NAB Antiochian
Women), Very Rev. Fr. Elias Bitar (Vicar General), Dr.
Antony S. Bashir, Dr. John D. Dalack (Secretary, Archdiocese Board of Trustees), Mr. Gregory Laham, Ms.
Ruth A. Nimee (Honorary), Mr. Fawaz El Khoury, Mr.
George N. Nassor (Assistant Treasurer), Rev. Archdeacon Emile P. Sayegh, Esq. (Chancellor), Mr. Robert H.
Laham (Treasurer), Rt. Rev. Paul M. Doyle (Protosyngellos), Very Rev. Fr. Michael Ellias (Secretary of the
Archdiocese), Very Rev. Fr. George Kevorkian (Episcopal Assistant).
5. Metropolitan PHILIP called for a motion to accept the Minutes of the Forty-Ninth Archdiocese
Convention held in Palm Desert, California, as
printed and distributed in the November 2009 issue of The WORD magazine.
On a motion by Mr. George Darany and seconded
by Dr. David Bojrab, the Assembly approved the
minutes as printed.
6. Metropolitan PHILIP invited the Most Reverend Metropolitan PAUL (Saliba) of Australia, New
Zealand and the Philippines to address the General
Assembly. Metropolitan PAUL stated that he looks
to the Antiochian Archdiocese of North America
for enlightenment and guidance. He reported on
the missionary work within his archdiocese. He
stated that parishes are building new churches
and that native clergy are emerging, including one
candidate who will go to the Balamand this year.
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Whereas Australia had seven churches in 1999,
there are now 28 churches.
Metropolitan PHILIP noted that only the archdioceses
of North America and of Australia within the Patriarchate of Antioch are engaged in missionary work.
7. Metropolitan PHILIP welcomed and introduced
Ms. Myriam Shwayri, Public Relations Officer of
the Al-Kafaat (Abilities) Foundation of Lebanon.
Ms. Shwayri provided an update on the progress of
the Al-Kafaat Foundation since the last Archdiocese Convention. A DVD presentation featured the
clients of Al-Kafaat.
8. Metropolitan PHILIP invited Mr. Michael Homsey, Esq., Chairman of the Board of Trustees of International Orthodox Christian Charities (IOCC),
to address the General Assembly. Mr. Homsey compared IOCC to the disciples of Jesus Christ who
twice miraculously fed multitudes and to the Good
Samaritan who ministered to the distressed traveler. Mr. Homsey reported that in its 20th anniversary year, IOCC has distributed over $380 million
in 55 countries, including the United States. Only
eight (8) cents of every donated dollar goes to administration.
Mark Ohanian, Senior Programs Coordinator for IOCC,
reported that the U.S. Department of State had awarded
$6 million for Syria in support of projects that help Iraqi
refugees in cooperation with the Patriarchate of Antioch. IOCC will also receive another grant for $4 million to assist families in Palestine with agricultural, food
and hygiene supplies. He emphasized that donations in
the United States and Canada serve as seed money for
grants and as resources to respond to natural disasters
and human tragedies.
Metropolitan PHILIP welcomed the newly elected Most
Reverend Metropolitan SILOUAN of Argentina.
9. Reports of the Departments and Commissions
of the Archdiocese:
9/1. V. Rev. Joseph Allen, Chairman, presented the
report of the Department of Theological and Pastoral Education.
Department of Theological and
Pastoral Education
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
The Department of Theological and Pastoral Education
is responsible for the following three programs:
1. The Antiochian House of Studies,
2. St. Athanasius Academy of Orthodox Theology, and

3. The Biennial Clergy Symposium.
The following are highlights in each program.
1. The Antiochian House of Studies, which remains
an educational forum for “Applied Theology,” includes
three (3) faculties in each of the following: St. Stephen’s
Diploma Course of Study; The House of Studies Residency Program; and the Doctor of Ministry Program.
The total number of students spread across these three
programs is 226.
A. This is the thirty-first year since we began the St. Stephen’s Course of Studies in Orthodox Theology. This
theological education program began as our “school
of theology without walls” in 1980 with a mere thirteen (13) students. What has always characterized
St. Stephen’s Studies is a pedagogy which matches,
at once, our current technical capabilities and the
aim of our Archdiocese. From the outset of this program to the present, our student body has been very
diverse: coming with different training and from different places, some have finished masters and doctoral degrees, for example, in education, medicine,
psychology, and law. Others were ordained in the
Roman Catholic and Protestant communions, having studied theology in non-Orthodox schools. Still
others, because of the circumstances of their lives
and career development, were precluded from attending an Orthodox seminary, and so forth. Whatever the case, each student was dedicated enough to
undertake an intentionally rigorous program, involving 13,000 pages of material over the three years,
three Ministerial Field Projects (one in each of the
three years) and three Residency Units at the Heritage and Learning Center in Ligonier, Pennsylvania.
That dedication to “stay the course” demands -- as it
has always demanded -- hard work and a willingness
to serve Christ’s Body according to the oversight of
the Hierarchy.
This year Metropolitan PHILIP will present sixteen
(16) Master of Arts Degrees in Applied Orthodox Theology and one (1) Doctor of Ministry Degree. These two
accredited degrees are presented every July: one year
at the Clergy Symposium, one year at the Archdiocese
Convention.
B. A fifth new “specialization” track has been added
this past year: Guidance and Counseling (for Orthodox Clergy only). This is added to Youth Ministry,
Iconology, Musicology and the Seminarian Track.
Each can lead to the Masters Degree if the qualifications are met, for example, holding a Bachelors Degree, completing the St. Stephen’s course, followed
by the Master’s thesis in that field. The following
mentors direct those in these tracks and deserve our
thanks: Father John Abdalah (Guidance and Semi-
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narian), Father Joseph Purpura (Youth Ministry),
Father Elias Bitar (Musicology) and Prof. Nicolae
Gavriliu (Iconology).
C. It should be remembered that no student will receive
the St. Stephen’s Diploma unless he or she completes
the entire three-year course, three Residency Units
and three Ministerial Projects. It should also be remembered that no student will be accepted into the
Masters Degree Program unless he or she completes
the entire diploma program (with no failures) and
has earned an accredited BA or BS degree. Those
applying to the Doctor of Ministry Degree Program
must have served a three-year ministry and hold an
MA or MDiv Degree.
D. The Masters Degree Program functions as a graduate program of the St. John of Damascus Institute of
Theology at the Balamand University. The Doctor of
Ministry Program is the Eastern Christian Program
of Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, with whom we
are in academic partnership, and the degree granted is an official academic title. All classes are held
at The Heritage and Learning Center at Ligonier,
Pennsylvania.
2. St. Athanasius Academy of Orthodox Theology.
Father Jon Braun (President) and Mr. Paul Goetz (Administrator) report from February 1, 2011 to January
31, 2012, the following:
A. Prisoner Education Project
We currently maintain 100 Active Prisoner Students
throughout the United States. We grade, on average, 80120 prisoner student lessons per month. We have issued
30 Certificates of Completion this past year. Not one of
our students has returned to prison for violating parole,
and two who became Orthodox in prison, now on parole, were first considered beyond rehabilitation.
Our program uses essay questions to which we offer
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detailed comments, corrections, and follow-up questions. We take their salvation seriously, and so do they.
We also understand prisons are being used by some as
a breeding ground of hate, making our program even
more needed than ever before.
One goal for this year is to improve our working relationship with Prison Chaplains. Rules keep changing
and we need their help, for both State and Federal prisons. This includes adding material for their libraries. A
former prisoner-student, once a prison librarian, is helping us.
B. Correspondence Studies
Our emphasis is to reach out to the laity. Many of the
laity are eager for disciplined study, and there is an
urgent need to reach out to them with the knowledge
of the Church – her philosophy and theology. Our new
presence on the Archdiocese website should prove most
helpful. We currently have students in Israel, Greece,
and Canada, as well as here in the United States.
We are also using the web-cam to reach our students.
Currently we have two weekly one-hour classes. This
one-on-one approach generates more detailed discussion and better questions and answers. We are planning
to build two new correspondence courses this year.
We also provide one-hour in-home study classes. There
are currently six such teaching sessions, and they are
open to all seeking Christians.
C. Research and Publications
We are publishing booklets offering detailed and expansive study notes on Scripture. Our current focus is
on the book of Genesis, the Gospel of John, the Book of
Romans, and the Letter to the Hebrews.
The purpose here is to make available for publication
the philosophical and theological understanding of the
ancient Church. This will help deepen the historical
understanding of Old and New Testament Scripture, as
well as the Seven Ecumenical Councils.
D. St. Athanasius Academy Library
In light of the falling asleep in the Lord of Fr. Richard
Ballew and Fr. Jack Sparks, it was decided that the many
thousands of volumes of the St. Athanasius Academy
library would be donated to the Heritage and Learning Center at the Antiochian Village. This exceptional
library was collected over a period of some fifty years
and was indispensable for the journey of the Evangelical Orthodox Church to Orthodoxy in this Archdiocese.
Now that library is available to many more people.
3. The Sixteenth Biennial Clergy Symposium was held
last year, July 19-23, 2010. The theme was “The Priesthood: Diakonos, Presbyteros, Episcopos.” The main
speakers were Father John Chryssavgis, who spoke on
“The Diaconate”; Father Nicholas Apostola, who spoke
on “The Presbyter”; and Bishop Michael Dahulich, who
spoke on “The Bishop.”

A. The afternoon workshops numbered thirteen (13)
and varied according to the needs facing our clergy.
Each attendee chose three workshops (one each
afternoon) as electives for the Symposium. Daily
Orthros, Divine Liturgies, Vespers and Small Complines were celebrated, followed each night by “Evening Meditation.”
B. Preparation for the Clergy Symposium begins a full
year in advance, at the Archdiocese Convention. (So,
for example, we began preparing at the Wednesday
afternoon Departmental Meeting, July 26, 2011,
here in Chicago, Illinois.) The next Symposium is
scheduled for July 16-20, 2012.
In conclusion, the Department of Theological and Pastoral Education, under the oversight of His Grace, Bishop THOMAS, continues to attempt a very close communication with the Ordination Review Board, chaired
by His Grace, Bishop ANTOUN. We do remind all students that a Master of Divinity degree from an accredited Orthodox Seminary is normative for ordination to
any major Order in this Archdiocese. Others who have
earned a MDiv from a non-Orthodox School must finish
all three years of the House of Studies’ St. Stephen’s
Diploma Program in order to apply to the Ordination
Review Board.
We want to especially thank the following: Deacon
Peter Boulukos, Genevieve Mandalakis and Cheri Mullins, Registrars for the St. Stephen’s Diploma Program
and the Masters Degree Program; Amy Stiffler, Registrar for the House of Studies Residency Program; Paul
Finley, General Manager of The Heritage and Learning
Center; Father George Kevorkian, Administrative Assistant; Father James Dougherty, Research Director for the
MA Thesis Program; The Symposium Planning Committee; our Hierarchical Overseer, Bishop THOMAS and, of
course, Metropolitan PHILIP for his continued interest
and support in the Theological and Pastoral Education
of the Clergy over these many years.
Fr. Joseph announced the recipients of the Master of
Arts degree from the Antiochian House of Studies:
Mr. John A. Atchison, Mr. Karim Azar, Deacon Mark
Berge, Mr. George Theodore Boozalis, Deacon Dan Simion Chirtu, Mr. Thomas Crowe, Subdeacon Jason Falcone, Fr. Jon L. Fate, Mr. Patrick S. Fodor, Deacon Naji
Mansour Hanna, Mr. John Sherief Mikhail, Deacon Oleg
Saciuk, Mr. Karl Christian Schudt, Mr. Narcis Stoica, and
Mr. Michael Lee Willoughby.
Fr. Joseph announced the recipient of the Doctor of
Ministry degree from the Antiochian House of Studies,
Fr. Isaiah Gillette.
Fr. Joseph announced the formation of the first Alumni
Association and its first officers: President, the Honorable Representative, Minority Whip, Mr. William Hinkle,
Washington State House of Representatives, and Vice

President, Rev. Dr. Lieutenant Martie Johnson, Command Chaplain, United States Navy.
On a motion by Mr. Peter Dacales, and seconded by
Ms. Lisa Fares, the Assembly received the report.
9/2.Mr. H. Paul Finley, Executive Director, presented the report of the Antiochian Village Heritage
and Learning Center.
Report of the Antiochian Village
Conference & Retreat Center
The Heritage and Learning Center
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
Master Bless! Christ is in our midst! He is and ever
shall be!
Your Eminence, Your Graces, Reverend Clergy, Beloved
Trustees, Convention Delegates, and Faithful:
The following represents my summary report of our
present status as presented, in part, to the Village Council and the Board of Trustees in early June 2011. After
I reported signs of recovery at the Spring Meetings in
New York City (May 2010), our financial position took a
less positive turn in the late fall and winter of last year, a
turn which has continued this spring and summer 2011.
Looking forward, we are facing a very challenging current fiscal year. Since our meetings last month, however
there have been additional bookings and our projections
are improving.
Looking even further ahead to Fiscal Year 2013, I
am becoming more optimistic each day. We have two
new full-facility rentals next summer, in addition to the
Clergy Symposium and our standard annual repeat busi-
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ness. As we make adjustments to reduce expenses, these
bookings should produce a better result than we experienced in Fiscal Year 2011, and certainly better than our
projections for this year.
Additionally, we are very engaged with Bob Laham and
the Village Council to address our marketing and sales
strategies in the face of difficult economic forces affecting the conference center, hospitality and tourism industry generally. The most significant challenge is rising
costs for gas, utilities, food, healthcare, and so forth.
On a positive note, the programs which we have created to minister to the Orthodox faithful and to meet the
needs of the community continue to grow in number
and as a source of revenue. One of our most positive
new programs this year was the Clergy Marriage Retreat, which was geared specifically toward the unique
challenges facing our clergy and their wives. Although
it was a small beginning, many jurisdictions were represented, including the Greek Orthodox Church, the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, the Orthodox Church in
America, the Romanian Orthodox Church, the Patriarchal Russian Orthodox Church, and the Coptic Orthodox Church – very diverse! We believe this initiative will
grow in the years to come.
As always, we at Antiochian Village are working diligently in the sure hope that the Conference Center will
remain “committed to changing the lives of people by
providing true Christian hospitality in an Orthodox spiritual environment.”
For your review:

Accounting / Bookkeeping

Occupancy

2011

2010

$ 1,339,052
$1,378,407
($ -39,335)
25.5%

$1,302,742
$1,284,748
$ 17,994
24.5%

1. Financial Notes
A. Fiscal Year 2011 ended (-$39,355.06) below projected revenue (budget) of $17,935.00.
B. Fiscal Year 2011 was in a positive position and on
track with projected revenue through September of last
year; however, unlike the prior year, bookings began to
perform below projections both in terms of number of
attendees and duration of stay.
C. At the Fall Meetings in Jacksonville last October, I
stated in my report that “cash flow may be an issue before year-end, especially as it relates to reimbursing the
Camp.” This proved to be the case, and continues to be
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Revenue is down
$8,600
Bad Debt from prior years $8,065 (written off)
Bookstore Adjustment
$12,300
	(adjustment in Cost of
Goods sold from Inv.)
Food Costs
$5,500
	(even though food
revenue is down)
Marketing and Sales
$9,600
	(salary and marketing
expenses)
TOTAL
$44,065
2. As agreed in October we did increase standard
rates as follows:

Administrative:

Fiscal Year Ending
January 31, 2009
Gross Revenue
Total Expenses

true. We have reduced the amount owed the Camp from
over $55,000 to $34,449.71.
D. Cash flow concerns were temporarily relieved this
past winter by submitting receipts for Capital Improvements which had been paid out of our general operating
monies in Fiscal Years 2011 and 2010, totaling just over
$71,000. This cash reimbursement, however, was not
enough to keep us current.
E. In the first quarter of Fiscal Year 2012, bookings
are performing below projected revenue (budget). We
are below projected budget just over $20,000 and below
the previous year net ordinary income by $37,900.32.
Although some expenses are running less than last year,
the almost $38,000 difference year-to-date (YTD), compared to the first quarter of the prior year, can be summarized, in-part as follows:

Single Occupancy (group)
Double Occupancy (group)
Triple Occupancy (group)
Quad Occupancy (group)
Administrative Fee
(group/person)
Standard Lunch
Standard Dinner

$78 to $79 ($1)
$44 to $46 ($2)
$33 to $35 ($2)
$25 to $28 ($3)
$4 to $5 ($1)
$14 to $15 ($1)
$18 to $19 ($1)

3. Other Notes
Projections for Fiscal Year 2012 are approximately
$1,040,000, compared to $1,083,000 at this point in
Fiscal Year 2011. Although there are several contracts
out that we will likely renew, I predict revenue to be
below average as compared to the last four years. Additionally, some expenses will track above where we
were last year due to economic forces, particularly gas
prices, through the end of Fiscal Year 2012. (In Fiscal
Year 2011, Gross Revenue was $1,339,052 and Total
Expenses were $1,378,407.) Occupancy YTD is currently at 21.2%. According to Smith Travel Research,

there is a slow recovery taking place in the hotel and
hospitality industry.
Event Services
Amy Stiffler (Director of Event Services), Debi Stoll
and Barli Ross work very closely together to book new
inquires, rebook repeat business, prepare set-up sheets,
and to oversee group events. Together, they handle all
new inquires – which were formerly handled by the sales
and marketing position, and they continue to do an excellent job.
KX Management Software
As resources allow, we have two primary goals with
respect to the KX Management Software:
1. Purchase KX Module for Online Registration and see
an increase in online registration:
A. Increase number of attendees;
B. Tie transient business to local events; and,
C. Generate cash-flow revenue from advance payments.
2. Utilization of the Marketing Module for leads generation.
Marketing and Sales
Points to Consider:
1. New Sales and Marketing Staff Member, Zachary Simons, began employment in late November of 2010.
A. A sales person should produce six to ten times their
compensation (in our case, $200,000 to $300,000 annually).
B. Typically, a hospitality industry marketing and sales
person will not begin to impact the revenue stream until
their second year.
C. We need to increase our revenue about $200,000
annually (or about 2,000 room nights annually) over the
next two or three years.
D. The marketing and sales staff member is targeting
the social, military, education, religious, and fraternal
market (SMERF), as well as other business and corporate groups.
E. The marketing and sales person should assist management, when resources are available, in working with
outside vendors for marketing assistance and will help
develop the marketing tools needed to be successful. As
of July 1st, we retained a marketing firm, 1st Team, of
Johnstown/Pittsburgh, PA, to help us develop a comprehensive marketing strategy.
F. The marketing and sales person is continuing to train
in the KX Conference Center Management Software,
especially the marketing module. (The person making
sales presentations has the capability to access KX on
the server remotely via a company-owned laptop during
a presentation.)
2. All new inquires not generated by the marketing and
sales staff person continue to be handled as follows:
A. Debi Stoll handles all inquires of non-Orthodox

groups and banquets (the majority of the inquiries).
B. Amy Stiffler takes cares of all weddings and banquets, as well as Antiochian Departmental, Organizational, and Clergy-related events.
C. Barli Ross works on all Orthodox inquires, Orthodox programs, and non-orthodox programs. Barli will
also assist Debi, where possible, with non-Orthodox
group inquires.
Orthodox Program and Program Development
Barli Ross, in Program Development, is working to
develop non-orthodox programs to generate additional
revenue for the Conference Center. Among these are art
classes for adults and day camps marketed to the local
community. Last year, Orthodox programs generated
approximately $70,000 in revenue for the Conference
Center.
Antiochian Village Bookstore/Online Bookstore
1. Fiscal Year 2011 was the best year on record for the
Bookstore and Gift Shop:
Fiscal Year 2011 – $143,018.86
Fiscal Year 2010 – $91,116.28
Fiscal Year 2009 – $61,343.00
2. Since Online Bookstore Sales commenced in July of
last year, income is just over $20,000.
3. Adam Henderson works three to four days per week
and maintains the Retail Management Software in the
Bookstore and the Online Store Website, and maintains
the inventory for both, trains co-workers in cash-register operations, and helps out at the front desk and with
airport transportation.
Housekeeping
Linda Knupp, our longest-serving employee, continues
to maintain the building at a very high standard – especially given its age. For Fiscal Year 2011, housekeeping and janitorial expenses, as a percentage of revenue,
ended the year as follows:

Housekeeping Staff and
Janitorial Supplies
Housekeeping Staff and
Janitorial Supplies
(including Linda)

Fiscal Year 2011

Fiscal Year 2010

25%		

21%

32%		

28%

Comparing performance year to date, we are off to a
better start:
Fiscal Year 2011 YTD		 Fiscal Year 2010 YTD
Housekeeping Staff and
Janitorial Supplies		
Housekeeping Staff and
Janitorial Supplies
(including Linda)

36%

30%

46%

39%
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Kitchen/Dining Services:
Executive Chef Tim Johnston continues to deliver a
great product. Food costs have increased sharply (12%)
due, principally, to fuel costs. The following gives a
snapshot of the cost of food service as a percentage of
food revenue for Fiscal Year 2011 and for the current
year to date.

Kitchen Staff
Food Costs and
Kitchen Supplies
SUB-TOTAL
TOTAL (including Tim)

Kitchen Staff
Food Cots and
Kitchen Supplies
SUB-TOTAL
TOTAL (including Tim)

Fiscal Year 2011 Fiscal Year 2010
19%		 17%
28%
47%
56%

25%
42%
51%

Fiscal Year 2012 YTD
21%

Fiscal Year 2011 YTD
19%

38%
59%
74%

26%
45%
59%

The cost of food, kitchen supplies, and labor including Tim needs to be between 50-55% of food revenue
annually.
Maintenance/Facility/Grounds
1. The Maintenance Staff – Jess Whipkey, Tom Altimus
and Denny Baird – continue to do a great job for us at
the Village.
2. Sports Fields: Tom has initiated a maintenance program for the upkeep of the new football/sports fields,
which are now in excellent condition. We hosted a college-level Women’s Ultimate Frisbee Tournament this
spring which generated $3,400 in revenue, and we have
booked an additional high school football team for August. This fall we will host the YMCA’s Ligonier Valley
Flag Football teams over an eight-week period.
3. Clarification of Capital Improvement Expenditures:
Monies were approved for repaving of the parking lot
and driveways around the Conference Center and the
addition of wireless internet from the Conference Center’s Capital Improvement account last year. By the fall
of 2010 we had enough funds to complete both these
projects. However, the Centre was reimbursed over
$71,000 for qualifying Capital expenditures paid out in
Fiscal Years 2010 and 2011. For clarification, the following policy is being adopted:
(a) A Capital Improvement will be defined as the addition of a permanent structural improvement or
the restoration of some aspect of a property that
will either enhance the property’s overall value or
increases its useful life.
(b) A Request Form for Capital Improvement funds will
be completed and submitted to the Village Council
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Chairman, and a copy sent to the Comptroller of
the Archdiocese with all supporting documentation. The Conference Center or Camp will be notified when the check is remitted to the vendor/
payee.
4. The Village Council should consider recommending
to the Finance Committee of the Archdiocese that the
Capital Improvement Budget for the Conference Center
be increased.
5. The following represents major expenditures we will
have to address in the future:
A. Replace the composition shingles on Phase II.
B. Repair poor drainage behind the Museum.
C. Repair and rebuild kitchen swamp cooler.
D. Open and use existing well to meet water demands in
July, August and September. (This project is tabled
for now, as it would be much more cost-effective to
resolve the issue in the context of future convent
development.)
E. Install floor-covering for the enclosed deck at the
center suites.
F. Update and upgrade buildings.
Heritage and Learning Center:
A Museum and Library Report, prepared by Julia Ritter,
can be found below.
As always, the support Fr. Anthony, Mother Alexandra
and I receive from His Eminence and the Village Council
is most appreciated.
Respectfully submitted, your servant in Christ!
H. Paul Finley, Director
Antiochian Village Conference Center/Heritage and Learning

Antiochian Heritage Museum
& Library Report
Museum
“Structure and Symbolism in Stone: the Architecture
of Ancient Christian Syria” opened April 1, 2011, featuring photographs of fourth- to sixth-century Syrian
homes and churches. From the archives at Princeton
University, the photographs were taken during American archaeological expeditions to Syria between 18991900 and were carefully selected for this exhibit based
on their aesthetic beauty as well as their architectural
significance and historic relevance to the Antiochian
heritage. For further details about the current exhibit,
please see the enclosed flyer, and our article in the May
2011 issue of The WORD.
For 2012, a unique exhibit is planned in honor of the
hundredth anniversary of the Titanic’s tragic voyage.
The exhibit will explore the lives and legacies of several
not-so-famous Titanic passengers, and uncover a few of
their surprising links to modern America, including to

the Antiochian Village itself.
We continue to pursue our goal of increasing the Museum’s visibility through advertising and exhibit-related
events. Perhaps as a reflection of this effort over the
past few years, we have already seen quite a few dropin visitors for the latest exhibit. In addition, a variety
of groups have toured the new exhibit in its first two
months, including school field trips, biology conference
attendees, a women’s-day tour, Orthodox clergy couples
participating in our Clergy Couples Retreat, and families attending Family Camp. Next month, we will participate in the annual “Community Day,” in which all the
museums of the region offer special programming and
free admission for local residents. We always view this
as a wonderful opportunity to showcase our Museum
and the Heritage & Learning Center alongside the other
cultural attractions of the Ligonier Valley. This year, our
special guest will be a real live camel, for museum visitors to pet, feed, and take pictures with.
Library
Current statistics show that our library usage has increased more than twenty percent since last year.
Antiochian Heritage Library – Circulation Statistics
April 2010 – April 2011 (as compared to the previous
year)
Month
April
May
June
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
Total

Checked Out
23
28
70
51
39
50
24
42
34
33
25
31
44
494

Renewals
31
38
14
25
21
34
38
66
57
15
27
43
35
444

Use
4
11
28
20
18
50
4
29
14
1
10
12
23
224

2011 Total
58
77
112
96
78
134
66
137
105
49
62
86
102
1162

2010 Total
44
40
69
66
59
151
58
77
67
75
76
102
58
942

On a motion by Fr. John Hamtie, and seconded by
Dr. Raymond Rishwain, the Assembly received the
report.
9/3. Mr. Robert H. Laham, Chairman, presented the
report of the Antiochian Village Council.

The Village Council Meeting
June 2, 2011
Antiochian Village
Report to the General Assembly of the
50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
Members Present: Bishop THOMAS, Robert Laham
(Chair), George Nassor (Vice-Chair), V. Rev. Anthony
Yazge, Paul Finley, Peter Dacales, Elaine Heider, Sameh
Khouzam, Evelyn Koury, Stephen Koury, Kenneth Laham, and Jane Tadros.
Members Absent: V. Rev. Joseph Allen, Dr. Donald Howard, Dr. Joseph Samra, and Walter Parhamovich.
Guests and Staff: Gregory Laham, Brian Riffle, Julia
Ritter and Zach Simons
The meeting was called to order at 7:10 PM by Chairman, Robert Laham.
Fr. Anthony Yazge led the Council in the opening
prayer.
Approval of Spring 2010 Minutes – April 8, 2010
Evelyn Koury moved to accept the minutes as distributed; seconded by Peter Dacales. The motion
passed.
Marcellus Shale Gas Leases
We were at one time under contract with Jim Courtney who was representing us and some of our neighbors
in an attempt to negotiate a contract with a gas drilling
company. Mr. Courtney terminated the contract that we
had with him and no longer represents us. This was at
no cost to us.
Jerry Lynn of Greensburg, PA, would like to represent
us in the future for Marcellus Shale Gas Leasing. He currently represents many other people in the area. Bob Laham shared that if we were to sign with him, we would
not agree to any taxation of the initial $500,000 that we
have already been offered by XTO/Exxon Mobil.
Heritage Museum & Library Report by Julia Ritter,
Museum Curator and Librarian
....
[Please see the Report on the Heritage Museum and Library
above in these Convention Minutes, as it is a fuller account
of the same matters presented in the Minutes of the Antiochian Village Council.] . . . . Elaine Heider moved to set up a
small committee to study the feasibility of a security system;
seconded by George Nassor. The motion passed unanimously.
Elaine Heider and Stephen Koury volunteered to serve on the
committee.
....

Marketing and Sales Update by Zach Simons
Zach shared a video presentation about the marketing and sales strategy being employed for the Conference Center. A Veterans Group that came to the Center
was videotaped by representatives of WQED TV (public
broadcasting) in Pittsburgh. Footage of the Center is
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part of the show that was filmed. Although it is only being shown at the Pittsburgh station, it is expected that
it will be picked up nationally as well. Zach shared some
marketing and sales statistics regarding the current
business that comes to the Center. Nearly fifty percent
of the Center’s business is repeat business and almost
twenty percent is self-referred (that is, individuals who
have been to the Antiochian Village booking a different
group). The result of research has shown that we are
not really known to people who haven’t already been
here or met someone who attended an event at the Antiochian Village. As a cost-effective attempt to get the
word out about us, Zach has established a presence in
social media: Facebook, Twitter and blogging. We have
also moved into online listings with CVENT. Unique Venues is another possibility. It was commented that we had
used Unique Venues in the past and had no success with
an approximate $900 annual expense. A strategic marketing approach would utilize Linked-In, You Tube and
Facebook which are free and commonly used by many
business professionals. Local radio and television such
as NPR and Comcast may be good local marketing tools.
It was suggested to try to reach out to the Western Pennsylvania area Orthodox Churches where there are many
professional business people in the parishes who might
be able to bring their business to us. Marketing the Challenge Course is also ideal for bringing in businesses that
want to do teambuilding and leadership training. It was
also suggested that we invite the meeting planners to do
the challenge course as a way to expose them to what we
have to offer. Paul Finley expressed the need to bringing in a professional marketing firm that would help get
the word out to the general public. The pros and cons
of marketing strategies followed with brainstorming on
how to bring in business.
Discussion of Financial Situation of the C
 onference
Center
Bob Laham asked Brian Riffle, our accountant, to
share some information about the financial situation of
the Conference Center. Fixed costs are approximately
$576,000 per year. Brian projects that we would need
approximately $1.4 million to break even. We need to
have 1,130 guest nights per month to break even. General discussion followed about the financial struggles of
the Conference Center to assist the Council to better
understand our problem.
Bishop THOMAS and Sameh Khouzam shared a general message from His Eminence that he no longer wants
the Archdiocese to subsidize the Conference Center. It
was suggested that we must lay out a plan to fund the
turnaround. One suggestion was to tell His Eminence
that we need $250,000 to pay off old debt and then hire
a marketing firm. The marketing plan that would cost
approximately $100,000 could be reduced by $40,000
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with the staff reduction of Marketing and Sales. The
expectation would be that Paul would pick up some of
the follow-up and marketing since he represents the
Conference Center well. There is some concern that we
would make a mistake by releasing marketing and sales
staff that would be needed to follow up on marketing efforts. Paul needs to give more specific direction to Zach
Simons as to which Village-friendly markets he ought to
focus on (that is, faith-based communities in Western
PA). Another recommendation is that the Village Council instruct Paul to cut expenses by a certain percentage
and leave it up to him as the Executive Director to decide how to do it.
Bob Laham asked what he should go to the Metropolitan with as the Village Council’s recommendation. The
following steps are the Village Council’s recommendation:
1. The Center needs an infusion of $150,000.
2. Give Zach Simons until the fall Village Council Meeting to make head way on a specific market.
3. Reduce the expenses by five percent.
4. Add wireless internet to the building at a cost of approximately $18,000.
5. Get specific marketing plans from marketing companies.
The meeting was adjourned and reconvened at 9:00
AM on Friday morning.
Discussion of Financial Situation of the Conference
Center (continued)
Bob Laham and Sameh Khouzam met with His Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP on Friday night after the
Village Council Meeting to discuss the financial position
of the Conference Center. Bob informed us that Metropolitan PHILIP has given the following direction to be
implemented:
1. Expenses must be decreased by at least 5%.
2. Wireless internet is to be installed throughout the
building using funds from the Capital Reserves.
3. On marketing — no action is to be taken at the present time. In the near future a decision may be made. Bob
will be in consultation with Paul.
4. Our sales focus ought to be on the religious and nonprofit market. Although we would like to have weekday
business, we are to make certain that we are filling the
facility on weekends. He would also like Paul to get on
the road visiting churches even as far away as Cleveland and the Detroit area. It was also suggested that Paul
travel with Fr. Anthony to parishes when the camp runs
the Village-at-Home programs.
5. The Archdiocese will provide the $150,000 to be
used solely to pay accounts payable and nothing else.

Heritage & Learning Conference Center R
 eport by
Paul Finley, Executive Director
Paul Finley covered the highlights of his written
report:
He addressed several items that affect the finances of
the Center (including the fact that revenue is down, the
writing-off of bad debt, employee benefits, bookstore
adjustment, food costs, the addition of marketing and
sales person, and related expenses)
Projections for this year are falling short of the $1.4
million needed.
Regarding the KX Management System: the move to an
online registration component that is more user-friendly
may help with some advance payment.
The online bookstore has done approximately $20,000
in sales. It was recommended that we should consider
doing sales like Amazon, where we don’t maintain inventory but have other sellers do the shipping from their
own inventory. Inventory has been decreased over the
past several months.
Paul reviewed housekeeping and food services and the
attempts towards reduction. Employees have been informed that they can no longer eat at the Center except
for the kitchen staff. A discussion followed about the
policy of employees eating.
Maintenance: There are two insurance claims being
processed for Hail and Wind Damage and the Commercial Dryer Fire. The definition of Capital Improvements
was clarified.
The finances of the Museum and Library were clarified. All related expenses are reimbursed from the Arch
diocese.
It was recommended that we look into all of the options regarding Health Insurance to see how we might
save some money (for example, through a variety of
deductibles and possible coverages). A suggestion was
to charge one percent to singles and one to families.
Employee participation is the recommendation of the
Village Council.
Marcellus Shale Gas Drilling Proposal presented by
Jerry Lynn
Jerry Lynn represents Western Pennsylvania Gas Leasing Consultants out of Greensburg, PA. He presented a
general overview of the Marcellus Shale in our area. The
owner of the company is Ed Bilik, attorney-at-law, who
was unable to attend this meeting because he is presenting to another group of landowners in Greene County.
WPGLC’s compensation would be ten percent of the upfront bonus money over $1,250 per acre, which we have
already been promised previously by XTO. There would
be no compensation to WPGLC for royalties. WPGLC
would ask that we sign an 18-month marketing agreement. We need to make sure that there are no third-party
charges in our lease. Ken Laham moved that we proceed

with Western Pennsylvania Gas Leasing Consultants as
our representation for a gas lease; seconded by Elaine
Heider. Discussion followed. The motion passed unanimously.
Camp Report by Fr. Anthony Yazge, Camp Director
Fr. Anthony distributed a written report and financials
for year-to-date through May 2011.
Fr. Anthony proposed a project to renovate the Gathering Place so that it may be used year-round. The proposal is a bid from JBQ Construction in the amount of
$38,800, and would be funded through the Reserves
for Capital Improvements. George Nassor moved that
the Gathering Place be renovated by JBQ Construction.
The motion was seconded by Evelyn Koury and passed
unanimously.
Old Business
There was no old business.
New Business
It was recommended by Elaine Heider that we ought
to have some type of security for our facilities and property. Discussion followed. It was suggested to have a security consultant come and give us some ideas on how
to secure the Village.
Evelyn Koury moved to adjourn the meeting; seconded
by Ken Laham. The meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,, Fr. Anthony Yazge, Acting Secretary

On a motion by Fr. Nabil Hanna, and seconded
by Mr. Douglas Fadell, the Assembly received the
report.
9/4. V. Rev. Olof Scott, Chairman, presented the
report of the Department of Inter-Orthodox and
Inter-Faith Relations.
Department of Inter-Orthodox and
Inter-Faith Relations
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011
Very Rev. Olof H. Scott, Chair
Christian Churches Together in the USA
Fr. Olof Scott
Over the past two years our archdiocese has continued to participate as a member of Christian Churches
Together in the U.S.A. (CCT). CCT is a coalition of five
Church Families: Historic Protestant, Roman Catholic,
Orthodox, Evangelical/Pentecostal, and Historic Black,
along with Christian service organizations. The Orthodox representation in this organization continues to be
the same six Orthodox jurisdictions (three Eastern and
three Oriental) as reported at our last General Assembly.
No other Orthodox jurisdiction has applied for member-
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ship during this time.
Fr. Olof Scott continues to serve on the Steering Committee, which is charged with the planning and work of
CCT between annual meetings. He is one of four Orthodox members (two Eastern and two Oriental) on this
committee.
The 2010 and 2011 Annual Meetings of CCT were held
in Sea-Tac, WA, and Birmingham, AL, respectively, with
Steering Committee meetings held in between in Chicago. Major emphases over these past two years have
included:
• A Domestic Poverty Initiative, working through
CCT’s position paper.
• Evangelism/Evangelization and how member churches understand and practice it with the potential for
proselytism.
• Domestic Racism/Civil Rights, and changes over the
past forty-plus years, including a brief response to
Dr. Martin Luther King, Junior’s, “Letter from Birmingham Jail.”
The annual meeting for 2012 is planned for Memphis,
TN, with a continuing examination of the theme of Racism and Civil Rights, past, present and future. A special four-day tour of significant historic civil rights sites
throughout the south and ending in Memphis is being
planned as a preliminary study for the meeting. Preliminary investigations are underway to hold the 2013 meeting in Jerusalem as a sign of solidarity and support for
Christians of all persuasions in this region. Meetings between CCT churches and their sister contacts in this region would precede or follow the Jerusalem gathering.
North American Orthodox-Catholic
Theological Consultation
Dr. Robert M. Haddad
This semiannual Consultation met four times between
June 2009 and June 2011. Each meeting usually runs
for an afternoon, a full day and a morning, and is usually divided into seven sessions: one business; two informational; and four theological. The business session
draws up plans for the next meeting – time, place and
theological subjects to be examined. The informational
has various members of the Consultation report briefly
on recent developments in each Church. The theological
sessions normally involve presentation of pre-assigned
papers for discussion. Because the theological sessions
comprise the heart of each meeting, this report focuses
on them. The papers presented at the four meetings
to which this report is devoted dealt largely with subjects related, directly or indirectly, to the issue of papal
primacy.
June 1 – 3, 2009, held at St. Vladimir’s Orthodox
Theological Seminary, Crestwood, N.Y., co-chaired by
The Most Rev. Daniel Pilarczyk, Roman Catholic Arch-
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bishop of Cincinnati, and His Eminence Metropolitan
Maximos, Greek Orthodox Bishop of Pittsburgh.
The theological session on June 1st saw the following
presentations: “Draft Responses to the Ravenna Document” by two Catholic members: Sr. Susan Wood and
Fr. John Galvin; and an Orthodox member, Fr. Nicholas
Apostola. The second theological session, held on June
2nd, was taken up by the presentation “Points of Convergence in our Papers on Primacy and Conciliarity,”
by two Catholic members, Fr. Brian Daley and Dr. Vito
Nicastro; and an Orthodox member, Fr. James Dutko.
In the third theological session, also held on June 2nd,
all members were invited to contribute to a “Review of
Recent Scholarship on the First Vatican Council: Examination of the Presentation by Cardinal Walter Kaspar at
the 2003 Catholic-Orthodox Symposium in the Vatican.”
The fourth and final theological session was devoted to
an “Assessment of Our Work on Primacy and Conciliarity, the Status of our Response to the Ravenna Document, and Next Steps.”
October 22 – 24, 2009, held at St. Paul’s College,
Washington, DC, co-chaired by Metropolitan Maximos and Archbishop Pilarczyk.
The first theological session, convened on October 23rd
and presided over by the Catholic members, Sr. Susan
Wood and Fr. John Galvin, and the Orthodox members,
Fr. Thomas Fitzgerald and Fr. Nicholas Apostola, was
devoted to the “Draft Response to the Ravenna Statement.” The same subject occupied the second theological session, also held on October 23. The third session
took place on the evening of the same day and was devoted to discussion of “Draft Statements Incorporating
the Vision Statements [Concerning How Union between
the Two Churches Might Present Itself].” The presenters
were the Catholics, Fr. Brian Daley and Dr. Vito Nicastro,
and the Orthodox, Fr. James Dutko. The fourth theological session, held on October 24th, concerned Fr. John
Erickson’s presentation on “The Role of the Metropolitan and the Appeals Process in the Early Canons.” Fr.
Joseph Komonchak then presented his paper on “Herve
Legrand and the Council of Sardica (343).”
Meeting of June 1 – 3, 2010. Held at Hellenic College/Holly Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology,
co-chaired by Metropolitan Maximos and by Archbishop Pilarczyk’s successor, The Most Rev. Gregory
Aymond, Archbishop of New Orleans.
The first theological session, convened on June 1st,
was devoted to consideration of the draft “Steps towards
a United Church.” The second session, held on June
2nd, featured two papers on autocephaly: Fr. John Erickson’s carried the title “The Autocephalous Church,”
while Dr. Robert Haddad’s was entitled “Constantinople
over Antioch, 1516-1724 – Patriarchal Politics in the Ottoman Era.” Fr. Joseph Komonchak provided a Catholic

response. The third theological session, also held on
June 2nd, was devoted to Fr. Mark Arey’s “Report on
the Assembly of Orthodox Bishops of North and Central
America.” The fourth session, held on the morning of
June 3rd, saw further consideration of the draft “Steps
towards a United Church.”
Meeting of September 30 – October 2, 2010, held at
Georgetown University and chaired by Archbishop
Aymond. Illness obliged Metropolitan Maximos to
absent himself.
On September 30th, the members of the Consultation
enjoyed a reception and dinner hosted by the Georgetown Jesuit Community. The first theological session
convened on October 1st and led by the Catholic, Dr.
Vito Nicastro and the Orthodox Fr. James Dutko, was
devoted to the “Draft Statement on the Date of Easter.”
The second and third sessions, also held on October 1st,
once again took up the draft of the vision statement,
“Steps towards a United Church.” The fourth session,
held on October 2nd, continued discussion of the same
statement.
Meeting of June 6 – 8, 2011, held at St. Vladimir’s
Orthodox Theological Seminary and chaired by
Archbishop Aymond. Illness once more kept Metropolitan Maximos from attending.
The first theological session took place on June 6th
and had Fr. Mark Arey, an Orthodox, hold forth on “The
Meeting of the Orthodox Episcopal Assembly in May
2011.” The Catholic Fr. Joseph Komonchak presented
a paper on “Episcopal Conferences in the Catholic
Church.” The second session, held on June 7th, had
Dr. Thomas Bird, a Catholic, present a paper on “The
Role of the Laity in the Catholic Church,” and Dr. Susan
Harvey and Fr. Nicholas Apostola, both Orthodox, offer
presentations on “The Role of the Laity in the Orthodox
Church.” The third session, held on the same day, was
devoted to “General Discussions and Reassessment of
the Goals and the Methods of our Dialogue.” The fourth
session, convened on June 8th, continued the discussion of the role of the laity in the two Churches. This
session went on to discussion of “The Methodology of
Editing Future Agreed Statements.”
NCCCUSA Interfath Relations Commission
Rev. Fr. Theodore Pulcini
Fr. Theodore Pulcini was an invited participant in the
NCCCUSA Interfaith Relations Comission (IRC) meeting
held in Philadelphia, PA, October 7 – 9, 2010. This was
the result of the Commission’s desire to have Antiochian
Orthodox participation specifically in ongoing dialogue
of the National Muslim-Christian Initiative.
Fr. Theodore was one of two Orthodox participants, the
other being Fr. Emmanuel Clapsis of Holy Cross Greek
Orthodox School of Theology. His presence was enthusiastically received. Even though the Antiochian Archdio-

cese is no longer a member of the NCCCUSA, participation in the IRC and its dialogues does not presuppose
such membership; other non-member churches (most
notably the Roman Catholic Church) participate in the
commission’s various activities. Participants were grateful for the Antiochian Orthodox presence among them,
even in this more restrictive form, especially in light of
our Church’s centuries-long interaction with Islam.
Of primary interest at this meeting was a caucus group
meeting on the subject of “Equipping Congregations
for Interfaith Engagement.” Fr. Theodore’s experience
is reflected in his own words, “I cannot adequately emphasize how necessary a consistent Orthodox witness
is to the continued productivity of the IRC’s efforts,
which are more necessary than ever in these days of
ever-increasing interreligious strife both internationally
and domestically.”
World Council of Churches
Anne Glynn Mackoul
The World Council of Churches in Geneva, Switzerland, under the leadership of the moderator, the Rev. Dr.
Walter Altmann (Lutheran/Brazil), in September 2009
elected a new general secretary, the Rev. Dr. Olaf Fyzke
Tveit. Rev. Dr. Tveit (Lutheran/Norway) replaced the
Rev. Samuel Kobia (Methodist/Kenya) who had served
one term as general secretary. The Rev. Dr. Tveit, a noted theologian who had served on staff with the Church
of Norway, among many other accomplishments, had
been serving the WCC as a co-moderator of the Palestine Israel Ecumenical Forum during the period that the
Amman Call document was issued, which document issued a challenge to Christians and Christian communities worldwide to pray and act in support of Christians
in the Middle East, especially the Holy Land. Under his
facilitation, the Kairos document was signed by the leaders of all of the Christian communities in Palestine and
Israel and was sent out to the more than 345 member
churches of the WCC and global news outlets.
Dr. Tveit’s first official church visit upon taking office
was to Istanbul, Turkey, where he was received by the
Ecumenical Patriarch, His All Holiness Bartholomew.
He since has met with most of the patriarchs of the Orthodox member churches, including His Beatitude Ignatius IV, patriarch of Antioch and All the East.
Orthodox Representation
The Patriarchate of Antioch is represented at the WCC
by His Eminence Damaskinos Metropolitan of Sao Paolo
and all Brazil, the Very Rev. George Dimas (Beirut,
Lebanon), and Mrs. Anne Glynn Mackoul (USA). Others from the Church of Antioch represent the patriarch
at other committees, commissions and consultations,
including many lay persons, male and female. Most
Orthodox members of the central committee regularly
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are present at meetings of the WCC and its committees
or send proxies, assuring that the Orthodox presence –
Eastern and Oriental –remained close to the twenty-five
percent of members present. With the exceptions of the
Orthodox churches of Bulgaria and of Georgia, all Orthodox churches, Chalcedonian and non-Chalcedonian,
currently participate in the World Council of Churches.
The Orthodox churches also are represented on staff at
the WCC.
Orthodox Focus
Interest on the part of the Orthodox churches represented in the WCC seemed to focus during the 2011
meeting of the central committee on the issues of (1)
participation in the 2013 Assembly of the WCC to be
held in Busan, South Korea and planning for its prayer
life, (2) the question of including as a member church
(with an exception made to the criterion of size) the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Jordan and the Holy
Land, (3) the situation of Christians in the Middle East
and Northern Africa, (4) the consultations of the Commission on Faith and Order around the document, “The
Nature and Purpose of the Church,” (5) governance issues, and (6) the relationship of the WCC to the ACT
Alliance.
The Tenth Assembly
His Eminence Gennadios (Limouris), Metropolitan of
Sassima (Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople),
as moderator of the Assembly Planning Committee,
vice-moderator of the Central Committee, and co-moderator of the Permanent Committee on Consensus and
Collaboration, has been active assuring that Orthodox
concerns will be addressed properly during the Tenth
Assembly, following the policies established through
the Special Commission on Orthodox Participation in
the WCC. A large representation of Evangelical Christian communities is expected to be present as visitors
to the Tenth Assembly. In addition to the Roman Catholic Church, the Pentecostal and Evangelical stream of
Christianity – especially prevalent and growing in the
southern hemisphere – is largely missing from formal
membership in the WCC. All four major streams: Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Protestant/Anglican and Evangelical/Pentecostal participate in the Global Christian
Forum, initiated by the WCC.
“The Nature and Purpose of the Church”
This study document was recommended to the member churches during the Ninth Assembly in Porto Alegre
and responses have been requested and received from
numerous churches, seminaries and theologians. Theologians representing the Orthodox member churches
met in Cyprus in the spring of 2011 in order to consider
the document from an Orthodox perspective. The results of the various consultations will be reported back
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to the Tenth Assembly and will form the basis for further work of the Commission on Faith and Order and
the WCC. The Commission on Faith and Order gathers
theologians from the Orthodox Churches, Protestant
and Anglican churches, and from the Roman Catholic
Church to study and reflect together on issues of theology and ecclesiology.
Governance
For the past three years a small group has been engaged in reviewing the governance of the WCC, including its structure, financial transparency, and governance
responsibility and management accountability. The
mandate of the committee has been expanded to include
also the role and size of the governing bodies and its
committees and the financial implications of the various proposals. The final report of this committee will be
presented to the Central Committee in September 2012.
From the beginning, the Church of Antioch has been
represented in this work.
The ACT Alliance
During the previous year, two diaconal arms of the
WCC have merged into one organization. The new organization, called the ACT Alliance, combines the work of
Action of Churches Together (ACT) that coordinates the
network of church-related departments and non-governmental organizations in response to emergencies,
with that of church-related development agencies that
recently had been formed under the same ACT Development. The ACT Alliance includes from the United States
the IOCC and the Church World Service.
The Situation of Christians in the Middle East
and Northern Africa
Recent events in Arab nations, particularly in Tunisia
and Egypt, were much on the minds of delegates to
the meeting of the central committee held in February
2011, yet concerns were expressed that statements with
a political perspective might be misinterpreted in some
contexts, negatively affecting local Christian communities. Thus, the Central Committee, after careful discussion, issued a “minute” to the churches on the Christian
presence in the Middle East and issued resolutions concerning the illegal settlements in Palestine and related to
the situation in Libya. Subsequently, in June 2011, the
WCC convened a meeting of church leaders, lay men
and women and young theologians together with current and former government ministers and members of
parliament around the subject of “Christian Presence
and Witness in the Middle East Today: Theological and
Political Challenges.”
Council of Christian Church Leaders in Iraq
In February 2011 the WCC convened a meeting of
leaders from the newly formed Council of Christian

Church Leaders in Iraq (CCCLI) and representatives
of church-related agencies with programs in Iraq, programs planned or being considered for Iraq, or with
Iraqi refugees in neighboring countries or abroad. The
meeting included, among many others, representatives
from the Church of Antioch, who together work with
Iraqi refugees, especially in Syria. Participants stressed
the importance of helping Christians remain in the region, in order to return eventually to Iraq. Agencies are
assessing whether conditions are feasible for increasing work in Iraq and will continue that assessment, but
in the meanwhile have committed to help the office of
the Council of Christian Church Leaders in Iraq so that
they are better able to speak for the remaining, endangered Christian communities in the country of “the two
rivers.”
International Ecumenical Peace Convocation
The International Peace Convocation (IEPC), long
planned to conclude the WCC’s “Decade to Overcome
Violence, Churches Seeking Reconciliation and Peace,”
took place in Kingston, Jamaica, in May 2011. Over
one thousand people gathered from faith communities
worldwide to receive the work of theologians and those
working to foster peace and reconciliation over the preceding decade. Documents referenced and accounts of
proceedings of various consultations can be found at
the website of the WCC: www.oiloumene.org.
World Council of Churches Consultations
Rev. Fr. Philip Le Masters
The Rev. Philip Le Masters, priest of St. Luke Mission,
Abilene, TX, participated in WCC-sponsored international Orthodox consultations on the ethics of peace
and war in Bucharest, Romania (2009), Leros, Greece
(2009), and Saidnaya, Syria (2010). He also participated in a conference co-sponsored by the WCC and the

Volos Academy, Greece (2011), on the challenges faced
by Orthodox and other Christians living in the Middle
East. Fr. LeMasters addressed these international gatherings of Orthodox scholars, clergymen, and lay leaders
on topics including peacemaking, the morality of war,
and nonviolent resistance to evil. He served as an editor of the statements issued by the conferences at Leros
and Saidnaya to the WCC in preparation for the International Ecumenical Peace Convocation, held in Kingston, Jamaica in May, 2011. These meetings served the
importance role of helping the Church to articulate a
clear, distinctive response to the challenges raised by
the tragic realities of war and violence in a world that
desperately needs the peace of Christ. Fr. Philip had an
article published in a recent edition of The Ecumenical
Review on Orthodoxy’s stance on war, peace and violence.
Fr. Scott introduced Dr. Richard Hamm of Christian
Churches Together (CCT) in the USA to greet the General Assembly and to introduce the work of CCT.
On a motion by Bishop JOSEPH, and seconded by
Fr. Peter Gillquist, the Assembly received the report.
9/5. V. Rev. Edward Hughes, Chairman, presented
the report of the Western Rite Vicariate.
The Western Rite Vicariate General
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011
In 1961, the Antiochian Archdiocese received by Chrismation several Western Rite parishes that had earlier
been under the care of the Russian Holy Synod, but had
lost that connection due to the upheavals of the Russian Church situation in the 1930’s. At that time, a special Western Rite Commission was also appointed and
charged with overseeing these parishes. It included Fr.
Alexander Schmemann, Fr. John Meyendorf, Fr. Stephen
Upson, and Fr. Paul Schneirla. This year marks the 50th
anniversary of these Chrismations and the first Western Rite Commission in the Archdiocese. These several
parishes have grown today to include 24 parishes and
missions of the Antiochian Archdiocese, cared for by 31
priests and 11 deacons.
In 1962, Metropolitan Anthony Bashir wrote that “the
purpose of the Western Rite is to provide a home in the
Orthodox Church for western people of non-Byzantine
cultural and religious background, and to witness to the
catholicity of the Orthodox Church to her Byzantine Rite
people, priests and theologians.” We try to keep both of
these purposes central to our mission within this Archdiocese. While providing a missionary outreach to Western Christians and others throughout North America, we
also preserve an important part of the Orthodox Catholic Tradition as a precious treasure of the Church, not to
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be forgotten or overlooked by our Byzantine brethren.
We offer the fullness of the Orthodox Faith and Spirituality to those searching for the truth, and we offer the
depths and treasures of the Western Traditions to our
Byzantine brothers and sisters to help them appreciate
all the profound beauty and richness of the whole of
Orthodoxy.
We welcome especially this year Joseph Gleason and
the parishioners of Christ the King Mission in Omaha,
Illinois, who have joined the Archdiocese since our last
convention in 2009.
We are especially excited to note the growth of the
Western Rite in our sister jurisdiction of the Russian
Orthodox Church outside of Russia. The recent reception of some 10 parishes and missions in addition to
the several that they already had, changes the landscape
of Western Rite Orthodoxy in America. We wish them
every blessing and success in the future.
We must thank our Metropolitan PHILIP for his leadership and guidance, as well as Bishop ANTOUN, Bishop JOSEPH, Bishop BASIL, Bishop THOMAS, Bishop
MARK, and Bishop ALEXANDER for their on-going interest, help, and support for the very special ministry of
the Vicariate. Without their kind intentions and active
support it would be impossible for us to do this work.
Thanks also to Fr. John Fenton, Fr. Bernard Kinnick,
and Mr. Dale Crakes, for their considerable help in organizing, researching, and communicating all that is necessary to keep things going smoothly.
There is no way to thank the priests, the pastors of
our communities who have sacrificed so very much to
bring their flocks to Orthodoxy and to care for them in
our Archdiocese. Being widely scattered, they often feel
isolated and alone. Because the communities are, for
the most part, small, many of them work with little or
no remuneration; relying on their wives or their retirement incomes, or holding several jobs at once to sustain
them and their families. Many of them are working very
hard despite having already reached and passed normal
retirement age. Their commitment, sacrifice, and enthusiasm are heroic and inspiring. Their families are saints.
May God protect and keep each and every one of them.
Please keep this special ministry of our Archdiocese in
your daily prayers.
Respectfully submitted, V. Rev. Edward Hughes, Vicar General

On a motion by Fr. Joseph Allen, and seconded by
Fr. John Winfrey, the Assembly received the report.
9/6. V. Rev. Edward Hughes, Chairman, presented
the report of the Department of Liturgics and
Translations.
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The Department of Liturgics and
Translations
Report to the General Assembly of the
50th General Convention
July 29, 2011
“Worship is the primary and eternal activity of redeemed mankind …. [It is] the offering of all our faculties to the glory of God … a prayer of out-going to the
Supreme Good, unmindful of self: for adoration is the
movement not of the mouth only, but of the heart, of
the mind, and of the will, as well: in short, of the entire
being toward God” (Winfred Douglas, Canon of Denver,
Church Music in History and Practice: Studies in the
Praise of God, New York, 1949).
The goal of this Department is to provide the Liturgical
texts and resources needed and desired by the parishes
of our Archdiocese for the enrichment and support of
their Liturgical life according to the vision of Metropolitan PHILIP. In addition, the Department seeks to educate
and encourage the clergy toward an increased appreciation of our Liturgical heritage, toward the recovery of a
fuller Liturgical life, and the best and most appropriate
practice of Liturgics according to our unique AntiochianAmerican Liturgical customs, especially those handed
down to us by our own St. Raphael of Brooklyn.
The Department works closely with the Department of
Music, inasmuch as that Department is concerned with
the sung musical texts of our Liturgical services, and
with the participation of choirs and chanters in the celebration of these services. During the past two years,
the Dept. of Music has been very busy typesetting the
Byzantine Music Project, and at the same time, trying
to develop a single, official text for every musical piece.
Our department has been very happy to cooperate in
this important task. The Department also works with the
Western Rite Vicariate through the St. George Institute
to provide Liturgical support, texts, and music for our
Western Rite parishes as well.
We are very grateful to the Very Rev. Elia Shalhoub for
his work on the Liturgical Guide since 1998. Fr. Elia
very carefully checks both the Typikon rubrics and the
Lectionary to provide a high-quality Guide each year. It
is very important to note that we try very hard to maintain the unique American Antiochian tradition, handed
down to us by St. Raphael (Hawaweeny) as found in his
At-ta’ziya al-haqiqiya as-salawat al-ilahiya or Service
Book of the Holy Orthodox-Catholic Apostolic Church
in the Arabic Language (New York, 1909). This work
remains for us the “gold standard” for liturgical practice; and supersedes, for us the work of his contemporary, the Typikon of the Great Church, by Metropolitan
George Violakis in 1888. This is why we are often at
slight variance with contemporary Greek sources.

We are very indebted to Elaine (Hayeek) Moore for doing all the work in posting the on-line Liturgical Notes.
She uses the Liturgical Guide prepared by Fr. Shalhoub
and fills it out with the appropriate texts from the approved books of the Archdiocese.
We are very grateful to the Rev. Bernard Kinnick for his
work on the Ordo, which is the Liturgical Guide for the
Western Rite parishes and missions of our Archdiocese.
Unlike the Liturgical Guide, the Ordo provides an outline for Matins, Liturgy, and Vespers for each and every
day throughout the year. Benjamin Andersen also has
provided detailed instructions and resources for those
who use the Benedictine Breviary, and his work is being
continued for now by Fr. John Winfrey.
All of these people go to an awful lot of work, which
they volunteer to the Archdiocese. We do this because
it has been requested by our parishes and blessed by
our Metropolitan. We are doing our best to provide everything which people want, but according to the order
and wishes of the Metropolitan. It is not a good idea to
add to our services using outside sources without first
checking with us or the Metropolitan to see if it will have
his blessing.
The Liturgical texts for the regional Parish Life Conferences were prepared bi-lingually and mailed to each
host parish. The Department also prepares the texts for
the Archdiocese Convention, Clergy Symposium, Antiochian House of Studies, and for individual parish needs,
such as an Episcopal visit or joint Orthodox celebration.
Please remember, however, that we need time to prepare
these texts. They cannot be put together overnight.
Four years ago, in Montreal, we announced that a
translation of the 1888 Typikon of George Violakis was
being prepared by Bishop Demitri and edited by the
Very Rev. John Morris. While not in itself the norm or
custom of our Archdiocese, it is a very important resource for understanding how to organize the services,
and can be used to supplement the material available
from St. Raphael. This is still in need of some proofreading, and has not yet been sent to the printers, but
has been made available for us now as an e-book that
can be downloaded from the following website: http://
almoutran.com/2011/04/2968.
Our department wishes to serve the needs of the parishes in our Archdiocese. Comments and suggestions
from the priests and people throughout the Archdiocese
enable us to continue our ministry in a responsive and
responsible fashion. Please feel free to contact us whenever we can be of service to you.
We would like to thank all the Priests, Deacons, Choir
directors, and other members of our Archdiocese who
have helped us in our projects, provided their expertise
and time, and have shared their comments and criticisms
with us. We also thank our Metropolitan PHILIP for his

leadership and guidance, as well as Bishop ANTOUN,
Bishop JOSEPH, Bishop BASIL, Bishop DEMETRI,
Bishop THOMAS, and Bishop ALEXANDER (our new
Episcopal overseer) for their ongoing interest, help, and
support for the work of this Department. Without their
active participation and cooperation we would have no
ministry.
Respectfully submitted, V. Rev. Edward Hughes

On a motion by Fr. Elia Shalhoub, and seconded by
Fr. Kamal Al-Rahil, the Assembly received the report.
9/7. V. Rev. Antony Gabriel, Chairman, presented
the report of the Department of Planning and Development.
Department of Planning
and Development
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011
Congratulations to His Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP
for the 45th anniversary of his Episcopacy. Many Years
Master!
We also extend our congratulations to Archpriet Nicholas Dahdal and his host parish, St. George Antiochian
Orthodox Church of Cicero, the parish of which I was
blessed to have been its first missionary pastor, sent by
our beloved Metropolitan PHILIP.
“You will be enriched in every way for great generosity,
which through us will produce thanksgiving to God” (2
Cor. 9:11).
Planning and Development was created for exactly
what the title implies.
It is a new approach to cultivate the tremendous talents
which the faithful of this Archdiocese have. Dreams and
visions are accomplished through the generosity and
help of our philanthropists and humanitarians who believe in the growing need in our North American Archdiocese to reaffirm their faith and rebuild their spiritual
lives. The Antiochian Archdiocese, as the overseer of
our people, tries to provide for all of our faithful the expected services needed for this and the next generation.
A large-scale approach will help achieve our goals.
“At the new Department of Planning and Development,
we strive to accomplish the dreams of Metropolitan
PHILIP and his vision for our North American Archdiocese. More than ever, we need to build and protect our
future, to ensure our children’s ability to express their
faith and live a spiritual life.”
With that in mind, our initial approach of providing
help with the major projects of the Antiochian Village is
well underway. To date we have contributed to the building of two cabins, with a third one on the way, along
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with the new dining hall equipped with air conditioning. Moreover, thanks to David and Lewis Ghiz, plans
are underway for the renovation of the pool, which is
a main summer attraction and activity for the campers.
Our donations currently total over one million dollars,
with more expected.
Our introductory/donation package has been sent to
over a thousand addresses. All of the Archdiocese’s
churches have received one. We also have been sending
out a reminder in the form of a postcard to those who
have already been approached.
Our page on the Archdiocese’s website has information
posted along with a donor form that can be printed and
mailed in, thus facilitating our patrons’ contributions.
Such a major endeavor is not accomplished without
work of the representatives of this department. Travel
plans have taken Father Antony to Ottawa and Washington, D.C. Other visits are planned, as it is important to
have meetings with our parishioners. These one-on-one
dialogues create a greater appreciation of the love involved in their participation, how it is first and foremost
for the children, the faithful and the future of our Godprotected Archdiocese.
Also, Stephen Adams and Michael Karolle, members of
the Department who are well-informed in the financial
world, are currently working on approaching foundations for charitable endowments and grants. Paul Mokhiber is looking into developing an insurance program.
Michael Karolle has initiated an application process that
has approached twelve Foundations which have been
identified as the most promising based upon their charitable objectives. The foundations are:
• The Lilly Endowment (specifically the Lilly Endowment for American Christianity)
• The Kellogg Foundation
• The Andrew Carnegie Foundation
• The Ford Foundation
• The Gilmore (Hertz) Foundation
• The Ben and Jerry’s Foundation
• The Mustard Seed Foundation
• Partners for Scared Places
• The Bonner Foundation
• The Chatios Foundation
• U.S. Dept. of Education Program
• Fund for Non-Violence
Philip Saliba and Justin Sayfie have helped by providing a mailing list of former campers at the Antiochian
Village, people who now have successful careers, and
a mailing has gone out to them. Their participation in
this program will enable their children to experience the
same spiritual life that has nurtured them.
Kh. Lynn Gabriel has been in charge of a special event
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honoring Helen Thomas, which will be held on an evening in October of this year, at which all net proceeds
will go directly to the Archdiocese to provide support
where it is most needed.
Although our initial campaign has focused on helping
provide for all aspects of the Antiochian Village, including St. Thekla’s Convent, the Sacred Music Institute,
and The Heritage & Learning Center, the Department
of Planning and Development has the mission of seek-

ing funds for every department and organization. This
includes the Clergy Retirement Fund.
It is very important to also point out that this new Department was created in one of the worst times in the
global economy. The past three years have been plagued
with a recession, and only now are we seeing some light
at the end of the tunnel. Many potential donors have
pledged to donate as soon as the economy and their own
situation stabilizes.
It has been very hard for most people, and we can only
be grateful for the few who were able to contribute this
past year. The days ahead shine brightly; more funds
will come in, and will ensure the growth of this GodProtected Archdiocese.
Thank you.
Through your participation and generosity, we will go
forth, build and be strong for all generations to come.
“Of those to whom much has been given, much is required” (Luke 12:48).
Economos Antony Gabriel, Chairman
(Advisory Committee: Stephen Q. Adams, Peter Dacales,
Kh. Lynn Gabriel, David Ghiz, Khalil E. Kardous, Michael R. Karolle,
Robert H. Laham, Albert Mokhiber, Paul Mokhiber, Philip Saliba,
Justin Sayfie.)

On a motion by Fr. Ghattas Hajal, and seconded
by Fr. Iskander Younes, the Assembly received the
report.

9/8. V. Rev. Michael Ellias, Chairman, presented
the report of the Department of Clergy Insurance
and Retirement.
Department of Clergy Insurance
and Retirement
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011

Significant Policy Changes
The most recent revision of the Clergy Compensation
Manual appeared in December 2009 and incorporated
the policies endorsed by the Palm Desert Convention
and approved by the Metropolitan Archbishop. The
Archdiocese mails a copy of the manual to both pastors
and parish council chairs at each publication. Call or email the chancery to obtain a current copy.
1. Stipend Guidelines – We continue to operate in
a low-inflation environment; therefore, the department will apply a Cost of Living Allowance (COLA)
increase in accordance with the Consumer Price Index (CPI) issued by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
of the U.S. Department of Labor over 2009 levels.
Parishes should keep in mind that these levels are
“guidelines” and “minimums.” Parishes should continue making Cost of Living Allowance (COLA) increases as well as merit raises. Parishes must submit
compensation proposals for incoming pastors to the
local bishop for his blessing.
2. Life Insurance – Participation in the Archdiocese’s
Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability plan is still
mandatory for all full-time pastors. The rate has been
$75/month or $900/year for many years. Cigna has
been our provider since March 1, 2009. The death

benefit to the surviving spouse or other designated
beneficiary is now $110,000 for those insured under
seventy (70) years of age, and $65,000 after a priest
reaches age 70. All participants should confirm that
their beneficiary designation form is current with
Cigna.
3. Long-Term Disability – Within the same $900 annual life-insurance premium, long-term disability
benefits have increased from $1,000 to $1,500 per
month for as long as total disability lasts, or until
age 65, whichever comes first. These payments begin after the first ninety (90) days of disability. There
is a 30-day elimination period, plus a 60-day period
during which the Archdiocese provides $500 per
month.
4. Health Insurance – The rapidly rising cost of health
care continues to be a major challenge for parishes
and for the nation as a whole. Health insurance premiums have increased 6-10% per year throughout
the industry for the last two years, and the Obama
Administration passed major “health care reform”
provisions whose implications are still unclear. Although the Orthodox Health Plan (OHP), administered through Aetna Insurance, experienced a
very modest increase of approximately 1% in 2009
and 2% in 2010, well below the national average,
this year’s proposed increase was originally 29%.
Through negotiations and plan adjustments, OHP
negotiated an increase of “only” 9%.
In order to reach that level, however, the OHP converted from a “dividend-eligible” basis to a “non-participating funding basis.” Additionally, the annual deductible
for a family will increase to $1,000/year, and the co-pays
will increase from $25 to $30 for office visits and from
$35 to $40 for specialists. On the plus side, annual maximum benefits will now be unlimited; dependent children will remain eligible to age 26; and all preventative
and wellness care will be covered 100%. For the period
May 1, 2011, through April 30, 2012, the new rates are
$907/month for an individual and $1,933/month for a
family. For enrollment and detailed plan descriptions, go
to www.orthodoxhealthplans.com.
Long-Term Care
The Department offers enrollment in a group LongTerm Care plan. Enrollment is at the discretion of the
participant and is at his/her own expense. The plan
features group rates, a rate locked in at the applicant’s
current age, and guaranteed coverage with no medical
questions for new employees. Continuing pastors and
employees must be medically underwritten. For more
information call (800) 785-4432 or go to www.orthodoxhealthplans.com.
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Confidential Assistance Plan (Cap)
ComPsych administers our Confidential Assistance
Plan (CAP). ComPsych provides short-term counseling services to clergy and full-time employees and their
family members in order to handle concerns constructively before they become major issues. The CAP provides immediate assistance from trained counselors for
any problem, including, but not limited to, marital, family and relationship issues; emotional, stress and work
issues; grief counseling; mental illness; child and elder
care; substance abuse; and domestic violence. Our carrier also provides telephone access to licensed attorneys on any legal concern (including home purchase
and estate planning) and to CPAs about financial issues.
Confidentiality is strictly maintained. Counselors
are available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year by calling
(800) 272-7255, or by going to www.guidanceresources.com. Our Company ID is COM589.
Retired Clergy Housing Allowance and Retirement
Planning
The most recent actuarial study of the Retired Clergy
Housing Allowance Fund shows that the present value
of benefits accrued by clergy is nearly $11 million,
but the current market value of the assets in the fund
is only $4.3 million, leaving a shortfall of $6.6 million.
While the archdiocese continues to grow and to add new
clergy, there has not been a commensurate increase in
contributions to the fund. Because of this shortfall, the
status of current priests who are not yet receiving the
Housing Allowance is an open question.
As a temporary measure, the Order of St. Ignatius of
Antioch has increased its commitment by an additional
$50,000 per year; however, the long-term trajectory of
the fund is clearly unsustainable. The Department is
hereby recommending that we 1) guarantee stipends
for all current recipients; 2) institute a mandatory and
contributory plan (SEP IRA) owned by each participant and funded by a percentage from the participant
and a match by the parish/employer; 3) undertake an
extensive program of education for parish councils and
participants; 4) establish an annual compliance mechanism; 5) perform an annual actuarial study of the Fund;
6) enlarge the committee to include professional expertise; and 7) seek additional revenue sources to augment
the individual retirement accounts.
Closing Remarks
The Department extends its deepest gratitude to Metropolitan PHILIP for his paternal concern for the clergy
and their families, to Bishop ANTOUN for his dedicated
supervision of the department, to all the bishops who advocate for their clergy, and to the members of the Order
of St. Ignatius of Antioch for their generous support.
Respectfully Submitted,
Very Rev. Fr. Michael Ellias, Chairman
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On a motion by Bishop Antoun, and seconded by Fr.
Thomas Zain, the Assembly received the report.
9/9. V. REV. PETER GILLQUIST, Chairman, presented the report of the Department of Missions
and Evangelism.
The Department of Missions and
Evangelism
Biennial Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011
V. Rev. Peter E. Gillquist, Chairman
V. Rev. Michael Keiser, V. Rev. John Finley, Rev. James
MacKoul, mission priests
Mr. Howard Lange, Administrator
Since 1988, the Archdiocese has founded about 120
new Eastern Rite missions throughout the United States
and Canada, of which 62 have grown to full parishes.
We are exploring possible mission starts in over a dozen
additional cities.
Department priests have taught on mission development and apologetics at multiple venues, both Orthodox and non-Orthodox. Howard Lange has responded to
numerous inquiries about Orthodoxy from non-Orthodox
clergy and laity by answering questions about the Faith
and referring inquirers to Department priests and nearby
parishes.
Howard Lange has revised and enhanced the Orthodox
Conference on Missions and Evangelism. The focus is
on personal and parish evangelism training with a core
curriculum. In cooperation with local Orthodox parishes
of all jurisdictions, the Conference will be presented in
several cities throughout North America, making the
event more accessible to Orthodox and non-Orthodox
attendees. Our October 2010 Conference in Grand Rapids, MI, drew almost 150 participants, far exceeding
previous Conference attendance records.
Fr. Michael Keiser has written an outstanding book
on Orthodox evangelism, Spread the Word: Reclaiming the Apostolic Tradition of Evangelism (Conciliar Press). Fr. John Finley has developed a 9-week
introductory Byzantine chant course especially for use
with missions. Fr. James Mackoul volunteers his time
to start new missions primarily in the Midwest. Fr. Peter Gillquist and Howard Lange developed a missionplanting strategy, identifying key cities for new missions
in the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic dioceses. We plan to
develop similar strategies with the bishops of all Antiochian dioceses. Fr. John Finley and Howard Lange
have been enhancing the Department’s Internet presence through www.antiochian.org/missions and www.
gettoknowtheoriginal.net. We are exploring ways to tap

into Internet social media for communication, education
and evangelism. This spring Howard Lange created the
“Orthodox Elevator Speech Contest” to help Orthodox
Christians tell any people they meet what the Orthodox
Church is in just a few seconds. The winner will be announced at this Convention.
In 2009 the Department attempted a new model for
mission planting. We raised funds to pay the relocation
costs and first four months salary for a priest and his
family to start a mission in Evansville, IN (metropolitan population 300,000) – until then the largest city in
America with no Orthodox Church. Fr. Daniel Hackney
devotes his full time to building up the mission, which
in 18 months has grown to 26 households – with three
parishioners enrolled in the St. Stephen’s Course!
We are grateful to God for the opportunity to serve
Christ and His Church in our efforts to help bring America to the Orthodox Christian Faith. We also are thankful
for the vision and courage with which God has blessed
His Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP to oversee this ministry. We thank the men and women of the Order of St.
Ignatius of Antioch, without whose generous support
the work of this Department would not be possible.
On a motion by Fr. Constantine Nassr, and seconded by Mr. Rob Rinvelt, the Assembly received the
report.
9/10. Mr. John Maddex, CEO, presented the report
of Conciliar Media Ministries.
Conciliar Media Ministries
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011
Sale of Ben Lomond Property
We have been truly blessed to find the right individual
to purchase our property in Ben Lomond. Scott Vogler
of Vogler Construction put about $200,000 into the
property and has developed a very nice business center with paying tenants. He secured his financing by the
December 2010 deadline and we closed on December
18. The proceeds from the sale allowed us to pay off
all debt, including Thomas Nelson, St. Athanasius Academy, pre-move credit card debt, and more. This left us
with about $35,000 in cash reserves typically needed in
the summer months. It is a wonderful feeling to be debtfree, and current with our vendors.
$600,000 Purchase Price
$565,000 Payments
$35,000 Cash Reserve
With this fresh start, Conciliar Press began operations
as a “virtual” company in January of 2010 with our small
staff spread out all over the country. We outsourced the

warehouse to a professional distribution center in the
greater Chicago area and set up a new call center in Indiana. While the economy and the transition hit us hard,
we now feel we have turned the corner and are beginning to reap the benefits of our new operation.
New Call Center
One of the great blessings of this past year has been the
addition of our new Customer Service Manager, Nancy
Colakovic. Nancy is a lifelong Orthodox Christian who
formerly managed the successful Narrow Path Bookstore in Lansing, IL. She has a deep love for God and
the Orthodox faith, a broad familiarity with Orthodox
literature, a passion for customer service, and a longstanding affection for Conciliar Press. Under Nancy’s
care, our customers are receiving great service and our
account receivables have dramatically improved. She
has also brought in a line of beautiful crosses to our
inventory, which is selling very well.
Exciting New Titles in the Past Few Months
Digital Publishing
As have most publishers, Conciliar is creating eBook
versions of all of our primary titles. We are producing
two formats – one to work on the Kindle and the other
for the Nook, Sony Reader, and Apple iBook. We now
have about a dozen titles available and continue to develop more. In a way, these books are like websites, and we
look at the eBook industry as being in the stage that the
Web was ten years ago. We can expect swift and dramatic developments in the technology. With this come new
opportunities. Some of these opportunities could be
• To publish some books as eBooks first (generating
and determining interest in the book, and then selling in the print medium);
• To publish an entire series as eBooks only (driving
traffic to the whole general catalogue);
• To cross-fertilize Ancient Faith Radio (AFR) podcasts
with eBooks by the same author, including links and
sample pages right on the AFR podcast page;
• To discover many new authors and publish their works
as eBooks without the enormous expense involved in
printing and distribution.
We have also produced four new audio books for download and on CD, with more to come.
Ancient Faith Radio
The outreach of Ancient Faith Radio has grown far beyond our wildest imagination. With downloads and visits
from well over 127 countries, this ministry has become
a major tool for evangelism for the Orthodox Church.
Here are just a few statistics:
• Monthly downloads are averaging 418,000 from
40,000 unique IP addresses since January 2011.
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• In May 2011, 15,583 of the unique IP’s downloading
podcasts were in China.
• Daily website visits are averaging 3,500, from 2,300
unique visitors.
• Web traffic is up 18.6% from the first five months
of 2010.
• From our recent survey, 31% of our listeners are Antiochian, 24.3% are OCA, and 20.1% are GOA.
• Sixty-nine percent of our listeners are Orthodox and
31% are non-Orthodox.
• Of our Orthodox listeners, 73% of our listeners are
“converts” and 23% “cradle.”
• We have 56 active podcasts, with more on the way.
Listener Responses
“I have been listening to several podcasts every day
since I discovered Ancient Faith Radio months ago. I
still find informative and challenging talks every day,
and it has nurtured my faith in Christ and His Church
immensely. What a magnificent ministry!”
“I pastor a non-denominational church in Texas, and
I love Orthodox worship. It is so beautiful and reverent. I listen to your station all of the time. God help us
Protestants get a clue as to what real worship is! Keep
up the ‘God’ work.
“This site and these stations are pure gold for me, a
Christian Presbyterian, who is moving towards Orthodoxy. Keep up the holy work! It is a great resource for
potential converts like me. Love in Christ our God from
Texas.
“Amidst the sea of chaos and uncertainly that grips
the world today, your zeal for God’s Word and love for
Christ has shone through like a brilliant flame for all to
see. By the grace of the Holy Spirit, our Lord is bringing together the most beautiful aspects of Eastern and
Western Christendom to breathe life into His One Holy
Catholic and Apostolic Orthodox Church that all may
partake of this beautiful gift. God bless you, and thank
you from the depths of my heart.”
“Your podcasts and broadcasts have hugely facilitated
my development and growth in understanding Orthodoxy. I do not think that I would have found my spiritual
home without you. I am more grateful to you than can
be expressed in words.”
“I have downloaded and listened to about 25 programs
since discovering this site not even ten days ago. It has
been so helpful in making Orthodoxy less ‘ethnic’ and
alien to me and has greatly pushed me along in my now
25-year journey towards Orthodoxy. My catechumenate
has begun.”
“I am a Protestant pastor, and I love listening to AFR!
I listen every night on my computer. I find the podcasts
interesting and informative. At the Intersection of East
and West is my favorite.”
“Hi, I am a Palestinian Orthodox Christian from Beth-
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lehem. I love listening to your radio station. You give
us hope when we see true Christianity preached to the
world from America.”
New Podcasts
The Way
Conciliar Media Ministries has become the exclusive
US distributor for THE WAY. This is the catechism and
adult education program of the Institute for Orthodox
Christian Studies, based in the United Kingdom. It is a
course comprised of 12 sessions, run usually over 12
weeks, and that involves a meal together, a talk on a central aspect of Christian belief, free discussion in small
groups, and a ‘question and answer’ session where
members of each group put questions to a panel. The
course aims to present the basics of Orthodox Christian
faith in an atmosphere of friendship, free exchange, and
trust, where no question or opinion is treated as unworthy of attention.
The multimedia package contains a CD entitled “How
to Run THE WAY” and four DVDs of the original speakers: Metropolitan Kallistos Ware, Professor David Frost,
Fr. Michael Harper, Miss Gladys Bland, Dr. Christine
Mangala Frost, Fr. Raphael Armour, Fr. Demetrios Bathrellos, and Mr. John Bazlinton.
Conciliar Media Sales, Donations, and Finances
Attached to this report are the 2010 financial statements, as well as a look at the first five months of 2010.
Here are some highlights:
• Ancient Faith Radio donations and ad revenue are
keeping up with expenses. About 95% of our revenue
is from donations.
• Conciliar Press sales are on target with budget projections.
• Orthodox Study Bible sales are declining, which may
be an indication of saturation.
• Gift items, and in particular crosses, are booming.
• Our own titles are selling ahead of budget.
Conclusion
The Psalmist described Christ as the stone the builders
rejected, Who became the Head of the corner. “And this
came about from the Lord, and it is wonderful in our
eyes” (Psalm 117:23). We feel the same way about the
work of Christ at Conciliar Media. We are but stewards
of God’s work, and He has blessed us beyond what we
deserve by allowing us to be involved.
By your prayers,
John Maddex,CEO,Conciliar Media Ministries

On a motion by Fr. John Teebagy, and seconded by
Dr. Raymond Rishwain, the Assembly received the
report.

9/11. Mr. Douglas Cramer, Chairman, presented
the report of the Department of Internet Ministry.

completed, including efforts in support of the pan-jurisdictional Assembly of Canonical Bishops of North and
Central America.

Department of Internet Ministry
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011

Contributors
Our work requires us to engage continually with a
range of contributors, for whom it is critical that we provide a publishing platform for their needs. Many people
across the Archdiocese and the broader Orthodox world
have contributed content to our site. In particular, we
thank the following people for their ongoing contributions to Antiochian.org:
His Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP and his hierarchical
assistant Fr. George Kevorkian; His Grace Bishop BASIL
and his assistant the monk Benedict; His Grace Bishop
THOMAS; His Grace Bishop JOSEPH and his assistant
Michael Habib; Registrar Amy Robinson; Joanne Hakim
and Michael Srour of the Order of St. Ignatius; Dept.
of Christian Education director Carole Buleza; Dept. of
Sacred Music director Chris Holwey; Conciliar Media director John Maddex; Dept. of Youth director Fr. Joseph
Purpura; Dept. of Chaplains director Fr. George Morelli;
and Mother Alexandra of the Convent of St. Thekla.

As the Church has always done, our Archdiocese uses
the tools of our society to communicate with its members, and with the world beyond. In practice today, this
includes engaging via the Internet. Central to this work
is the wisdom and expertise possessed by the workers
and ministries of our Archdiocese, the information and
stories they need to communicate; the different audiences with different needs that make up the 50,000 monthly
visitors to our website, Antiochian.org; and the technology platform that has been built to make this website
possible.
History
The Department of Internet Ministry was created in
2008 to serve the communications needs of our Archdiocese by providing a professional-quality Internet publishing platform at our official website, www.Antiochian.
org. The Archdiocese website had previously been built
and maintained by the Department of Communications
and Information Technology, before this Department
was closed and its responsibilities divided. In recognition of the need for our Archdiocese to make more fruitful use of new media, the Department of Internet Ministry was launched to focus exclusively on improving the
presentation on the World Wide Web of our vibrant life
and work.
Staffing
The staff of the Department include full-time director
Douglas Cramer, part-time editors Ginny Nieuwsma and
Andrew Frishman, and part-time technical consultant
Mark Klinski. Douglas and Andrew are based in Santa
Fe, NM; Ginny in San Jose, CA; and Mark in Indianapolis, IN. The team is in regular contact via phone and
e-mail, and makes use of software tools for virtual team
project management. This staffing arrangement has
been in place without turnover since 2008, allowing the
team the opportunity to develop strong working relationships and productive processes.
General Responsibilities
Our work at the Department falls into several categories: administrative, technical, design, and editorial.
Ongoing work includes the development of website
content, and of features and functionality in support
of the Archdiocese headquarters, as well as of our dioceses, departments and organizations. Original content
is also continually being developed and special projects

Meetings and Conferences
The editorial team of Douglas, Ginny and Andrew meet
annually in Santa Fe. Douglas and Mark have attended
the annual convention, Drupalcon, dedicated to the
Drupal software platform with which the Archdiocese
website is constructed, for advanced training and networking. Douglas has also attended the biannual Archdiocese clergy gathering at Antiochian Village.
Site Audience
In late 2010, our Department conducted an online
reader survey that generated several hundred responses. The results of this survey have informed subsequent
decisions and planning regarding content emphasis, design of directory resources, site navigation and more.
Antiochian.org site usage statistics for June 2010
through June 2011, via Google Analytics, mark our annual audience at approximately 920,000 site visits from
455,000 unique site visitors. A typical month will see
traffic in the range of 75,000 site visits from 40,000
unique site visitors. Most of our traffic is to the site
homepage, but other popular destinations include our
parish directory, apologetics section, and liturgical and
music resources. (Detailed survey results and site analytics are available on request.)
Discover Orthodox Christianity
In April 2011, our Department launched a new section
dedicated to Orthodox Christian introductory articles
and resources, at www.antiochian.org/discover. The section is the result of several months of planning and editorial and design work.
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Education and evangelistic outreach is of the utmost
importance to the bishops, clergy and laity of the Antiochian Archdiocese. In support of their efforts, Discover
Orthodox Christianity now provides a topical library of
links and reflections presenting the faith to site visitors in
an engaging and accessible format. We hope this will be
a useful tool for teaching of the faith, for both newcomers and for people who are rediscovering Orthodoxy.
Assembly of Canonical Bishops of North and
Central America
Beginning in June 2010, our Department joined a collaborative effort to create and maintain a website for the
pan-jurisdictional Assembly of Bishops. Communication
for the Assembly is coordinated by the Secretary of the
Assembly, His Grace Bishop BASIL. A small team of staff
from our Department and from the Greek Orthodox
Archdiocese Department of Internet Ministries works
with the Secretary and his assistant, the monk Benedict,
to build content and features available at www.assemblyofbishops.org.
Future Objectives
In March 2011, Metropolitan PHILIP asked each department of the Archdiocese to produce a detailed list of
objectives, including methods for measuring their success, for the fiscal year beginning January 2012. This
valuable process resulted in the following documented
objectives for the Department of Internet Ministry, and
is the primary driver of our plans for the coming year.
Rolling our objectives into a single statement, we can
say that, in the coming fiscal year, our Department will
seek to publish a large amount of content online using
an effective technical infrastructure, in a way that satisfies our clients, while executing a website redesign and
growing our audience.
Objective 1: Content
Ongoing fulfillment of commitments to online content publishing to approved sources of submissions;
completion of large-content development project requests; ongoing development and online publication
of original content.
The first purpose of the Department is ongoing communication, via our new media platforms, of timely and
timeless information and stories pertaining to the life
and work of the Archdiocese and her ministries. The
Internet Ministry team primarily focuses on being effective editors and curators of content.
For successful ongoing content development, we rely
primarily on key contacts at the entities of the Archdiocese with whom we can coordinate and collaborate.
These contacts are often the originators of the material
that is published online, and their own communication
skills are essential to a successful process and online
presence.
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Objective 2: Technology
Ongoing maintenance of publishing platform technical infrastructure, to ensure superior website
performance, security, and functionality; ongoing
advance planning in anticipation of an evolving
technical landscape.

The primary software supporting the existing Archdiocese website is the state-of-the-art Drupal content
management system (CMS). Its open-source architecture, consisting of core software and selected add-on
software modules, provides an administrative interface
that editors use to manipulate the underlying data residing on our host server. In 2011 we are working through
a major upgrade of the Drupal software, from version 6
to version 7, and of our critical installed modules. This
upgrade project may continue into 2012. When this upgrade is done, the staff will begin to learn how to use
the improved toolset, and to develop new functionality
based on its capabilities.
To this point, the sophistication of the Drupal platform
has been very helpful in maintaining our technical infrastructure, as it allows us to perform technical upkeep
quickly, often by someone without a skill set in software
development and programming. We have emphasized
editorial and content skill sets while developing staff,
making it essential for us to make the most of a smaller
investment in technical skills. Successful maintenance
of our technology also depends on a healthy relationship with hosting provider NST, located in East Northport, NY.
Objective 3: Service
Quantifiable success in meeting and exceeding client expectations in such realms of service as ease
of interaction with Department staff, speed in the
resolution of problems, effectiveness of implemented
solutions, and more.
Closely related to the content creation of Objective #1
above, is our overall working relationships with those
understood to form our internal client base: they should
have a high level of satisfaction with our work. External feedback on the performance of our Department by
those with whom we interact regularly can be gathered
and used to understand better and to improve our ongoing work; to clarify who exactly it is that we serve;
and to identify opportunities for new, needed, creative
projects.

In 2012 we will develop and execute a survey of key
Archdiocese clients, including supported contacts at the
headquarters, diocesan, departmental and organizational levels. We will conduct in-depth personal interviews
with a select number of key Archdiocese leaders about
their judgment of Internet work to-date and their vision
for the future. Surveying and interviewing will depend
on the willingness of contacts at key constituencies to
spend time thinking about and articulating the Internetrelated aspects of their work.
Objective 4: Redesign
Planning and execution of a comprehensive graphical and information architecture redesign for the
primary Archdiocesan presence at www.antiochian.
org.
The current design iteration for the Antiochian.org
website was created by Douglas Cramer, implemented
by technical consultant Mark Klinski, and launched in
Spring 2009. A graphical and information architecture
redesign in 2012 will create a new design layer for the
primary Antiochian website, optimized for the then-current Drupal 7 software environment. It will also allow
for identification and implementation of more current
design elements consistent with an Orthodox Christian ethos, utilizing the most current design tools and
outside consultation to update graphic styles, banners,
fonts, menus, navigation and site organization, and all
other aspects of a comprehensive design overhaul.
Successful website redesign depends chiefly on feedback from Archdiocese leadership about which design
concepts best fit with their communication goals, and
the integration of outside design resources into the
workflow of existing Department staff.
Objective 5: Audience
Develop a comprehensive plan to increase the size of
our online audience base (currently approximately
50,000 unique visitors monthly to Antiochian.org),
and execute that plan; increase the length of time
spent by our regular audience using online resources; and expand overall the awareness and use of
Antiochian-developed Orthodox Christian content.
A core element of the work of the Department has always been the promotion of her work, via general Internet promotional techniques like search engine optimization, and the development of relationships with other
websites, so that they link to Antiochian resources. While
our Department cannot control the overall level of interest in Orthodox Christianity in society, it can increase
the contribution of the Antiochian Archdiocese to the
broader online Orthodox Christian community.
Increasing the reach of an organization’s online presence depends on the goodwill of those parties who are
also online, and who support the vision of the organi-

zation. As Archdiocesan online resources continue to
mature, it will be essential to cultivate awareness and
support from Orthodox Christian ministries, parishes,
pastors, and other online content-creators across jurisdictions, in order to leverage the social capabilities of
the Internet, and respond to the social command of the
Gospel.
On a motion by Mr. Michael Srour, and seconded
by Fr. Timothy Baclig, the Assembly received the
report.
9/12. Mr. Ronald Nicola, Chairman, presented the
report of the Department of Stewardship.
Department of Stewardship
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011
The Department of Stewardship, in concert with the
Department of Lay Ministries, has worked on these projects and initiatives since the 2009 Archdiocese Convention in Palm Springs.
The Fifty-Two-Week Member Giving Campaign

This material is designed to be used by parishes in helping their congregations move toward tithing. The parishes in our Archdiocese whose members practice tithing
are already following the practices outlined in the campaign’s materials, but now that the Archdiocese assessment system for all parishes is based on the ten-percent
tithe, we hope to see more progress toward individual
parishioners giving based on an identified percentage
of their weekly, monthly, or yearly income. Recognizing
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that each parish has its unique traditions when it comes
to building its budget and to organizing its member-giving program, the Fifty-Two Week Member Giving Campaign is designed to be flexible and adaptable, given the
uniqueness of individual communities. While there is
room for individualization of this member-giving campaign, there are also givens that cannot be ignored or
compromised. First and foremost among them is that
scriptural teachings and ancient traditions demand certain practices which must be studied, learned, and ultimately adopted. As we profess our Orthodox Christian
faith, giving in a manner which reflects the teachings of
our faith must be a behavior that becomes as commonplace as regularly receiving Confession and the Holy
Eucharist. This Member-Giving Campaign can be accessed from the Archdiocese website.
The Parish Council Guidebook
The parish councils in our communities are made up
of hard-working Orthodox Christians. Just as with member-giving practices, however, there is diversity when it
comes to how our parish councils operate. And just as
with member-giving practices, there are church traditions and scriptural teachings that provide basic guidelines which explain parish governance in the context
of the Orthodox Church. All too often, these scriptural
foundations for parish councils go unnoticed in many
of our communities. The goal of the Parish Council
Guidebook is to provide articles on a variety of subjects typically faced by parish councils. By reading and
discussing the materials included in this guidebook,
parish council members, under the leadership of the
parish priest, have the opportunity to learn, grow, and
mature in their understanding of what it means to serve
on a parish council in an Orthodox Church. The Parish
Council Guidebook can be accessed from the Archdiocese website.
During the Department of Stewardship meeting at this
convention, the following new sections to the Parish
Council Guidebook were made available:
• Who is entitled to vote during parish council meetings?
• Guidelines for preparing for and conducting the Annual Parish Meeting
• Cultivating and recruiting candidates for the Parish
Council
• Peacemaking and Reconciliation within the Parish
Council and within the Parish
Communications with Parishes
On an ongoing basis, the Department of Stewardship receives and responds to inquiries from parishes
throughout the Archdiocese requesting information relating to stewardship and to parish council operations.
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The Parish Council Symposium
The Biennial Parish Council Symposium was held in
conjunction with the Orthodox Institute, sponsored
by the Department of Christian Education, November
4 to 7, 2010, at the Heritage and Learning Center at
Antiochian Village. The Parish Council Symposium attracted twenty participants representing the following
parishes:
St. George Church, Flint, Michigan
Antiochian Orthodox Church of the Annunciation, Calgary, Alberta
Christ the Savior Mission, Waterloo, Ontario
St. George Church, West Roxbury, Massachusetts
Orthodox Church of the Redeemer, Los Altos,
California
* St. George Church, Cleveland, Ohio
St. Mary Church, Johnstown, Pennsylvania
St. John Church, Orinda, California
St. Nicholas Cathedral, Brooklyn, New York
* The entire parish council from St. George, Cleveland,
attended the event.
The Symposium Agenda featured productive sessions
which focused on presentations related in various ways
to these two questions:
• What can be done to enhance member giving in Antiochian parishes and missions?
• What can enhance the effectiveness of parish councils in Antiochian parishes?
Ron Nicola and Anthony Bashir facilitated the sessions
at the Parish Council Symposium.
Northern California Deanery Parish Council
Retreat
On Saturday, March 19, 2011, thirty-nine parish council members representing the following northern California parishes gathered at the Orthodox Church of the
Redeemer in Los Altos Hills, California:
St. Stephen Church, Campbell
St. Athanasius Church, Sacramento
St. John Church, Orinda
St. Timothy Church, Fairfield
Orthodox Church of the Redeemer, Los Altos Hills
St. James Mission, Modesto
Holy Virgin Mary Church, West Sacramento
In the day-long session, Ron Nicola engaged the participants in discussions related to the topics addressed
at the November 2010 Parish Council Symposium. V.
Rev. Fr. Silas Ruark, the Northern California Dean, and
V. Rev. Fr. Samer Youssef, Pastor of the Orthodox Church
of the Redeemer, provided the leadership in organizing
this retreat.
The Departments of Stewardship and Lay Ministries
will meet together during this Convention, as we have
for the past four conventions. The outcomes of this

meeting will be summarized during the Convention’s
General Assembly.
We thank Metropolitan PHILIP for his guidance, leadership, and support. The work which the Department of
Stewardship has undertaken benefits from his encouragement, along with that provided by each of our Auxiliary Bishops; Bishop ANTOUN, Bishop JOSEPH, Bishop
BASIL, Bishop THOMAS, Bishop ALEXANDER. We pray
for their good health and for their continued leadership of
our beloved Archdiocese. God grant them many years.
Respectfully Submitted,
Ron Nicola, Chairperson, Department of Stewardship

On a motion by Fr. George Washburn, and seconded by Mr. Daniel Abraham, the Assembly received
the report.
The General Assembly recessed at 1:30 pm and
reconvened under the chairmanship of Bishop
JOSEPH, at 2:55 pm.
9/13. Mr. Christopher Holwey, Chairman, presented the report of the Department of Sacred Music.
Department of Sacred Music
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
Your Eminence and Your Graces, Reverend Clergy,
Members of the Board of Trustees, My Brothers and Sisters in Christ:
The mission of the Department of Sacred Music is to
provide leadership to the parishes of the Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese, drawing from the talents
of the faithful in order to serve as a resource for the
publication of music, to organize workshops and seminars, to build strong ties of communication throughout
the Archdiocese, to support the work of missions, and
to be a positive influence in the creation of new works
of liturgical music for the glory of God and the Holy
Orthodox Faith.
In 1 Corinthians 14, St. Paul talks about speaking in
tongues, and how much more important it is to prophecy, or interpret what is being said in those tongues, so
that the whole Church may be edified. Then he says,
“Therefore let him who speaks in a tongue pray that he
may interpret. For if I pray in a tongue, my spirit prays,
but my understanding is unfruitful. What is the conclusion then? I will pray with the spirit, and I will also pray
with the understanding. I will sing with the spirit, and I
will also sing with the understanding. Otherwise, if you
bless with the spirit, how will he who occupies the place
of the uninformed say ‘Amen’ at your giving of thanks,
since he does not understand what you say? For you indeed give thanks well, but the other is not edified” (vv.
13-17).

I offer this quote as a beautiful example of the role of
every choir director, choir member, and chanter who
sings and chants at the liturgical services of our Church.
We are there not simply to sing the responses and hymns
during the services, but, more importantly, to present and
offer them in an intelligible and meaningful way, through
the movement and style of the music which is filled with
the Spirit of God, so that all who hear them may join in
and be edified. Our role in the Department of Sacred Music, then, is to help our choir directors, choir members,
and chanters achieve the goal, so that they might offer
their very best to God, for the praise and glory of His
Name and for the enlightenment of His People.
With that in mind, during these past two years the Sacred Music Department has continued to move forward
in providing music and learning opportunities for our
choir directors, choir members, chanters, parishioners
and friends, thanks to the commitment and dedication
of a wonderful group of very talented musicians within
the Department. Every year we offer our Sacred Music
Institute in July at the Antiochian Village, and in January
out on the West Coast. Our big accomplishment in July
of last year was the celebration of our twenty-fifth anniversary Sacred Music Institute at the Antiochian Village.
With 137 people from all over the United States and
Canada in attendance, it was probably the largest ever
in our twenty-five-year history. We were also blessed to
have with us Vickie Pappas from the Greek Archdiocese,
David Drillock from the OCA, and Elizabeth Ledkovsky
from ROCOR, who came to share with us in the celebration. Also, in light of the recent establishment and meeting of the Assembly of Canonical Orthodox Bishops, we
thought it would be a good time for us, as leaders of
our respective Sacred Music Departments, to meet and
discuss our current status as well as future possibilities
for working together.
It seemed that we were all concerned about three
things:
1) to have a curriculum of studies for those who wish
to learn about the many aspects of sacred music and
to offer a certificate of completion for their studies;
2) to provide music that our children could learn and
which they would be excited to sing in church as our
future musicians; and
3) to have a combined Church Music Institute for all our
jurisdictions, so that we might share in each other’s
traditions, and grow musically and spiritually in the
Faith and Traditions of the Orthodox Church.
Among our other accomplishments are some newly
posted pieces of music on the website, including a Program of Children’s Music for ages pre-school to 6, and
7 to 12, which is the work of Liz McMillan; the Great
Canon of St. Andrew; the Vespers, Orthros and Akathist Service for Ss. Peter and Paul; the Pre-Communion
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Psalms to be sung before and during communion, and
a revised version of the music for the Unction Service.
We were finally able to have the Akathist to the Most
Holy Theotokos published for Lent, 2010, and thank all
of you who purchased it and have used it since then. We
have received many compliments on the ease of use of
this booklet and the beauty of its music. We have two
new people now serving on our Editorial Board to evaluate any new music submitted for use in our Archdiocese.
If you have any concerns as to whether or not certain
music is acceptable, please send it to us and ask for it
to be evaluated, especially any and all new music being
written. We finished proofing the computerized version
of Kazan’s Orthros Byzantine Music Project, complete
with an added ison, and pray that it may be offered soon
as the updated and corrected version of this music. We
regret to inform you that Kazan’s Menaion Project is
now out of print, but it is next in line for proofing, and,
we hope, for distribution in that format. We have completed the computerization of Professor Fred Karam’s
Major and Minor Liturgies, and await its proofing, and
are working on his settings for the Cherubimic Hymn in
Tones 1/4 and 8, as well as many miscellaneous hymns
that he composed. Thank you again to Mike Kargatis
and Debra Abraham for doing much of this computerization.
Last November, once again, our Department members
met in Wichita, Kansas, with His Grace, Bishop BASIL,
to discuss the work of our Department and our many
committees. Our Diocesan Coordinators continue to offer workshops for various parishes, and our committees
continue to work to provide us with workshops for our
Conferences, recordings of the PDF music on our website, music for smaller choirs and missions, training materials for a sacred music program through the St. Stephen’s Course of Study, furtherance of our Mentoring
Program, increasing our publicity and public relations
through The WORD magazine and our professionally
designed advertisements for our SMI, and streamlining our budget to be more efficient with what we have
available. Please take advantage of our website, and our
PDF Library, and write to us if you cannot find what you
need.
Finally, let me offer a very warm thank you to His
Grace, Bishop BASIL, our hierarchical overseer, for all
his guidance, direction, and words of wisdom to me and
to our Department; to Michael Farrow, our Vice-Chairman, whose assistance and help is beyond measure; to
our Diocesan Coordinators and our committee chairmen, who make so much of this possible with their tireless efforts and labor of love.
We congratulate His Eminence, our Metropolitan
PHILIP, on the occasion of his 45th year in the episcopacy and on his 80th birthday, and ask God to grant him,
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and all of you, MANY YEARS!
Yours in Christ, Christopher Holwey, Chairman

On a motion by Deacon Saed Rihani, and seconded
by Mr. Chris Howard, the Assembly received the report.
9/14. Kh. Maggie Hock, Chairperson, presented the
report of the Department of Marriage and Family
Ministry.
Department of Marriage and Parish Family
Ministries
Report to the General Assembly of the
50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
Your Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP, Venerable Hierarchs, Esteemed Clergy and Wives, and Board of Trustees Members:
The Department of Marriage and Parish Family Ministries has been actively working for eight years throughout the Dioceses of the Antiochian Archdiocese. This
Department consistently operates below its budget each
year and has voluntarily frozen its budget for several
years. This decrease has not affected the quality of the
work in the Department.
Many new seminars and workshops on marriage and
family life have been developed and presented. Three
ongoing programs have been proposed for Antiochian
Village: Marriage and Family Enrichment, Premarital
Preparation, and a Bereavement Retreat. Presentations
at the Parish Life Conferences and the Archdiocesan
Conventions, as well as at Clergy Symposiums, Seminaries and Monasteries, are regularly scheduled. The clergy
are continually being trained in premarital assessments
and counseling in order to prepare the couples of our
Archdiocese for successful marriages. In addition, this
program is being taught at the seminary-level to prepare
future clergy to work with the skills and tools in order
to achieve this goal.
The goal of this Department is to continue to make
available training and tools to help the marriages of this
Archdiocese and to strengthen family bonds. An additional goal is to move from crisis intervention to providing preventative measures and skills for individuals and
couples to use before challenges in their relationships
escalate. Training in parenting skills has been a popular program from this Department also. Because of the
struggles of our families to live an Orthodox lifestyle in
the midst of an increasingly secularized world, the topic
for the workshop at this Convention is “Cultural Influences on the Family.”
The workshops and seminars taught in the parishes

and conferences are the main vehicle for this training
and instruction. Currently, we are focused on providing
publications on these topics to help the marriages and
families of our Archdiocese. In particular, a book on preparing couples for marriage is being written. At the last
Archdiocesan Convention I introduced two new booklets
on Orthodox marriage preparation and parish etiquette.
They have been quite popular and are available through
www.antiochian.org/departments/departmentofmarriageandparishfamilyministries. Both of these booklets
may be downloaded for free and are being used in many
of our parishes.
Within the past two years, we have seen an increase
in clergy consulting on sensitive and challenging problems within their own families and among parishioners.
The goal of this Department is not long-term therapy,
but crisis intervention, with referrals to local qualified
professionals when needed. All contact with this Department is strictly confidential. Finally, there are no records
for Marriages kept in this office, as many request them.
They are only available by contacting the Archdiocesan
office in Englewood.
I gratefully acknowledge His Eminence Metropolitan
PHIILP, all Hierarchs, The Board of Trustees, and The
Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch for their vision and continued support of this vital ministry to the marriages
and families of our Archdiocese.
Respectfully submitted, Khouriya Maggie Hock, Director

On a motion by Fr. Elia Shalhoub, and seconded
by Fr. George Shalhoub, the Assembly received the
report.
9/15. V. Rev. George Morelli, Chairman, presented
the report of the Department of Chaplain and Pastoral Counselling.
The Department of Chaplain and
Pastoral Counseling
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
Your Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP, Your Graces, Rt.
Rev. Fr.’s, V. Rev. Fr.’s, all Clergy, honorable Trustees of
our God-protected Archdiocese, and all our brothers
and sisters in Christ:
The ministry of the Department of Chaplain and Pastoral Counseling is rather unique. Its outreach of course
is directed to Orthodox chaplains, pastoral counselors
and clergy (including our hierarchs) and laity in North
America and worldwide. For example, Department resources are used by the University of Balamand as well
as seminaries in Greece and Russia. The work of the
Department, however, reaches out to the non-Orthodox

as well. The Department ministry takes place in a multicultural, multi-religious, but unfortunately increasingly
secularized, society that has marginalized God and religion. The greater society has increasingly placed its
faith in science and technology. Thus, the Department
apostolate seeks to integrate scientifically sound clinical
interventions with Orthodox Christian teaching, spirituality and tradition of healing, as was done in the monastery hospitals of the early Church.
The one word that encapsulates the Department ministry is healing, with Christ, our heavenly physician,
at the helm. Print and Internet media have been used
extensively for this purpose. Articles targeted to chaplains, entitled “Chaplain’s Corner,” are printed in the
Veterans Administration (La Jolla) monthly newsletter
The Beachcomber. These articles are also modified
and edited for the general public and published in a San
Diego newspaper and are available for syndication by
other news media. Representative topics include finding
meaning in suffering, worthy work, and greatness in calamity. All “Chaplain’s Corner” articles, reference Sacred
Scripture and the spiritual insights of our holy Church
Fathers of the Christian East, such as St. Isaac of Syria.
These articles and longer essays are posted on the Antiochian website as well as that of Orthodoxy Today
(www.orthodoxytoday.org). The subject of longer essays
vary from psychological topics, such as anger, anxiety,
depression, self esteem and suicide, to more practical issues, such as combating secularism, the ethos of Orthodox Catechesis, clergy burnout and fatigue, and smart
Orthodox parenting (including teaching children about
“same-sex marriage”). Several months ago a Department Facebook page was set up, entitled “Essays on the
Orthodox Christian Life.” Thus far over 800 friends are
signed up worldwide. All this material also provides the
foundation for a weekly Ancient Faith Radio broadcast
series called not surprisingly, “Healing.”
The counseling content provided by the Department
generates many e-mail requests for consultation on
problems and issues relating to Orthodox spirituality,
mental health and family functioning. E-mail responses
are made as soon as practical. For more complex or serious issues, tele-conferences are scheduled. As I noted
in the Department Report two years ago, such requests
come from Orthodox hierarchs, monastics and laity
worldwide, which indicates the Department is fulfilling
a real need.
The efforts of the Department have led to the publication of a second book: Healing Reflections for Chaplains, Clergy and Counselors. The chapters include
many of the “Chaplain’s Corner” articles, with specific
chapters on the neuropsychological and spiritual factors
in anxiety, depression, and a serious problem encountered presently among the American military and veter-
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ans: suicide. A special chapter on ministering to those
touched by suicide was also included.
Godly gratefulness to Sayidna PHILIP for blessing the
work of this Department. Many others have actively
worked to promote the healing ministry. Fr. Hans Jacobse, of St. Peter’s Antiochian Orthodox Mission in Ft.
Meyers, IL, and publisher of Orthodoxy Today has been
invaluable. Likewise content and editorial aid from a
spiritually blessed and highly educated laywoman, Anne
Petach, has been of incalculable worth. Thanks also to
Sh. Laura Sanders for her editing skills. Doug Cramer
and his staff of the Department of Internet Ministry and
John Maddox and his staff of Ancient Faith Radio deserve much gratitude.
With the knowledge that all good things come from
above, and any failure is mine, I want to present the
book I referenced above, Healing Reflections for
Chaplains, Clergy and Counselors to Sayidna PHILIP
and to all our hierarchs.
Respectfully submitted in Christ’s name, Fr. George Morelli

On a motion by Fr. Iskander Younes, and seconded by
Fr. Samer Youssef, the Assembly received the report.
9/16. Rt. Rev. John Abdalah, Editor, presented the
report of The WORD magazine.
The WORD Magazine
Report to the General Assembly of the
50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
The WORD is the news publication of the Self-Ruled
Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese of North
America. St. Raphael of Brooklyn founded it in the Arabic
language in 1905, and Metropolitan Antony BASHIR in
English, as The WORD, in 1957. It is circulated throughout the Archdiocese to all the homes of her faithful, as
well as to those who subscribe, including libraries and
seminaries throughout the world. The WORD strives to
support the Archdiocese by sharing with the faithful parish, diocesan, archdiocesan and world news, as well as
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information about Orthodoxy. The WORD is on line at
www.antiochian.org.
This is the magazine of our Archdiocese and the articles are written and submitted by the members of our
Archdiocese. Its success and quality are due completely
to the efforts and generosity of all the members of our
Archdiocese. Since postal regulations and costs continue to make advertisement costs prohibitive, we can only
accept advertisements that originate at the Archdiocesan headquarters. We will continue our policy of making
diocesan conferences an exception to this rule, allowing
dioceses to submit three quarter-page ads each year.
Submissions for Communities in Action should be
double-spaced, include a good photo with caption, and
should carry the endorsement of the pastor of the community.
Articles submitted for consideration should contain
a brief biography of the author. Letters to the editor
should be signed, kept to a maximum of 150 words, and
mailed to The WORD, 635 Miranda Drive, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15241. All submitted materials become
the property of The WORD, are subject to editing for
space and content, and cannot be returned.
Subscription information and changes of address
should be directed to Amy, the registrar at the Archdiocesan office in Englewood, New Jersey.
I thank Sayidna PHILIP and his office for their confidence and support over the last twelve years. I also
thank Donna Albert for her work on the layout and
Christopher Humphrey for his help with editing. I also
acknowledge the cooperation and support of the Department of Internet Ministry.
Respectfully submitted, Rt. Rev. Fr. John Abdalah

On a motion by Fr. Malatius Zafran, and seconded
by Mr. Gregory Abdalah, the Assembly received the
report.
Bishop ANTOUN presented Fr. John with two bound
volumes of The WORD magazine on behalf of Metropolitan PHILIP for 2009 and 2010.
9/17. Mrs. Cindy Nimey, President, presented the
report of the Antiochian Orthodox Christian Women of North America. She previewed the first DVD
produced by the Antiochian Women.
Mrs. Nimey announced and introduced the new officers of the Antiochian Women: President Violet Robbat, St. Mary Church, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Vice
President Deanne O’Regan, St. Michael Church, Louisville, Kentucky; Treasurer Sherry Abraham Morrow,
St. George Cathedral, Wichita, Kansas; Secretary Laila
Ferris, St. George Church, El Paso, Texas; and Public
Relations Chair Lisa Philips, St. Stephen Church, Hiram,
Georgia.

The Antiochian Women –
North American Board
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
It is with great pleasure that I report to this Archdiocesan Convention as the outgoing president of the Antiochian Women. It has been a very rewarding four years
of service to the Archdiocese and to this organization.
I am very humbled to be a part of the North American
Board of Antiochian Women, who unselfishly serve
those in need, and who have raised nearly two and a half
million dollars for dozens of projects and endowments
that benefit people all around the world. Since 1973,
the Antiochian Orthodox Women of North America have
worked hard to fulfill their ministry in service to our
Lord through serving others. Continually they bear fruit
and do good works to provide for the poor, underprivileged, and less fortunate of this world. The Antiochian
Women are committed and joyously look forward to
many more years of growing, serving and helping, wherever that may be.
Since the last Convention in Palm Desert, we have
been raising funds for yet another project in its infancy,
the St. Thekla Monastery at the Antiochian Village. The
women have worked hard to contribute to the building
fund of the project, which is a great vision of His Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP. May God bless the work of
Mother Alexandra and may the monastery be a home
and spiritual retreat to all who visit.
It is with great honor that we continue to support and
promote three wonderful programs and services:
• Widowed Clergy Wives Program: Through the hard
work of Kh. Barbara Baz we have an updated list
of widowed khouria, and encourage our women to
communicate, either by phone calls, greeting cards
or visits to those women who served our parishes
alongside their husbands. We sent twenty-six, thirtydollar gift cards last Christmas as a token of our appreciation for their service.
• Antiochian Women Scholarship Program: Through
donations and dividends from a fund set aside for the
needs of Antiochian Women, we are able to provide
five scholarships to women attending institutions of
higher education to better their lives and their situations.
• Married Seminarians: At Christmas time we are able
to give married seminarians five hundred dollars
each to show our love and support to these men who
have chosen to enter the seminary to be able to serve
the church.
At the last convention we spoke of producing a DVD
to be used as a visual aid for missions and chapters

wanting to see and hear of the many works that the Antiochian Women do. This goal has been accomplished
under the direction of Mrs. Laila Ferris, and the DVDs
produced by Mr. Joe Wheby. I hope everyone has the
chance to view it while here in Chicago. We continue to
publish material, such as membership handbooks, brochures and the Bread of Life video, for those wanting
more information about our programs. It is our goal to
try continually to update our web page on the Archdiocese website, and encourage our coordinators to post
material so that it is easily accessible to all the women
in the archdiocese.
On behalf of the Antiochian Women, I would like to
thank the outgoing president of St. Ignatius, Dan Abraham, for his faithful and energetic service during the
past few years. May God grant you many years!
I would like to extend our sincerest thanks to His Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP and our beloved Hierarchs
for their continued support and trust. Many thanks,
also, to our Reverend Clergy and all of our Brothers and
Sisters in Christ, who have tirelessly supported our efforts. Also, with much love and appreciation go to Rt.
Rev. Fr. John Abdalah, for his understanding, guidance
and wisdom.
My heartfelt thanks to my Executive Board for the past
few years of outstanding service and hard work: VicePresident, Violet Robbat; Secretary, Dianne O’Regan;
Treasurer, Sherry Abraham Morrow; Public Relations,
Roberta Royhab; Religious, Jaimie Isaac; Humanitarian,
Kh. Dannie Moore; Membership, Kh. Suzanne Murphy;
Scholarship, Kh. Helene Hajal; Past President and DVD
Coordinator, Laila Ferris; Widowed Clergy Wives Program, Kh. Barbara Baz, Lisa Phillips, Diocese of Miami
and Southeast; Kh. Pam Pier and Kh. Helen Waggenere,
Co-Presidents of the Diocese of the East; Lucy Hanna,
Diocese of LA and the West; Marilyn Robbat, Diocese
of Worcester; Winona Nava, Diocse of Wichita; Susanne
Zeidan, Diocese of Ottawa/Upstate NY; Sheryl VanderWagen, Diocese of the Midwest. Our sincerest appreciation goes to the many women of the local chapters who
contribute their many talents to make our many projects successful. We look forward to many more years of
work for those who need our help. Please continue to
pray for us in all that we do, as we pray for you.
Your sister in Christ, Cynthia Nimey, President

On a motion by the Diocesan Presidents of the Antiochian Women and seconded by the Officers and
Coordinators of the North American Board of the Antiochian Women, the Assembly received the report.
9/18. Mrs. Carole Buleza, Chairperson, presented
the report of the Department of Christian Education.
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The Department of
Christian Education
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
The Director wishes to thank His Eminence and the
Board of Trustees for their support, and her wonderful
Staff Members for another successful year!
1. Survey of all parishes
We apologize for any difficulties encountered with our
online survey. If you have been unsuccessful, please

download the survey and send it in to the office. We
cannot yet report on the findings. If you respond online,
after you press the button to submit, e-mail Mark Klinski
to let him know (mklinski@antiochian.org). For questions, contact Doug Cramer, (505) 603-3456. Thank
you for your cooperation!
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2. Adult Education 2010–2011
Among the successful continuing education events
2010–2011 were
• The Orthodox Institute Southern California, September 2010, St. Michael’s Church, Van Nuys, California, Fr. Timothy Baclig, Pastor.
• The Orthodox Institute Ontario, October 2010, St.
George Church, Richmond Hill, Ontario, Fr. Iskander
Younes, Pastor.
• The presentation of Fr. Andrew Damick on “Sharing
Our Faith,” at both Institutes. There were 60 participants in Van Nuys, and 84 in Richmond Hill.
• The Orthodox Institute at Antiochian Village, November 2010, on the theme “Icons, Windows to Heaven,” with renowned iconographers, Niko Choceheli,
and Cheryl Ann Pituch, keynote speaker Frederica
Mathews-Green, and 75 participants.
3. Upcoming Adult Education: “Scripture through
the Lens of the Holy Land,” Orthodox Institute,
November 2011
• Fr. Thomas Hopko, keynote speaker, with featured
presenters Dr. Maria Khoury and Dr. Nicolae Roddy.
• Costs: Registration is $60. The Conference Center
charges $245 for eight wonderful meals and lodging for three nights in a three-person room. We have
worked hard this year, and will in the future, to offer practical, packaged programs, free gifts, and
discounts that will benefit parishes, making it well
worth budgeting to send a representative each year.
• The Holy Land is coming to Pennsylvania! A thousand-square-foot exhibit – an interactive tour of the
Holy Land – will be the highlight of the weekend!
4. Good News! Collaboration for Events and
Training.
•T
 he GOA, OCA and OCEC are now collaborating on
all our Christian Education training and events, beginning with the Orthodox Institute this November.
• Policy changes include the decision that the Department of Christian Education will not be funding
training; instead, host parishes will work with Mat.
Myra Kovalak of the OCEC to establish a balanced
budget for each event.
5. Holy Land Posters: “Our faith is in a person who
lived 2,000 years ago, and lives still”
•T
 he project brings the reality of Jesus Christ to children. I am asking every pastor/church school director
to purchase 4 posters – each poster is $5, whether
large and small – and to consider giving small posters as inspirational gifts (for framing or bookmarks).
Prices will go up after November. The Holy Land is
the heritage of our jurisdiction!
6. Revisions to the Creative Festivals
•A
 dministrator’s Section: Our work on revising the
Creative Festivals, to make them more satisfying

for the children, and as efficient as possible for the
administrators, is concluding. We have posted our
revisions on the Creative Festivals webpage, under
“Administrators.” We look for feedback from the Fellowship, and will work with them to implement the
revisions. We hope that these well-thought-out revisions will be given a chance; then we can assess their
value.
• Meditation videos: Spend a few minutes being spiritually renewed with our videos featuring the children’s Creative Festival projects from last year, on
the Diocese of Toledo’s website. We plan to have a
video for every diocese.
7. Research for a New Catechetical Series
• It has been the task of the Director, over the last 11
years, to grow and administer our Christian Education efforts. After directing the publication of The
Way, The Truth, and The Life, developing “Knowing Your Faith,” and the “Passport for the Journey”
curriculum-based programs, the Director turned to
establishing a program of teacher-training, which,
through the efforts of the departmental staff, has
trained hundreds of teachers of all jurisdictions.
• With the intention to produce the ever-requested,
“engaging,” new curriculum series, the Director has
researched and continues to investigate what is required for an authentically Orthodox catechesis —
one that has spiritual maturity as the goal. Her latest
proposal in this regard can be found at the department’s website, under the “Welcome” heading. (The
Director, Carole Buleza, holds a Bachelor’s Degree in
Education, and a Mater’s Degree from The Catholic
University of America in Religion, with concentrations in Catechesis and Orthodoxy.)
8. Conferences
• The Christian Education workshops will feature information on the Church of the Resurrection in Jerusalem.
9. Convention
• The Christian Education Meeting at the Convention,
Wednesday, will feature a roundtable discussion on
the topic of spiritual formation, beginning with insights from the excellent book Soul Searching: The
Religious and Spiritual Lives of American Teenagers (by Christian Smith and Melissa Lundquist
Denton), and Carole’s proposal for an authentically
Orthodox catechesis. Anyone with interest in this
discussion, please contact Carole at aodce@aol.com
for information.
Carole A. Buleza, Director

On a motion by Fr. George Albert, and seconded
by Matushka Anna Timko-Hughes, the Assembly received the report.

9/19. Dr. John D. Dalack and Dr. Antony S. Bashir,
Co-Chairmen, presented the report of the Department of Lay Ministries.
The Department of Lay Ministries
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
Metropolitan PHILIP, Bishop Antoun, Bishop Basil,
Bishop Joseph, Bishop Thomas, Bishop Alexander, Reverend Clergy, Brothers and Sisters in Christ:
Since our last report to you in Palm Desert, we have
endeavored to see to it that we “fulfill the ministry received from the Lord.” The following goals guided our
work across the last two years:
1. Develop an Archdiocesan program for peacemaking and reconciliation and, in so doing, facilitate the
resolution of individuals and parish conflict “and let
the peace of God rule in your hearts, to which also
you were called in one body” (Col. 3:15);
2. Collaborate with the Department of Stewardship and
other departments and organizations of the Archdiocese in the development of program initiatives in the
areas of parish development and planning;
3. Provide for and involve the laity and clergy in a series of encounters intended to foster the development of their knowledge of the Orthodox faith;
Activities
1. Lectures and retreats for parishes: Over the year we
have provided lectures and retreats for parishes. These
lectures and retreats focus on understanding Scripture
and the teachings of the Orthodox faith on living a spiritual and balanced life.
2. Antiochian Village Camping Program: We continued
our close working association with Fr. Anthony Yazge,
Marek Simon and the staff and counselors at the Antiochian Village Camping Program. We work with the
program staff, participate in counselor training week,
provide on-going support and debrief the staff and
counselors at the end of each camping season.
3. “Enlivening encounters”: The “Enlivening” for this
Convention will focus on Peacemaking and Reconciliation and will be presented on Saturday, July 30, 2011.
4. Collaborations: The Department collaborates with
the Department of Stewardship and its Chair, Mr. Ron Nicola. In November, 2010 we presented the Parish Council Symposium at the Heritage and Learning Center.
5. Consultation with Pastors and Parishes: We provide
consultative services to pastors and parish councils that
contact us. In addition, we are working with several parishes on the development of long-range developmental
plans; we have an approach that facilitates the participation of the parish as a whole in the long-range development process.
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6. The Program on Peacemaking and Reconciliation:
“Therefore, if you bring your gift to the altar, and there
recall that your brother has anything against you, leave
your gift at the altar, go first and be reconciled with your
brother, and then come and offer your gift” (Matthew
5:23–24). The mission of this peacemaking ministry
is to teach practices that resolve conflict through reconciliation. This resolution of conflict allows forward
movement through forgiveness (Col. 3: 13–17) resulting in communion where there once was conflict and
enmity. Conflict left unaddressed is corrosive, and has
grave consequences for both pastors and parishioners.
Great harm can come from prolonged and contentious
conflict. However, conflict offers us an important opportunity to serve other people as stewards, and to
grow through these [peace-making] practices toward
a union with Christ (theosis; cf. Rom. 8:28–29; 1 Cor.
10:31–11:1; James 1:2–4) and give glory to God. In
the resolution of conflict, we trust in God’s compassion
and mercy and take responsibility for the role we have
in the conflict, allowing ourselves to be restored, and
genuinely seek peace and reconciliation, forgiving each
other as Christ has forgiven us (Matt. 18:15–20; Eph.
4:1–3; Phil. 2:1–5).
In May 2010, Fr. Timothy Ferguson, Fr. John Mefrige, and I sent a letter to his Eminence, asking that
his Eminence consider creating a department of peacemaking and reconciliation within the Archdiocese. His
Eminence responded with his approval of this ministry
in June 2010. This initiative is an effort to support our
Hierarchy, our clergy and our churches in healthy and
spiritually based conflict resolution. To date, Fr. John
and I have attended training events on Conflict Coaching and Mediation through Peacemakers Ministries,
and we will continue these studies this fall 2011. Both
Fr. John and I are trained mediators. Fr. Timothy has
completed training on Conflict Coaching and Dr. John
Dalack, a psychologist, also has preparation in mediation and facilitating difficult conversations. Fr. John presented on the topic of Peacemaking and Reconciliation
at the Clergy Symposium, July 2010, as well as at the
Parish Life Conference in the Diocese of Wichita and
Mid-America. I presented on this topic at the Parish
Council Symposium meeting November 2010. In addition, Fr. John published an article in the June 2010 issue
of The WORD entitled “Seeking the Peace from Above;
Peacemaking and Conflict Resolution in the Church,”
and most recently published in the journal In Communion an article entitled “Peacemaking and Conflict
Resolution in the Church.” In Communion is produced
by the Orthodox Peace Fellowship, and information on
this Fellowship can be found at www.incommunion.org.
Fr. John and Anthony published an article on the topic
of “Peacemaking and Reconciliation” in the June 2011
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issue of The WORD, and it is attached to this report
for your information and response. [Ed. Please see the
archived article on the Archdiocesan website for this
article.]
We ask for your full support of this greatly needed ministry. We need to recruit and train qualified individuals
within each of the dioceses in order to build a team of
mediators with the single goal of peacemaking and reconciliation. Please speak with us if you are interested in
this ministry. We will work through the Metropolitan’s
office so that we can contact local bishops to help us
identify potential, qualified members for this department. We will present a workshop for pastors and parishes on conflict and peacemaking at the Archdiocesan
meetings in Chicago, on Saturday, July 30, 2011. Finally,
we ask His Eminence to consider renaming the Department of Lay Ministries as the Department of Peacemaking and Reconciliation.
We are grateful to God for this ministry and we shall
work to fulfill it to His Glory. We express our deep appreciation to His Eminence for his guidance, trust and
confidence in our work.
Respectfully submitted, John D. Dalack, Ph.D., and Anthony S.
Bashir, Ph.D.Co-Chairs, Department of Lay Ministry

On a motion by Mr. Milad Salim, and seconded by
Mr. Philip Saliba, the Assembly received the report.
Fr. Antony Gabriel extended his sympathies to Dr. Dalack on the repose of his wife, Shamseh, who was the
first Vice President of the Antiochian Women.
9/20. Mr. George Darany and V. Rev. Michael Ellias,
Co-Chairmen, presented the report of the Department of Convention and Conference Planning.
Department of Conventions and
Conference Planning
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
Parish Life Conferences
The department extends its congratulations to the host
parishes, pastors and committees for their sacrificial
work on the recently completed 2011 Parish Life Conferences. We note that “keynote speakers” and educational content have become prominent elements in most
of the conferences.
We also congratulate the parishes and pastors chosen
to host next year’s conferences and encourage them all
to submit their contracts to the Department and to
the Chancellor of the Archdiocese for approval prior
to signing.

2012 Parish Life Conferences
Diocese
Dates
Host City
Ottawa
(Can-Am)
June 28-July 1
SS Peter and Paul,
			
Prince Edward
			
Island
Wichita
(Southwest) June 6-9
St. Joseph,
			
Houston, Texas
				
Worcester
(New England) June 21-24
St. George,
			
Norwood,
			
Massachusetts
				
Toledo
(Midwest)
June 27-July 1
Virgin Mary,
			
Alsip, Illinois
				
Miami
(Southeast) June 13-17
St. Philip,
			
Davie, Florida
				
Eagle River
/LA (West)
July 4-8
Church of the
			
Redeemer,
			
Los Altos,
			
California
				
New York/
Charleston/
Oakland (East) July 4-8
St. Anthony,
			
Bergenfield,
			
New Jersey

Host Pastor

Fr. Stephen Allen
Fr. Joseph
Honeycutt

Fr. Joseph
Kimmett
Fr. Moussa
Haddad
Fr. Nicholas
Ozone

Fr. Samer
Youssef

Fr. Joseph Allen

Conference and Convention Manuals
The edited and reformatted Planning Manuals both
for the Archdiocese Convention and the diocesan Parish Life Conferences are available on the Archdiocese’s
website. The manuals cover all aspects of conference
and convention planning, from the bidding process to
final reporting, but each diocese must apply the Manual’s guidelines to its specific circumstances, in conjunction with its conference planning coordinator and
presiding hierarch.
Conference Management Software
Through its partnership with the NAC Fellowship of St.
John the Divine, the department makes available conference and convention planning software to facilitate
both management of these events and final reporting.
The Fellowship has updated the Conference/Convention
Database system through the assistance of a grant from
the Archdiocese Board of Trustees. The system now includes online registration and utilizes a web-based system (Antiochian Events).
Six Parish Life Conferences used the system in 2010;

49% of attendees registered on-line, and 78% registered
before the start of the conferences. Two dioceses had
90% pre-registration. The on-line registration both significantly reduces the number of onsite registrations
to process and improves the efficiency of detailed reporting, which helps the host parish, organizations, the
Archdiocese and the planning of future conferences. As
of July 1, this year’s data were not yet available, but based
on the initial data they should be comparable to 2010.
After last year’s experience and based on the feedback
we received from the host parishes, we made some improvements, funded by the NAC Fellowship. In order to
keep this system current and efficient, and in order to
consider improvements the host parishes may recommend, we will need to update the system on a regular
basis. This will require some funding in the range of
$2,500 to $5,000 per year. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank Mr. Hani AbuGhalzeh and Mr. Michael Srour for their dedication and tireless effort in the
development of this system. For more information or to
register for a Conference/Convention, go to www.antiochianevents.org.
Archdiocese Conventions
50th Archdiocese Convention, July 2011
St. George Church, Cicero, Illinois
Very Rev. Fr. Nicholas Dahdal, Pastor
51st Archdiocese Convention,
July 2013 – Bids
St. George Church, Houston, Texas
Very Rev. Fr. John Salem, Pastor
52nd Archdiocese Convention,
July 2015 – Bids
St. Mary’s Church, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Very Rev. Fr. Anthony Hughes, Pastor
Concluding Remarks
With gratitude to His Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP
for his continuous interest in the convention and conference planning process, and support of the same, we
remain
Respectfully, Mr. George Darany, Co-Chairman,
V. Rev. Fr. Michael Ellias, Co-Chairman

On a motion by Mr. William Morrison, and seconded by Ms. Ann Thomas, the Assembly received the
report.
Mr. Ralph Abercia congratulated George Darany on his
34 years of service.
Fr. Nicholas Dahdal endorsed the improvement of the
conference and convention planning and management
software.
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9/21. V. Rev. Joseph Purpura, Chairman, presented
the report of the Department of Youth and Parish
Ministries.
Department of Youth and
Parish Ministries
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
Healthy Youth
During the General Assembly of the Archdiocese Convention in Detroit, Michigan, the issue of alcohol use
and abuse by our young people was raised. After much
discussion, his Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP asked us
to address this issue. After much thought, research, and
deliberation, and after seeking out assistance from various federal agencies, we moved forward with our effort
to reduce substance use and abuse among our Orthodox Youth: the Orthodox Christian Coalition for Healthy
Youth, www.HealthyYouth.com.
In order to design and implement a strategy to reduce
substance use and abuse, we met with the directors for
faith-based organizations at the U.S. Departments of
Education and Health and Human Services, which led
us to SAMHSA (the Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration). Our contacts with SAMHSA led
to meetings in Washington, D.C., with the White House
Director of Drug Free Communities, and General Arthur
Dean, CEO of CADCA (Community Anti-Drug Coalitions
of America), both of whom have been instrumental in
helping us establish our ministry to reduce substance
use and abuse. The Federal Government has been providing free resources, materials, guidance and training
to our office and to the coalitions we are establishing. As
we move forward in this effort, we will expand our relationship with other federal agencies that have shown an
interest to help, such as the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), a component of the U.S. Department
of Justice.
Our strategy is to establish coalitions throughout each
of our nine dioceses, so as to build centers that will serve
the local area of the church community, as well as to develop a network of coalitions and resources, and a cadre
of well-equipped coalition leaders that together will be a
resource to all of the parishes of this Archdiocese.
Coalitions
To this point we are at various stages in the development of coalitions in the following parishes:

• St. George, Cicero, IL; V. Rev. Fr. Nicholas Dahdal
• St. George, Cleveland, OH; V. Rev. Fr. John Ojaimi
• St. George, Indianapolis, IN; V. Rev. Fr. Nabil Hanna
• St. Michael, Louisville, KY; V. Rev. Fr. Alexis Kouri
• St. George, Portland, OR; V. Rev. Fr. Alban West
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We are in discussions, too, with the Basilica of St.
Mary, Livonia, MI; V. Rev. George Shalhoub and Rev. Fr.
James D. King.
Our work and travels this year led us to our May meeting at the White House with the White House Director of
Drug Free Communities, Jack Claypoole. We continue
to receive strong support from both the White House
Office of Drug Free Communities and from General Arthur Dean of CADCA and his staff in our work to reduce
substance use and abuse among our Orthodox population. Just prior to this convention, Kh. Kathleen and I
received our third week of intensive coalition training
and have completed 120 hours of training provided by
CADCA. Coalition members from our Cicero and Cleveland Coalitions also started their training. This training
will be made available to all of our coalitions across
the Archdiocese. This training is being provided free of
charge by the Federal Government Health Agencies and
the National Guard.
Orthodox Christian Coalition for Healthy Youth
(“OCCHY”), www.HealthyYouth.com
Additionally, we attended meetings in Washington, D.C.,
and training events at the CADCA National Leadership
Forum, where I presented the Invocation at an Awards
Luncheon attended by over 1,700 government officials
and coalition leaders from across the United States. We
also attended training at the CACDA Coalition Academy at the National Army Base in Fort Indiantown Gap,
Pennsylvania. Parishes interested in joining a coalition
should contact either Fr. Joseph Purpura or the Executive Director of OCCHY, Kh. Kathleen A. Purpura.
Visit our Orthodox Christian Coalition for Healthy
Youth resource booth here at the Archdiocese Convention in the Vendor Area to receive resources for parents,
clergy, teens, young adults, and others interested in
reducing alcohol, tobacco, marijuana use and prescription drug abuse in our children and young people. At
the resource booth our Executive Director of OCCHY,
Kathleen A. Purpura, M.T.S., with Christina A. Purpura,
M.P.H., will make available materials from various federal and private agencies concerning reducing substance
use and abuse, free of charge.
Conference of the National Prevention, Health
Promotion and Public Health Council
On December 15, I was invited by the White House
Office of National Drug Control Policy, as one of their
five representatives of major stakeholders in the United
States, to comment on the developing US Department of
Health and Human Services National Prevention Strategy. During this conference, held at the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, I was able to address
health issues, particularly those relating to substance
use and abuse.

We will continue to work with our parishes across the
Archdiocese to establish coalitions (centers) across
the Archdiocese to serve their local areas and to be a
resource for all Orthodox parishes in their geographic
area and diocese.
Orthodox Christian Assembly of Bishops Committee
for Youth
Over the past several months, as the Permanent Consultant to the Committee for Youth, I have been assisting
his Grace Bishop THOMAS, who chairs the Committee
for Youth. We have catalogued a directory of Diocesan
Youth Directors across the Assembly, begun compiling
a catalogue of the youth organizations and programs
across the Assembly in the United States, and developed
additional materials to work towards greater cooperation across the various Youth Ministries of the Assembly.
In May, we hosted the first gathering of some of the Jurisdictional Youth Directors to begin the discussion of
assisting our Bishops on the Committee for Youth and to
define the “characteristics” of youth programs in order
to compare the various Diocesan Youth Programs; set
plans for future gatherings with a more extensive list of
Jurisdictional Youth Chairs and National Program Directors; started development of various models for cooperation, sharing, and amalgamation of redundant youth
efforts. At the invitation of Bishop THOMAS, I attended
and assisted with the May 24 meeting of the Assembly
of Bishops Committee for Youth hosted by our Cicero,
Illinois, parish the day before the Assembly of Bishops’
General Sessions. Our next gathering of Jurisdictional
Youth Directors, with the Bishops who form the Committee for Youth, will take place at the Diakonia Center
in South Carolina from October 19–21, 2011.
The official website of the Assembly of Bishops recorded the following outcome of the Second Assembly
of Bishops Meeting held May 24–26: “The Assembly
stressed the great importance of the Church’s ministry
to the youth, and as a result, has endorsed three projected conferences to bring together Orthodox youth workers from all over North America. It is hoped that this
will help to encourage them in their ministry, eliminate
redundancy and divided resources among the various
churches, and create a common vision for youth ministry in the Church in North America. We pray that we will
be successful in this work.”
Historic Youth Worker Conference
The 2012 Orthodox Camp and Youth Worker Conference will be hosted by the Antiochian Archdiocese
Departments of Youth and Camping at the Antiochian
Village, January 24–28. This year we will bring the
seventy-plus Diocesan Youth Directors from across the
Assembly of Bishops for a two-day working conference
prior to the start of our regular training conference, to

which all diocesan and parish youth workers will be invited. This will be the first time that all Orthodox Diocesan Youth Directors in the United States gather and
work together, and the first gathering of Orthodox Youth
Workers and Camp Directors endorsed by the Assembly
of Bishops. The Youth Worker Conference, endorsed by
the Assembly of Bishops and open to all parish youth
directors, will be held at the Antiochian Village Heritage
and Learning Center, January 26–28, 2012.
2012 Conferences
The dates for the 2012 Parish Life Conferences have
been set and appear below.
Diocese		2012 Conference Dates
Eastern Dioceses
(New York –
Charleston/Oakland)
July 4 – 8
(Bergenfield, NJ)
Diocese of Los Angeles
July 4 – 8 (Los Altos, CA)
Diocese of Miami
June 13 – 17 (Davie, FL)
Diocese of Ottawa
June 28 – July 1
(Prince Edward Island,
Canada)
Diocese of Toledo
June 27 – July 1 (Alsip, IL)
Diocese of Wichita
June 6 – 9 (Houston, TX)
Diocese of Worcester
June 21 – 24
(Norwood, MA)
SOYO Leadership
Conference
July 20 – 25 (Bolivar, PA)
Fellowship & Antiochian
Women Summer Meetings
July 20 – 22 (Bolivar, PA)
Clergy Symposium – Village July 16 – 20 (Bolivar, PA)
2012 Conference Theme and Topics
The 2012 Parish Life Conference Theme is The Bible:
“The Bible … fills us with eternal joy” (St. John of Damascus, On the Orthodox Faith – The Font of Knowledge, Book 4 Chapter 17). The fuller quote from which
our theme is taken is as follows: “The Bible is a scented
garden, delightful, beautiful. It enchants our ears with
birdsong in a sweet, divine and spiritual harmony, it
touches our heart, comforts us in sorrow, soothes us in
a moment of anger, and fills us with eternal joy.”
Bible Bowl
The 2012 Bible Bowl text to be studied will be St.
Paul’s Letter to the Romans. The Bible Study Guides for
2012 are now available online at www.orthodoxyouth.
org/Romans.
SOYO Leadership Conference
We are training our young people in “meeting-management skills” as NAC and Diocesan officers. Workshops
and discussion groups address public speaking competence and other leadership proficiencies. We have com-
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piled and printed our fifth edition of the SOYO Leadership Binder, which has been distributed to the NAC and
Diocesan Officers and Advisors at the SOYO Leadership
Conference, for use in these seminars and for practical
use at diocesan SOYO meetings. We hope to produce
the 2011 SOYO Leadership Binder in DVD format to be
distributed to all of our Parish Teen Presidents, Advisors
and Clergy in our parishes across the Archdiocese in
early fall. The SOYO Leadership Conference continues
to serve as an excellent vehicle for training our SOYO
leaders and to build bonds amongst our SOYO leaders
and advisors, at a time when our Youth Movement explores and sets directions for new and innovative ways
of meeting the needs of our young people and keeping
them actively involved in the Church as disciples and
leaders.
SOYO
Our NAC Council and Diocesan SOYO continue their
many programs and ministries across North America.
This year SOYO has added the Al-Kafaat Foundation as a
ministry it supports. Our Teens have run the booth in the
vendor area for the Al-Kafaat Foundation at this year’s
Archdiocese Convention, as well as their SOYO booth and
Healthy Youth booth. The Al-Kafaat Foundation booth is
intended to promote awareness of the Al-Kafaat Foundation ministry in Lebanon as well as to sell items produced
by the people of Al-Kafaat University.
Disciples and Leaders
SOYO continues to promote Youth Month work each
October, PVC (Purity, Virginity, and Chastity) and Sacred
Gift of Life Sunday each January, the Great Friday Vigil
each Holy Week, The Good Samaritan Project throughout the year, and ongoing charitable work across North
America, including support and participation in Y.E.S.,
Project Mexico, FOCUS, IOCC, OCMC, and numerous
charitable efforts in virtually every community of this
Archdiocese. SOYO continues to be a force at delegates
meetings, the annual Midwinter Meetings, and parish
Life Conferences, where SOYO continues to excel in its
many programs and ministries in raising a generation
of disciples and leaders for the Holy Orthodox Church.
I am pleased with the progress of SOYO and especially
thank our teen leaders, spiritual advisors and Youth Directors for their continued love, dedication, and commitment to Christ and His Holy Orthodox Church here
in North America.
Special Olympics Awareness Day 2011
This year’s collection was the best SOYO has made
over the thirty years SOYO has been raising money for
this ministry. The amount they raised, coupled with the
$8,000 grant from the Order of St. Ignatius, will cover
the approximate $52,000 cost of this year’s SOYO/PASO
Special Olympics Sports Camp. Most of the funds ex-
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pended go to the Antiochian Village Camp for use of the
camp facilities and for food.
Special Olympics income
as of October 1, 2011
Special Olympics Awareness Day
(October collection)
Disney
Total Raised for 2011
Special Olympics

$43,459.27
$1,000.00
$44,459.27

Brave in the Attempt
For nearly a third of a century, Teen SOYO has reached
out beyond the doors of the Archdiocese to do God’s
work in sponsoring, funding and hosting the Special
Olympics Camp that is formally entitled “SOPA/SOYO
Multi-Sports Training Camp.” The camp is held annually at the Antiochian Village and has grown from less
than 100 participants to the approximately 300 athletes who will attend this summer. It is a one-of-a-kind
program for Special Olympics. In fact, the camp is the
longest running program of Special Olympics Pennsylvania, with the exception of their State Summer Games.
This ministry of our teens can’t really have a price tag
placed upon its value, yet since its inception our teens
have contributed approximately a million dollars to this
worthwhile ministry through the generosity of the faithful of the Antiochian Archdiocese and the Order of St.
Ignatius of Antioch. The teens wish to express most sincere gratitude to his Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP for
his continued love and support for this ministry.
In recent history, the program has grown by leaps and
bounds in its service to nearly 200 athletes annually. It
has reached a level of professionalism that has stood
the test of time, utilizing the talents of scores of volunteers. This base of volunteerism begins with our three
to four dozen teens annually who give of their time and
talent, and combines with the dedication of a core group
of a half-dozen committed people who form the Camp
Committee. The Camp Committee now has a collection of young adults from our Archdiocese that at one
time served as SOYO coaches for the sports camp. They
now are a significant team of individuals that work year
round to plan and organize the week-long camp.
It never fails that every member of our Archdiocese
who participates in this vibrant ministry has his or her
life transformed in a profound way by the experience.
The athletes offer a most amazing model of Christian
love, courage and fortitude as they train, celebrate and
relax during the week. They have every reason to give
up, but instead they triumph over adversity and embody
the motto of the Special Olympics: “Let me win, but if
I cannot win, let me be brave in the attempt.” During
our week of training camp, the teens of our archdiocese help provide encouragement for the athletes, only

to find that our tens are the ones who are inspired to
greatness by the athletes.
Our young people are called to serve and they do so 23
hours a day for one straight week. They accept responsibility for a cabin full of athletes, start out as coaches,
and rapidly become friends for life. They come for two
days of training prior to the arrival of the athletes and
then become all things to all, as true servants of God and
their fellow man. They are the living scriptures that are
read by the athletes and Special Olympics volunteers.
Our young people in the name of the Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese are witnessing the Gospel in
its purest form. We ask for your continued prayers and
support as we prepare for our 30th Annual Multi-Sports
Training Camp later this summer.
Soyo Financial Information
(As of May 31, 2011)
NAC SOYO General Operating —
Checking
Special Olympics Fund —
Merrill Lynch Investments
Special Olympics —
Bank of America
Savings and Checking
Youth Worker Education Fund —
Merrill Lynch Investments
Youth Worker Education Fund —
Bank of America Savings
Total NAC SOYO Funds

$7,601.09
$53,037.23

$50,498.59
$181,119.28
$7,183
$299,439.19

Other SOYO Funds overseen by the Department of
Youth
Diocese of Ottawa SOYO Account
$1,791.97
Diocese of Worcester
SOYO Account
$1,804.41
Diocese of Los Angeles
SOYO Account
$2,269.23
New England “SOYO” Fund
$131.48
Diocese of Miami and
the Southeast
$6,107.22
Total other SOYO Funds
$12,444.31
2011 Francis Maria Scholarship Fund
Six $2,500 Scholarships will be presented during the
Oratorical Festival to College Students at this Archdiocese Convention. To date, the Francis Maria Scholarship Fund will have granted forty-two (42) scholarships
totaling $105,000, from 2003 to 2011. As of April 30,
2011, the Francis Maria Scholarship Fund had a balance
of $350,000. Each year scholarships are granted based
on the income earned in the previous year (up to 75%
of the interest earned) while at least 25% of the interest
earned is used to grow the endowment.

In Closing
I thank his Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP for his continued dedication to the well-being of our youth, and
all of our Diocesan Bishops for their support, efforts,
and prayers. I thank our Archdiocese Board of Trustees,
The Order of St. Ignatius, the Fellowship of St. John the
Divine, The Antiochian Women, the SOYO Spiritual Advisors, Youth Directors, and Officers of SOYO and the
countless number of volunteers across this great Archdiocese who minister to our young people, financially
support this ministry and who have made this ministry
a great joy.
Yours in Christ, V. Rev. Dr. Joseph F. Purpura, Chairman

9/22. Miss Hiba Ojaimi, President, presented the
report of the North American Council (NAC) of
SOYO. At the conclusion of her report, Ms. Ojaimi announced the new officers of NAC SOYO:
President Laney Wagoner, Vice President Melissa
Khoury, Secretary Tim Markatis, and Treasurer
Matthew Shportun.
North American Council of Teen SOYO
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
Greetings in the Name of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ!
The North American Council of Teen SOYO is blessed
to have completed another year of service and hard work
on its new and existing projects. This has truly been a
wonderful year, centered on the idea of unity. The teens
have worked extremely hard to keep the idea before their
peers throughout this great Archdiocese. I would like to
thank personally every one of the officers of Teen SOYO
who has dedicated a great deal of his or her time to be
a leader among their peers, embodying the aspects of
Worship, Witness, Service and Fellowship.
Below are some of the ministries of SOYO that have
truly had an impact on our youth. While there are many
other ministries, these particular ones have either been
started recently or are continuing to grow in NAC.
Orthodox Christian Coalition for Healthy Youth
The purpose of this coalition is to help educate preteens, teens, young adults and parents about living
healthy Orthodox Christian lives, and to enable our
youth to live drug free. The NAC is overjoyed with this
project, as it continues to expand throughout each diocese.
The Good Samaritan Project
SOYO has always put service to others first. This Project encourages teens from around the Archdiocese to
act as the Good Samaritan did and minister to their
neighbors; whether that neighbor is a member of their
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by Laney Wagoner, the Assembly received the reports of the Department of Youth and Parish Ministries and of NAC SOYO.
9/23. Mr. Khalil Samara, Assistant Director, presented the report of the Antiochian Village Camping Program on behalf of Fr. Anthony Yazge, Director. Fr. Anthony appeared before the Assembly
via video presentation with 350 campers singing
“Many years!” to Metropolitan PHILIP for his 80th
birthday and the 45th anniversary of his episcopal
consecration.
local church community, a homeless person, or someone they encounter. The Good Samaritan Project not
only gives teens an opportunity to serve, but it also allows our young people to come together in fellowship
and learn about the love of God through serving our
neighbors.
Purity, Virginity, Chastity
The main goal of the PVC Packet is to educate young
people and preserve the Orthodox Church’s position on
Purity, Virginity and Chastity. Each parish Teen SOYO
Chapter holds a discussion on this topic in the month of
January, which is SOYO Education Month.
Along with these projects, there are many existing projects that are thriving, such as the Special Olympics, Orthodox Youth Outreach (OYO), Sacred Gift of Life Sunday, and, of course, SOYO Leadership Training. During
this training, leaders of the Church are created and are
taught to work to the best of their ability in whatever
SOYO position to which they have been elected. They
are taught the essentials of how to run a meeting, how
to conduct themselves when speaking or giving a formal
speech, how to prepare reports. They are also constantly
being mentored on how as leaders to embody the Orthodox faith in their everyday lives.
It has been an honor and a blessing serving as your
NAC SOYO President. I want to personally thank Fr.
Joseph Purpura who has been my guide and support
throughout this whole year. On behalf of all our NAC and
diocesan officers, we want to thank our beloved Metropolitan PHILIP and all those who have supported us in
having another successful year. Our prayers and support
are with the newly elected officers, who I am sure will
accomplish great things. I and the NAC Board are ready
to assist you in any way we can. Thank you, all, for your
continuous support of youth ministry and Teen SOYO.
In closing, I feel it is only appropriate to say we truly
have been “building up the body of Christ, until we all
come to the unity of the faith” throughout this wonderful Archdiocese.
Yours in Christ,
Hiba Ojaimi, NAC SOYO President

On a motion by Fr. Anthony Bahou, and seconded
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The Antiochian Village Camping Program
and the Department of Camping
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
The past year was in many ways a remarkable one for
our ministry at the camp. Last summer we were re-accredited by the American Camp Association. This signifies that we uphold the highest standards in the camping
industry, maintaining a safe and healthy environment
for our campers and staff. The upcoming year appears
to be even more promising as we prepare for the summer camping season. Our attendance has increased
from 847 in 2007, 904 in 2008, 948 in 2009, to 942
in 2010. At present, we have 1,016 campers and CITs
registered for the coming summer season. The growth
in attendance is probably attributable to a number of
factors (parents’ commitment to raising their children
in the faith, our programming, a committed staff and
increased scholarship assistance from the Order of St.
Ignatius, among others). We continue to promote the
camp by visiting parishes with our “Village at Home”
program. This sparks a great deal of interest and lets
parents meet our staff and witness our programs in action. As of June 1, our enrollment is as follows:
Session 1 (one week)
Session 1 (two weeks)
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Byzantine Chanting
Camp Session 1
Byzantine Chanting
Camp Session 2
Iconography Camp
Family Camp (Spring)

2011 Dates
June 19–26
June 19–July 1
July 3–15
July 17–29
July 31–Aug. 12

2011
64 of 64
182 of 195
230 of 254
247 of 254
272 of 272

2010
43 of 50
137 of 178
239 of 250
232 of 236
250 of 250

June 19–July 2

7 of 9

8 of 14

July 3–15
July 17–25
May 27–30

6 of 14		 n/a
8 of 14		 10 of 14
37 Families 30 Families

Programs
The Summer Camping Season serves as the focal
point of our ministry at the Antiochian Village, but we

are starting to experience more balance as we program
throughout the year. This summer, as stated above, we
will host our largest number of campers ever. Our overall theme of Christian Education this summer is contemporary moral issues in the context of daily Orthodox
Christian life. Dn. David Jacobs, our new Program Director, has developed the curriculum with some assistance from Mother Alexandra and our morning program
coordinator, Laura Sergent.
In addition to summer camp, Family Camp is well-established and is now a strong tradition for many families, who come back year after year. This past Memorial Day weekend we had 37 families with us, growing
together and closer to Christ. Fr. Michael Nasser, our
previous camp director, was the keynote speaker for
the adults. The program has outgrown our facilities. As
Family Camp ended this year, 32 families registered already for next year. We also have a session of Family
Camp scheduled for the last weekend in August.
Winter Camp continues to be a bridge for many campers between summers. We were at capacity for the second session of Winter Camp this past February and
housed all of our campers in the camp cabins. Dn. David
Jacobs was our keynote speaker for Winter Camp.
Our Sacred Arts Camps (Iconography and Byzantine
Chant) are wonderful specialized programs for high
school students. These programs have been a natural
extension of the summer camping program, as we have
many young people who wish to learn more about the
art of iconography and Byzantine chant. We bring in
teachers for these programs to assist us (including Kh.
Erin Kimmett for Iconography). At the start of this summer we also launched a week-long camp for adults, focusing on Byzantine notation.
Non-Summer Programming
We no longer have an off-season. Between the months
of September and May, we are providing a variety of
programming from Outdoor and Environmental Education for area schools and civic groups, to retreats and
other gatherings on weekends, to challenge course/team
building sessions, as well as running “Village at Home”
in parishes throughout the Archdiocese. The two areas
with the most potential for additional growth are our
Challenge Course, which may be used for team-building
encounters that we facilitate for area schools, businesses and fraternal organizations, and our Outdoor/
Environmental Education, which is organized by Tatiana Jacobs, our Education Director. These areas of programming have great potential to serve as significant
sources of revenue. One of the related challenges will
be staffing to handle these new groups. We are currently
utilizing our staff, former summer staff, and some staff
from the Conference Center, as needed and available, as
well as Mother Alexandra, as her schedule permits.

In the short time that Tatiana has been working on the
Outdoor Environmental Education program, we have
already experienced some successful gatherings. The
program is still in development and will be for years to
come. In the meantime, Tatiana has been successful in
attracting new business to the camp. We have a group
of homeschooling families in the greater Pittsburgh area
that come one day a month for us to run environmental
programming for them. We also ran an overnight program for a local Girl Scout Troop this spring. In May, we
hosted 120 sixth-graders from the Ligonier Valley Middle School for two days of outdoor and environmental
education. One of the teachers provided the following
feedback: “The kids LOVED canoeing and the challenge
course. They also really enjoyed archery. These were
the most active and least class-like activities, which
makes sense. The meals were great, too …. Everyone
was excited that the fries seemed like they were actually
FRIED, and that everything was way better than school
cafeteria food.Overall the kids had a great time – they
were tired out by the end, but it was run smoothly, and
the staff was all very accommodating to our needs as a
large group.”
An additional source of revenue currently being developed is renting the camp to user groups. Later this
month we will have two user groups coming to camp,
that will provide approximately $20,000 of revenue, less
the cost of food service. Word of mouth alone is proving
to be beneficial. As we are able, we will more aggressively market the camp.
Scholarships
With our increased attendance, we have also experienced an increase in the demand for scholarship assistance, which we have been able to fund through the
generosity of the Order of St. Ignatius. This summer we
are scheduled to receive about $95,915 of the $175,000
of scholarship funding from the Order. Of the total,
$63,439 was assigned by the parishes and $32,480 is
awarded for need-based scholarships. We are continuing to look for other sources of scholarship funding and
have specifically targeted alumni (counselors and campers that have benefited from the ministry of our camping
programs) and camper families. We have made modest
gains by a series of donations to our Alumni Scholarship
fund. The Order of St. Ignatius has once again offered
their support of campers by committing to an extra
$15,000 of scholarship funding this year to be used by
our eight Archdiocesan Camp Programs.
Capital Improvements
With nearly 50 buildings and a variety of other venues
at the camp, there is constant demand for maintenance
and upkeep. Most of this responsibility falls on the capable shoulders of our maintenance staff. And on the rare
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occasion that they are unable to resolve the problem,
we contact a network of local service-providers that are
familiar with our facilities. With regard to more significant capital improvements, we have made every attempt
to be careful stewards of our funds. In the fiscal year
ending January 31, 2011, we had built four double cabins through the generosity of Larry and Cookie Rossy.
This completes our reconstruction of the girl‘s units for
camp.
We have worked hard to make improvements
as well as provide regular maintenance to the facilities over the past year from our Reserve for
Capital Improvements and direct donations.
New needs continually present themselves, and new
projects will have to be addressed in the future. We
greatly appreciate the work of Fr. Antony Gabriel and
the Department of Development for their efforts in raising the necessary funding.
The ministry of the Antiochian Village is truly a blessing for all of us who have the opportunity to participate.
On behalf of the campers and staff, I offer our grateful
thanks to His Eminence, Metropolitan PHILIP, His Grace
Bishop THOMAS, Mr. Robert Laham, all the members of
the Village Council and the many members of the Order
of St. Ignatius of Antioch for their consistent support of
the camp program. As the Camp Director, I found myself quite blessed to share in the ministry with talented
and faithful young men and women, our seasonal staff,
who freely give of themselves to minister to the children
who come to camp. The addition of Mother Alexandra
to the Village family is proving to be of great benefit
to all who visit the Village, especially our campers and
staff. It is a great joy to co-minister at the Antiochian Village with Dn. David Jacobs (Program Director), Marek
Simon (Assistant Camp Director), Tatiana Jacobs (Education Director) and Paul Finley, Executive Director of
the Conference and Retreat Center and all of our terrific staff. It is my pleasure and blessing to serve our
children and the many faithful that come to the Village
every year. I thank you for your visit this weekend and
hope and pray that you will come back really soon, especially during the summer, to see the fruit of the work
of the Church when our campers are present.
Respectfully submitted, V. Rev. Anthony G. Yazge, Camp Director

On a motion by Kh. Laila Ellias, and seconded by
Bishop THOMAS, the Assembly received the report.
9/24. V. Rev. Fr. Michael Nasser presented the report of the Department of College Ministry on behalf of Fr. Anthony Yazge. He introduced the new
executive Director of Orthodox Christian Fellowship (OCF), Mrs. Jennifer Nahas.
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Department of College Ministry
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
With Fr. Anthony Yazge, Chairman of the Department
of College Ministry, unable to be present on account of
his work at the Antiochian Village, I am happy to have
an opportunity to update you on the work of Orthodox
Christian Fellowship (OCF), the united, inter-Orthodox
agency established under SCOBA and now working under the auspices of the Assembly of Bishops.
On a personal note, having spent three blessed years
working with our young people at St. Innocent Orphanage within the Archdiocese of Mexico, I find it good to
be home in this Archdiocese. It is also good to be back
working with OCF, where I serve as the North America
Chaplain.
Hearing all the reports of the various departments and
organizations working with our youth, and having seen
it firsthand from my days in Teen SOYO through my ten
years as the Camp Director of the Antiochian Village, I
am so thankful that we take the education and Christian
formation of our young people so seriously and devote
so much of our resources to their growth. We in OCF
work to ensure that this investment is not wasted, which
we do by following our kids once they leave our parishes, youth programs, camps and Church schools, and
move out into the world on our college campuses.
In the last year, OCF has taken a good, hard look at
itself. We wanted to know what we were doing that was
working and what was not. Maybe you were one of those
who have asked, “What are they doing over in OCF?”
In a moment, I will introduce someone to tell you what
OCF has been up to and where we are going from here.
Before I introduce her, I want to encourage a change in
that question: instead of asking, “What are they doing in
OCF?” I would encourage you to ask, “What are we doing in OCF?” All of us are OCF: clergy, students, parents,
godparents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, and friends.
We are OCF: all of us. And it will take all of us working
together to make sure we support our young people during this spiritually challenging time in their lives.
To tell you what we are doing in OCF, I want to introduce you to someone I am proud to announce is OCF’s
new Executive Director. We first met at an Archdiocese
Convention, over 25 years ago. We were blessed to be
NAC Teen SOYO officers, and now I am very proud to
introduce to you Mrs. Jennifer Nahas.
Remarks of Jennifer Nahas, Executive Director of
OCF
I am honored and humbled to be asked to serve as the
Executive Director of Orthodox Christian Fellowship.
Over the next year, I hope to accomplish three goals:

1. Every Orthodox High School graduate who attends
college can find fellowship and spiritual development
on their college campus, through an OCF chapter;
2. Parents can have accurate information about OCF
chapters when they and their teen make decisions
about college, so that when their child leaves home,
they know that there is an another home waiting for
them through Orthodox peers, parish life, and a caring and loving spiritual father.
3. Our parishes will see OCF graduates as active contributors to parish life.
I would like to close with findings from a recent study of
OCF students and graduates. A survey was designed and
posted on OCF’s website which students and graduates
could complete. The 400 responses suggest that OCF is
headed in the right direction. Specifically, 94% of these
OCF respondents described themselves as very active
and somewhat involved in their parishes. Additionally,
close to 100% of the graduates attend liturgy regularly,
and over 70% receive confession, make regular financial
contributions/offerings and volunteer in church ministries. Members of OCF are not only making their way
from college to parishes, but they are also contributing
in tangible ways.
I would like to thank the Order of St. Ignatius for their
generous support of OCF throughout the years, and His
Eminence, Metropolitan PHILIP for his commitment to
college students.
On a motion by Fr. Joseph Abud, and seconded by
Leslee Abud, the Assembly received the reports of
the Antiochian Village Camping Program, the Department of Camping, and the Orthodox Christian
Fellowship.
9/25. Mrs. Jane Tadros, President, presented the
report of the Fellowship of St. John the Divine.
The Fellowship of St. John The Divine
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
I bring you greetings from the entire North American
Council Fellowship of St. John the Divine. It is a blessing to be with you today. The following report provides
highlights of the NAC Fellowship’s current activities and
future plans.
The NAC develops and oversees a number of projects
that can be applied at the parish, diocesan and archdiocesan level. For the past few years we have focused
our efforts on Mission/Outreach/Evangelism, Unity and
Spiritual renewal. The NAC Fellowship is comprised of
the NAC officers, the spiritual advisor, coordinators, and
three delegates from each diocese. The dedication and
faithfulness of this group is astounding. I am humbled

to lead this wonderful group of people. Highlights of our
activities include the following:
The Fellowship of St. John the Divine C
 hallenge
An invitation will be sent to all parishes to respond
to the Fellowship Challenge. This challenge is an organized weekly list of outreach programs that each parish
may do at the local level. We are watching the challenge
for a five-week period, beginning in September, which
has been designated by this Archdiocese as Fellowship
month. During this challenge, we will provide each parish with suggested outreach programs that follow specific Scripture. Each parish will be tracked according
to their participation, and recognition will be given to
parishes that meet our expectations. It is a great way to
have “Fellowship” in your parish, even if you do not have
a strong Fellowship of St. John the Divine organization.
20/40 Fellowship
This continues to be a focus for NCA Fellowship. We
recognize that this crucial age is when many of our
faithful leave the church. We are reaching out to these
members and providing opportunities for them to get
together, both in social and spiritual settings. Every Parish Life Conference will be providing an event for our
20/40 group. We are also planning various 20/40 Fellowship National projects that will help keep the connection with both the local and national level. We will
also be concentrating on our college age students.
Missions, Outreach and Evangelism
This committee will continue to provide opportunities
for outreach on the parish, diocesan level, and national
levels. Watch this group for wonderful mission opportunities that will present themselves this year.
St. John the Divine Prayer Garden
This reflection garden continues to flourish and bloom.
Located at the Antiochian Village, the original garden is
an area with benches surrounded by flowers, bushes and
trees. Each item planted is donated to honor loved ones
throughout the Archdiocese. The centerpiece of this
garden is a beautiful dogwood tree donated in memory
of Father John Namie, and we have recently added an
icon of our Patron Saint which was donated for the good
health of Pearl Nahass. Our membership will continue
to maintain and add to this landscaped area, and it will
continue to provide a place to pray and to reflect for all
those who visit the Village. We encourage all of you to
consider offering a plant to add to this amazing garden.
Continuing Projects
Food For Hungry People, Saint Philip’s Prayer Discipline, the Saints Alive Lenten Book Series, the sponsorship of *Ncense, the Oratorical and Bible Bowl Festivals,
and the Antiochian Events database project, are a small
sampling of our ongoing endeavors.
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I am so grateful to God for allowing me to work with
this wonderful group of people. Please continue to pray
for the Fellowship as we strive to serve the Lord and His
Holy Church.
In Christ,
Jane Tadros, President, NAC Fellowship of St. John the Divine

Ms. Tadross announced her own re-election as President, the election of Vice-President Charles Abdelahad,
and the re-election of Treasurer Mark Morrow and Secretary Kyra Pelachick, as well as the appointment as
Spiritual Advisor of Very Rev. Fr. Thomas Zain.
On a motion by Mr. Timothy Phillips, and seconded by Fr. Thomas Zain, the Assembly received the
report.
9/26.
Miss Robin Nicholas, Co-Chairperson,
presented the report of the Department of Charities on behalf of V. Rev. George Rados.
The Department of Charities
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 28, 2011
The Department of Antiochian Charities consists of
five programs: The Children’s
Relief Fund, Worldwide Relief, Humanitarian Relief,
Special Parish Community
Ministries, and Food for Hungry People.

1. Children’s Relief Fund (Report prepared by V.
Rev. George Rados, National Director)
Beloved Hierarchs, Reverend Brothers, Esteemed
Board Members, and Brothers and Sisters in Christ:
I greet you in the name of our beloved Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ.
The Children’s Relief Fund (CRF) is only one of many
charities to which our Archdiocese addresses itself. It
is unique, however, in so far as it involves a personal
relationship between sponsor and sponsored.
Since its inception in 1983, the Children’s Relief Fund
has distributed more than $2.4 million in scholarships
to needy elementary and high school children in Leba-
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non. In 2010, your donations supplied $130,500 to 322
needy students in Lebanon and 65 in Palestine.
For those of you who are already sponsoring one child
or more, we offer our most profound thanks and gratitude, and we ask for your continued support. We encourage all the faithful in the Archdiocese to support
this humanitarian effort.
Once again, I would like to recommend that every
church in this Archdiocese support at least one child. In
1989, 167 church-related organizations sponsored 195.
In 2010, 79 church organizations supported only 96.
It is my hope that all of our clergy encourage greater
participation in this most worthy cause.
Once again, I would like to thank everyone whose gifts
and prayers have made CRF what it is today.
Respectfully submitted, Fr. George M. Rados

Notes from the CRF Administrator
I am happy to present some statistics regarding this
report. If you find any errors, please let us know.
• The total number of sponsored children has increased
from 333 in 2009 to 387 in 2010; those from Palestine increased from 3 to 65.
• In 2010, 197 individual participants have sponsored
291 children for an average of 1.47 children per participant. 79 church-related organizations supported
96 for an average of 1.2 children per participant
• The average donation per Lebanese child was $343
compared to $306 for a Palestinian child. The average donation per child is $337. 55 individuals and 7
church-related organizations contributed more than
$300 each.
• The average age is 12 years old.
• In 2010, we gained 37 new individual sponsors and 7
church-related organizations. However, 34 sponsors
did not renew their membership.
• Gender: The sponsored children in Lebanon broke
down as follows: 162 boys and 160 girls. For Palestine, the split was 26 boys and 39 girls.
• 43 Ladies Societies are sponsoring 56 children; 16
parishes, 18; 6 Teen SOYO groups, 6; 5 Fellowships
of St. John the Divine, 5; 3 Sunday Schools, 3; and
6 others, 8.
• The breakdown of the children in Palestine is as follows:
Bethlehem (31); Beit Jala (14); Taybeh (11); Beit Sahour (5); and Jerusalem (4).
The Children’s Relief Fund depends on the kindness of
people like you. Thank you for your offering; may God
bless you with health and prosperity.
In Christ’s service, Edward Bitar, CRF Administrator

1. Worldwide Relief
A. Four Homes of Mercy, Jerusalem
B. Deir Natour Project, Tripoli, Lebanon (school for
mentally challenged children)
C. St. Elias Orphanage, Tripoli, Lebanon
D. St. Gregory Orphanage, Damascus, Syria
E. Scholarships to needy students, Lebanon, Syria, Europe, United States
F. Convent of Saidnaya, Syria
G. Needy people and families within the Patriarchate
of Antioch
H. Al Kafaat – Hadath, Lebanon (home for disabled
adults and children)
I. Needy people and families in Russia, Antiochian
Bishopric in Moscow
J. Needy people and families in Jerusalem
K. Needy people and families in the Archdiocese of
Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines
L. Al Saydah Convent, Lebanon
M. St. Pantelimon Orphanage, Damascus, Syria
N. Needy people and families in the Archdiocese of
Houran, Syria
O. Guatemalan Orphanage
2. Humanitarian Relief
Year
Cause
Amount
2010 Haitian Earthquake Relief
$150,000
2010 Chilean Earthquake Relief
$38,000
2010 Al Kafaat — Hadath, Lebanon
$163,000
(Several hundreds of thousands of dollars were collected by our Parishes and given directly to IOCC for
relief around the world.)

Street & Prison Ministry; Southern California Earthquake victims; Lebanese Ladies Cultural Society; Covenant House
• Pasadena, CA – Union Station Foundation
• Seattle, WA – New Horizons
• Detroit, MI – Gleaners Community Food Bank
• Pittsburgh, PA – Community Food Bank
• New York – Covenant House, Under 21; Emmaus
House
• Ethiopia – Famine Relief
• Houston, TX – Covenant House, Under 21; Northwest
Assistance Ministries
• Charleston, WVA – Samaritan Inn
• Montreal – Canadian Syrian Lebanon Ladies Aid Society; Helping Hand Committee
• Yugoslavia – Serbian Orthodox Community of Kosovo
• Toronto – Covenant House, Under 21
• Florida – Hurricane Andrew victims
• Ft. Lauderdale, FL – Covenant House, Under 21
• Eustis, FL – Teleios Prison Ministry
• Chile – St. Paul Foundation
• Syria – Relief Agency of the Patriarchate; Orthodox
Relief Service; Archdiocese of Hamma and Lattakia;
St. Gregory Orthodox Society for Orphans and the Elderly; Convent of St. Thekla; Orthodox Relief Agency

3. Food for Hungry People Program
A. World Food Day (Annual Canned Food Drive)
Since 1984 our parishes have reported distributing
3,360,744 pounds of food!
Many parishes collect and distribute food all year long,
and many parishes collect and distribute food, clothing
and money, but have not reported their generosity.
B. Food for Hungry People
Our Food for Hungry People program is designed for
the entire family. We have encouraged participation in
prayer, fasting and almsgiving during Great Lent. We
are experiencing more than ever devastating hunger at
home and around the world, and our Church families
are committed to helping and alleviating this unnecessary, painful heartache. For thirty-seven years SOYO/
The Fellowship of St. John the Divine has raised funds
to feed their hungry brothers and sisters. From 1975
to the present (July 17, 2011), we have collected and
distributed $4,413,549.99.
Reaching Out Around the World
• Los Angeles, CA – Children of the Night; Orthodox

– Archdiocese of Homs and Aleppo; Archdiocese of
Houran; St. Pantelimon Orphanage
• Nazareth – Orthodox Aid Society
• Jerusalem – Orthodox Aid Society; Four Homes of
Mercy
• Kenya – Orthodox Church of Kenya
• Mozambique – World Vision
• Uganda – Orthodox Church in Uganda
• Mexico – Tacati Shelter Project; Orthodox Church in
Mexico
• Armenia – Relief Agency of the Patriarchate
• Cambodia – Relief Fund
• Cleveland, OH – St. Herman’s Monastery
• Guatemala – Covenant House, Under 21
• Ghana – Orthodox Church in Ghana
• Lebanon – Project Parrainage of Beirut; Shreen AlMatn; American University of Beirut; Beirut University College; Orthodox Relief Service; Archdiocese
of Akkar, Beirut, Mt. Lebanon, Zahleh, Tripoli, Tyre
and Sidon; Orthodox Community, Maryjoon; Leba-
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nese Cultural Ladies Society; St. George Orthodox
Hospital, Beirut; Deir Natour Project, Tripoli; Dhour
Cheweir Hospital; Oasis of Joy School; Deir Natour
Monastery; Old Age Home, Douma; Women’s Renaissance Gathering; Douma Home for the Elderly; Rene
Mouawad Foundation; FISTA
• Pawtucket – Rhode Island Food Bank
• Wichita, KS – Venture House; Operation Recovery;
HopeNet
• Brazil – La da Crianco Menino Jesus
• Nigeria – Holy Brethren School
• Palestine – Orthodox Relief Agency; United Palestinian Appeal, Inc.
• Beaumont, TX – Some Other Place
• Oklahoma City, OK – Daily Bread Ministries; Bombing
victims; Feed the Children
• Homestead, PA – Methodist School of Social Services
• Georgetown – The Jerusalem Fund
• West Bank – Beit Jala Society for the Aged
• Brunswick, GA – MAP International
• Russia – Relief Agency of the Patriarchate, Archdiocese of Moscow
• Worcester, MA – Orthodox Food Ministries; Interfaith
Coalition for the Homeless
• Baghdad & Kuwait – Orthodox Relief Agency
• Lompoc, CA – St. Timothy’s Food for Hungry People
program
• Costa Mesa, CA – Orange County Interfaith Shelter
• Tucson, AZ – Primavera Foundation
• Portland, OR – Flood victims
• Romania – St. Nicholas Orphanage
• Souderton, PA – The King’s Jubilee
• Salina, KS – All Saints Church, Christmas Food Program; Ashby House
• St. Augustine – Orthodox Christian Mission Center
• Ligonier, PA – Fairfield Township Fire Dept.
• Anderson, SC – Angel Food Ministries
• New Jersey – Center for Food Action
• Australia – Archdiocese of Australia, New Zealand and
the Philippines
• Ellwood City, PA – Orthodox Monastery of the Transfiguration
• West Virginia Council of Churches – Assistance to
Family of Miners
• Pittsburgh, PA – Vision for Life
• Tennessee – St. Jude’s Children Research Foundation
We are now witnessing the world of hunger, poverty
and homelessness in our own neighborhoods. Hunger is
one of the world’s most pressing problems, now affecting over one billion people, and next year it is projected
that hunger will affect 5.7 million people in the United
States alone. Behind this grim statistic are children and
families loved by God, who do not enjoy a full life because they do not have enough to eat. Whenever there
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is a need to help anyone, or any emergency, we are there
to help. Over the years we have extended ourselves to
thousands of men, women and children in an attempt to
improve their lives and help alleviate their suffering.
Thank you for living out your faith in service to God.
God bless you for caring and sharing a part of your lives
with those less fortunate than ourselves.
You make a living with what you earn. You make a life
with what you give.
On a motion by Ms. Esther Simbol, and seconded by
Fr. Samer Youssef, the Assembly received the report.
The General Assembly recessed at 5:10 p.m. with
a prayer by Metropolitan SILOUAN. The General
Assembly reconvened with the recitation of the
Lord’s Prayer under the chairmanship of Metropolitan PHILIP at 10:40 a.m. on Friday.
9/27. Mr. Daniel Abraham, Chairman, presented
the report of the Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch.
In his introduction of Mr. Abraham, Metropolitan
PHILIP stressed the importance of effective convention
and conference planning, and congratulated the Convention Planning Committee of St. George Church of
Cicero, Illinois.
The Order of St. Ignatius
Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011
A child learns quickly that their parents put their money where their hearts are.
Our Antiochian Archdiocese has been blessed with parents who put their hard- earned money in their Church,
and especially with The Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch.
I am pleased to report as I conclude my second term
that the Order of St. Ignatius is financially strong and we
continue on an upward trend.
Statistical Synopsis
Total Membership since inception: 4,500
Life Members: 353
Priest/Spouses: 195
Total Project Contributions
since inception: $25M
Total Contribution to Antiochian Village
Camp & Heritage Learning Center: $6M
Total Contribution to Retired Clergy
Housing Allowance: $3M
Total Contribution to Archdiocese
Departments: $9.5M
These statistics do not tell the whole story of how the
Order got to where it is today. In preparation for this
presentation, I paused to look back over my path since
joining the Governing Council over 16 years ago. There

were about 1,200 members 16 years ago, and at the
conclusion of this Assembly, as I say, we will surpass
4,500 members since inception.
I remember one of our slogans: “2,000 by the year
2000.” We had no idea how we would accomplish the
goal, but we were determined to figure it out. We had
no materials so we created them – homilies, sample
letters, and testimonials. Someone said, “Go speak to
the parishes.” I said, “OK, but what do I say?” I had to
learn what it meant to give so I could persuade others to
give. I had to practice what I preached –give freely and
God will fill your treasure chest. “When you give to the
poor, it is like lending to the Lord and He will pay you
back.” We stumbled a bit, but by the grace of God, we
reached our goal, and then some. There were a number
of years where we were growing at a pace of upwards
of 200 new members a year. We couldn’t believe it. We
reached 2,500, then 3,000. We are on our way to 5,000.
Along the way, our clergy and their spouses asked if they
could join, even though The Order was supposed to be
a lay ministry. We welcomed them with open arms, and
I am pleased to report that there are 195 clergy and/
or spouses who are members. On behalf of the entire
Archdiocese and the Governing Council, I thank you for
your commitment and support to our ministry. I share
this because I want to tell all the clergy (members and
future members) that you make a difference.
The Order has contributed over $25M since inception.
We have 353 Life Members and we gain more each year.
We continue to build this annuity, so we are assured that,
in future, no child who wants to go to camp will be denied because of lack of funds. This summer almost 800
young children received some financial aid from The
Order. We watch with amazement these young children
who return from camp as their lives are changed permanently. Like Zacchaeus, when we seek God, He will find
us. These young people yearn to find God, and He finds
them – playing and praying.
Our path over the past 16 years was not without challenges. As our coffers increased, so did the need. We
found that our delinquent numbers needed to be addressed and we have done so these past four years. Our
message is clear – when you make your lifetime commitment to The Order you make it to your Lord; when
you stop for whatever reason you are accountable to
God. At the same time, however, we opened the door to
those who either chose or found themselves unable to
continue. We said, you are welcome back. Slowly, they
are returning. I was hoping for a faster turnaround, but
we are building momentum. We will conquer this challenge for sure.
While The Order continues to grow, we find ourselves
in need of more and more volunteers to help us sustain
our forward progress. The Governing Council engaged

in a series of “Strategic Discussions” to help us plan for
our future. We reached the following conclusions:
1. The organizational structure continues to meet our
need and we envision it so for the near future.
2. The need for more involvement by more members
is critical if The Order is to sustain its growth. We concluded that to encourage more involvement by more
volunteers, we should identify smaller tasks that have
a “beginning and end,” so people can feel comfortable
in making a commitment. Our approach will be to ask
Volunteers to make The Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch
a priority for one year.
3. Communications both to our current membership
and to future prospects is critical. Therefore, we intend
a. To jumpstart the Ambassador Program, in which we
seek one person as our liaison in each parish or mission. The administration of the list and dissemination
of materials such as homilies and other materials for
presentation can be managed from the Archdiocese
office.
b. To use electronic media to improve effectiveness and
keep costs under control. We will engage current and
prospective new members via video conference, in
which we can have groups of people participate in a
presentation from their computer.
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c. To have more frequent communications to members
via electronic media.
d. To evaluate social media opportunities to promulgate
our message.
I thank you for your receptiveness to our DVD. It presents in a very visually touching way our message — “The
Order teaches us how to give; The Order teaches how to
sacrifice; The Order teaches how to reach out to those
in need.” This is, as Metropolitan PHILIP so eloquently
stated, “the miracle of The Order of St. Ignatius of Antio
ch.”
This is all well and good, but it is not what is most
important. This is important only in that we have built
a strong foundation for future growth. The future for
The Order is brighter than ever. Why? We now have a
few generations of faithful Antiochian Orthodox who
attended camp, served in SOYO, attended college conferences, and did missionary work through OCF. These
were made possible in part by The Order of St. Ignatius
of Antioch. These people are ready now to make their
contribution back to The Order so that those who follow will enjoy the same opportunity. Currently, we have
only 138 members 18 – 40 years old. We simply need
to invite them to join us and they will. We can dream
big dreams. Why can’t we own more camps around the
country? Why can’t we do more for our seminarians?
Why can’t we do more for our clergy to retire with dignity? Why can’t we help our young people learn leadership from an Orthodox perspective? Why can’t we help
those in need around the world as we have helped Al
Kafaat, whose sole mission is to make those with disabilities positive contributors to society. Why can’t we
help those who evangelize to bring the millions of unchurched to Orthodoxy? There is nothing impossible
to those who believe.
I traveled throughout this land for 16 years and I was
greeted as a friend each time. I know my life is enriched
far more than I could ever give. My message was the
same: “We make a living by what we get; we make a life
by what we give.” I learned two important points over
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the past 16 years. First, I learned that it is not just giving
that is important, but that God asks us to give from the
heart. When we care for the poor or for one another, we
who care are transformed. St. John Chrysostom said,
“Give so you do not lose; do not hoard so that you are
not in want, spend so you may gain.” Second, I learned
that making this commitment to give requires faith in
our Lord. It is through our unwavering faith that we
realize that the more we give, the more God gives us
to give even more. When we believe and give from the
heart, we do not want to stop.
We ask God to show us the path that we should walk.
It is our choice to choose that path. When we do, we
are showered with heavenly riches that can only come
from God. I have seen with my own eyes God take our
contributions and multiply our gift. I have cried tears
of joy reading letters from parents whose children were
changed by their camping experience. I received some
delightful thank-you notes from the children. One was
addressed, “Dear Mr. Donation.” Another one was addressed to “Mr. & Mrs. Saint Ignatius.” I was humbled in
my warm home in winter when I learned that our small
stipend would provide heat for one of our seminarians.
On a personal note, I was reminded at the banquet for Fr.
Rados in Potomac, Maryland, that it was Fr. George who
helped my sister adopt two young babies from Lebanon.
Today, 14 years later, my niece Rose looks forward to
her second year at camp. She helped raise money so she
and her fellow Church school friends could get a bus to
go to camp together. She returned last summer filled
with the Holy Spirit. She might have been left on the
streets of Beirut. By His Grace, God brought her here as
a testament to the miracles He can do with our gifts.
I would like to take a moment to express my profound
thanks to the Governing Council. Without the dedication
of these people who serve, we cannot survive, much less
grow. I thank in particular my officers: Mary Winstnaley
O’Connor, Vice Chair; Darlene Haddad, Treasurer; and
Chris Bezreh, Secretary. I realized quickly that if I can
keep three women pointed in the same direction at the
same time, it must be the right decision! I express my
appreciation and gratitude to Joanne Hakim. Her support, commitment, and ever-optimistic attitude kept
me on the right path. I cannot overstate the support we
have from our Hierarchs. Your Graces, let me be clear
– we need you. You make a difference. Finally, a special
thanks to His Eminence Metropolitan PHILIP. You stuck
with me even when you disagreed. You pushed me when
I was so tired I broke down from exhaustion. You took
me in as friend. You made a difference. Thank You.
So, where do I go from here? The Lord when He was
creating me out of nothing must have taken a coffee
break and never returned when He started working on
my legs. I learned that He blessed me with lips to speak

His words and a mind to write. I look forward to continuing to walk this path that God has put me on.
I have enclosed each of my presentations these past
four years with the same message from His Eminence
Metropolitan PHILIP. They perfectly and concisely describe what each of us as members of The Order believe:
“Blessed are you who give without remembering and
blessed are those who receive without forgetting.”
In His Service and respectfully submitted,
Daniel Abraham, North American Chair

Mr. Abraham announced the newly elected North
American officers of the Order: Chair Mary WinstanleyO’Connor, Vice Chair Dr. Elias Hebeka, Secretary Christine Bezreh, and Treasurer William Tsoukalos.
On a motion by Ms. Darlene Haddad, and seconded by
Mr. Dimitri Zeidan, the Assembly received the report.
Past National Chair Raymond Rishwain thanked Dan
and Kathy for a fantastic four years in difficult economic
times.
Metropolitan PHILIP congratulated Mary WinstanleyO’Connor on her election and encouraged her to continue to achieve new goals.
9/28(a). Mr. Robert Laham, Treasurer and Chairman of the Department of Finance, presented the
Annual Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ended
January 31, 2011.
The financial report for the year ending January 31,
2011 is available from your parish or the Archdiocese.
On a motion by Mr. Daniel Abraham and, seconded by Mr. Dan Braun, the Assembly received the
report.

9/28(b). Mr. Robert Laham presented the proposed budget for the fiscal year ending January 31,
2013.

Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year Ending January 31, 2013
BUDGETED EXPENDITURES
A. Theological Education
1. Seminarians — Tuition, Room,
Board & Allowance
2. Balamand Theological Academy
and Theological Seminaries
3. Antiochian House of Studies
4. St. Stephen Course of Studies
and Master’s Program
Total Theological Education
B. Other Related Expenditures
1. Retired Clergy Housing Allowance
2. Contributions for and
within the Patriarchate
3. SCOBA, and
Christian Churches Together
4. Fellowship of St. John, SOYO
and Antiochian Women
5. Antiochian Women

Budget
2012

Budget
2013

Difference

245,000

250,000

5,000

80,000
30,000

80,000
30,000

150,000
505,000

160,000
520,000

10,000
15,000

250,000

3000,000

50,000

25,000

25,000

7,000

8,000

1,000

20,000
150,000

5,000
150,000

-15,000
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6. Charities
(a) Food for Hungry
(b) Children’s Relief Fund
Total Related Expenditures
C. Archdiocese Departments
1. Youth Ministry
2. College Ministry
3. Orthodox Christian Education
4. Sacred Music
5. Mission Support and Development
6. Planning and Future Development
7. Missions and Evangelism
8. Information and Media Relations
9. Orthodox Christian Books
and Publications
10. The WORD Publication
11. Conciliar Media Ministries
12. Continuing Pastoral Education
13. Marriage and
Parish Family Ministries
14. Internet Ministries
15. Camping
16. Liturgics
17. Western Rite Vicariate
18. Interfaith
19. Ancient Faith Radio
20. Other Departments and
Standing Committees
Total Departments
D. Maintenance of
Archdiocese Headquarters (Note 1)
E. Insurance
F. Metropolitan’s Allowance and Office
G. Diocesan Bishops’ Stipends
and Benefits (Note 2)
H. Part time Secretarial help for Bishops
I. Chanceries (Note 3)
J. Local Synod Meeting Expenses
K. St. Athanasius Academy
L. Convent of St. Thekla
M. Antiochian Village (Note 4)
N. Heritage and Learning Center (Note 5)
O. Other Special Projects –
Order of St. Ignatius (Note 6)
P. Conversion of Canadian Dollars
into US Dollars
Q. Miscellaneous and Contingencies
Total D through Q
TOTAL BUDGETED EXPENDITURES
BUDGETED SOURCES OF RECEIPTS
A. From the Parishes and Missions
1. Parish Receipts
2. Tithing Parishes
3. Archdiocese Seminarian Fund
(Orthodoxy Sunday)
4. Patriarchate Fund (Palm Sunday)
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150,000
100,000
702,000

150,000
120,000
758,000

174,000
28,500
127,500
40,000
150,000
70,000
325,000
15,000

190,000
28,500
130,000
40,000
70,000
40,000
325,000
15,000

150,000
300,000
14,000
6,000

150,000
310,000
14,000
6,000

64,500
190,000
28,000
17,000
13,000
6,000
10,000

64,500
200,000
28,000
17,000
13,000
8,000
0

20,000
1,748,500

20,000
1,669,000

752,000
50,000
80,000

857,000
50,000
80,000

105,000

425,000
75,000
200,000
15,000
30,000
15,000
380,000
265,000

500,000
75,999
220,000
10,000
0
15,000
380,000
265,000

75,000

179,000

174,000

-5,000

25,000
35,000

15,000
35,000

-10,000

2,526,000
5,481,500

2,676,000
5,623,000

150,000
141,500

Budget
2012

Budget
2013

Difference

2,100,000
400,000

2,150,000
400,000

50,000

55,000
55,000

55,000
55,000

20,000
56,000
16,000
2,500
-80,000
-30,000

10,000

10,000

2,000
-10,000
-79,500

20,000
-5,000
-30,000

5. Theological Seminaries Fund
(October Month)
Total from Parishes and Missions

55,000
2,665,000

55,000
2,715,000

300,000
15,000
50,000

300,000
12,000
50,000

5,000
370,000

5,000
367,000

100,000

100,000

1,283,000
150,000

1,338,000
150,000

35,000
150,000
80,000

35,000
150,000
0

-80,000

100,000
80,000

120,000
0

20,000
-80,000

1,878,000

1,793,00

-85,000

50,000

50,000

125,000

150,000

3,000

3,000

180,000
80,000
10,000
448,000

180,000
80,000
10,000
473,000

25,000

TOTAL BUDGETED SOURCES OF RECEIPTS
Items A through E
5,461,000

5,448,000

-13,000

TOTAL BUDGETED EXPENDITURES

5,481,0500

5,623,000

141,500

EXCESS OF BUDGETED RECEIPTS
OVER EXPENDITURES

-20,500

-175,000

-154,500

Notes to Budget

Budget

Budget

Difference

Note 1: Maintenance and Operation of
Archdiocese Headquarters

2012

2013

270,000

325,000

55,000

170,000

180,000

10,000

120,000

140,000

20,000

45,000
20,000
75,000

45,000
20,000
85,000

10,000

B. From Individuals
1. For the General Fund
2. For WORD Magazine
3. For Other Funds and Special Charities
4. For Antiochian Women, Fellowship of
St. John and Teen SOYO
Total from Individuals
C. From Department of Planning
and Development
D. From the Archdiocese Conventions
and Organizations
1. The Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch
(Note 7)
2. Antiochian Women
3. From Fellowship of St. John and SOYO
(a) Registration Fees
(b) Food for Hungry
4. Archdiocese Convention
5. Department of Charities –
Children’s Relief Fund
6. Mission Councils
Total from Conventions
and Organizations
E. Other Archdiocese Receipts
1. Balamand Theological Education
2. Sale of Orthodox Books
and Publications
3. Subscriptions to
The WORD Magazine
4. St. Stephen’s Course of Studies
and Master’s Program
5. Interest on Investments
6. Miscellaneous
Total Other Receipts

Office Staff Salaries
Medical Health, Life Insurance
and Social Security
Household (including Housekeeper’s
and Cook’s wages)
Utilities (telephone, gas, electricity,
oil heating)
Postage
Repairs and Maintenance

50,000

-3,000

-3,000

55,000

25,000
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Capital Improvements
Office Supplies
Automobile Expense
(gas, oil, repairs, insurance, etc.)
Sewer Charges and Cottage
Real Estate Taxes
Copier Lease Payment
Total

10,000
13,000

15,000
13,000

15,000

15,000

14,000
2,000
752,000

17,000
2,000
857,000

3,000

345,000
80,000
425,000

400,000
100,000
500,000

55,000
20,000
75,000

Note 3: Chanceries
Chancery in Toledo
35,000
Chancery in Los Angeles
50,000
Chancery in Wichita
40,000
Chancery in Miami
20,000
Chancery in Montreal
25,000
Chancery in Charleston
30,000
Capital Improvement		
Total
200,000

30,000
55,000
40,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
20,000
220,000

-5,000
5,000

Note 4: Antiochian Village Camp
From the Order of St. Ignatius
Summer Camp Scholarships
Special Olympics

175,000
8,000

175,000
8,000

From the Archdiocese General Fund
Camp Improvements
Operations Deficit
Camp Subsidy
Total

100,000
30,000
67,000
380,000

100,000
30,000
67,000
380,000

Note 5: Heritage and Learning Center
From the Order of St. Ignatius
Purchase of Library Books
Museum Development
Grants for Departmental Meetings

10,000
20,000
30,000

10,000
20,000
30,000

From Archdiocese General Fund
Museum Operations
Operation of Library
Reserve for Capital Improvements
H&L Center Subsidy
Total

100,000
15,000
80,000
10,000
265,000

90,000
25,000
80,000
10,000
265,000

15,000
20,000
10,000
25,000

15,000
15,000
10,000
25,000

35,000

35,000

24,000
50,000
179,000

24,000
50,000
174,000

Note 2: Bishops Stipends and Benefits
Bishops Stipends
Medical, Health and Life Insurance
Total

Note 6: Other Special Projects
The Order of St. Ignatius of Antioch
Task Force for Jerusalem
College Conferences
Project Mexico
IOCC
Clergy Symposium and Convention
Assistance
Youth Workers Conference and
SOYO Leadership Training
Other Projects
Total
Note 7 — Order of St. Ignatius
Heritage & Learning Center
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5,000

105,000

20,000
20,000

-10,000
10,000

-5,000

-5,000

(a) Library Books
(b) Museum Operations
Antiochian Village
(a) Summer Camp Scholarships
(b) SOYO Special Olympics
Retired Clergy Housing Allowance
Christian Education Fund
Parish Development
Youth Ministry
Archdiocese Administrative Services
Missions & Evangelism
Antiochian House of Studies
Marriage and Parish Family Ministries
Planning and Future Development
Internet Ministries
Departmental Grants
Project Mexico
College Conference
Task Force for Jerusalem
Balamand Theological Academy
IOCC
Clergy Symposium & Convention Assistance
Married Seminarian Assistance
Al Kafaat
Other Projects
Total

10,000
20,000

10,000
20,000

175,000
8,000
200,000
40,000
25,000
120,000
125,000
130,000
20,000
30,000
75,000
100,000
30,000
10,000
20,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
35,000
25,000
25,000
50,000
1,283,000

175,000
8,000
250,000
40,000
25,000
120,000
125,000
130,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
100,000
30,000
10,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
25,000
35,000
25,000
25,000
50,000
1,338,000

-35,000

-5,000
-5,000

55,000

On a motion by Dr. Raymond Rishwain, and seconded by Mr. Dimitri Zeidan, the Assembly approved the budget.

9/28(c). Mr. Robert Laham, Chairman and Treasurer, presented the report of the Internal Audit
Committee.
The Internal Audit Committee of the
Antiochian Orthodox Christian
Archdiocese of North America
Summary Report to the General Assembly
of the 50th General Convention
July 29, 2011
Under a directive from Metropolitan PHILIP and the
Board of Trustees an Audit Committee was commissioned during the Board of Trustees meeting in Octo-

ber 2009 for the purpose of conducting an audit of the
books and records of the Antiochian Archdiocese.
The members of the Audit Committee included a representative from each diocese of the Antiochian Archdiocese. In addition, two professional advisors, both Certified Public Accountants, were added to the committee.
The audit was conducted in accordance with acceptable
auditing procedures over many visits to the Antiochian
Headquarters. The Assistant Comptroller and all members of the Headquarter Staff, in accordance with the
Metropolitan’s instructions, made available to the committee all of the financial records requested.
The final audit report was reviewed and approved by
the Department of Finance and also presented to the
Board of Trustees at their 2011 spring meeting at the
Antiochian Village. After a thorough review of all the
findings and recommendations of the Audit Committee
the Department of Finance and the Board of Trustees
approved the report.
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The report itself is extensive and outlines the purposes
and structure of the audit along with findings and recommendations. The following is a summary of the report prepared by the Audit Committee.
To the best of the knowledge of this audit committee,
this was the first comprehensive internal audit of the
books and records of the Antiochian Orthodox Christian
Archdiocese of North America, certainly of this scope
and magnitude, ever undertaken,. The Audit Committee’s work consisted of reviewing not only the financial
records of the Archdiocese itself, but those of numerous
archdiocesan organizations and departments as well.
In addition, the Committee spent many hours interviewing all Archdiocese staff whose duties bear any relationship to handling of finances.
Overall, the finances and controls of the Archdiocese
were found to be satisfactory. Given the growth in size
that the Archdiocese has experienced over the last forty
years, however, we believe the time has come for controls and procedures to be enhanced accordingly. Based
upon its findings, the Audit Committee, through its report, has made recommendations to provide better documentation of certain processes, and to institute oversight of specific functions by the Board of Trustees.
While current procedures, developed on a somewhat
ad hoc basis in the past, have worked acceptably, the
Committee believes that adoption of the recommendations detailed in the report will allow the finances of our
Archdiocese to be dealt with in an intentional manner
in the future. We welcome the opportunity to discuss
further our recommendations and any implementation
strategies that may be considered.
As Treasurer of the Archdiocese I am pleased to report
that the recommendations of the committee have been
implemented or are in the process of being established,
including an Audit Committee to be appointed by Metropolitan PHILIP.
On a motion by Mr. Dan Braun, and seconded by
Mr. Daniel Abraham, the Assembly received the report.
9/29. Metropolitan PHILIP delivered his Message
to the 50th Archdiocese Convention. (The Metropolitan’s message appeared in the September 2011
issue of The WORD magazine.)
10. Old Business: There was no Old Business.
11. New Business:
11a. Messrs. Joseph Abdalah and Michael Ajar,
Convention Co-Chairmen, of St. George Church
in Houston, Texas, presented a summary of the
planned programs for the 2013 Archdiocese Convention, including a DVD presentation.
11b. Fr. Anthony Hughes, Pastor of St. Mary’s

Church in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Ms. Mary
Winstanley-O’Connor, and Mr. Raymond Sayegh
presented their bid to host the 2015 Archdiocese
Convention. The Assembly ratified the bid by acclamation.
11c. V. Rev. George Kevorkian presented the nominees for the office of Auxiliary Bishop, including
the biographies of the seven candidates:
Rt. Rev. Archimandrite John Abdalah
Rt. Rev. Archimandrite Michel Boghos
Rev. Jeremy Davis
Rt. Rev. Archimandrite Daniel Griffith
Rt. Rev. Archimandrite Daniel Keller
Rt. Rev. Archimandrite Anthony Michaels
Rt. Rev. Archimandrite Nicholas Ozone.

SILOUAN has accepted the challenge to go there and to
breathe life into the dry bones. He pledged the support
of the Archdiocese for anything Metropolitan SILOUAN
may need.
11e. Appointment and Election of Archdiocesan
Trustees
In accordance with Article VI of the Archdiocese Constitution, Metropolitan PHILIP appointed the following
five members to the Archdiocese Board of Trustees: Mr.
Fawaz El Khoury, Mr. Mansour O. Rayan, Dr. Isa Canavati, Mr. Richard Zakka, and Dr. George Thomas.
Metropolitan PHILIP announced with sorrow the re-

Metropolitan PHILIP noted the need for auxiliary bishops in the Dioceses of Toledo and the Midwest, and of
Worcester and New England, as well as a bilingual Auxiliary to serve at the Archdiocese headquarters.
11d. Very Rev. George Kevorkian presented the report of the Nominating committee for the Board
of Trustees:
Mr. Daniel Abraham, St. Nicholas Church
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Mr. Edward Assile, St. Anthony Church
Bergenfield, New Jersey
Mr. William Bitar, St. George Church
Portland, Oregon
Dr. David Bojrab, St. John Church, Fort Wayne, Indiana
Mr. Dan Braun, St. Athanasius Church, Goleta, California
Dr. John Dalack, St. Mary Church, Brooklyn, New York
Mr. George Nassor, St. George Church
Little Falls, New Jersey
Dr. Raymond Rishwain, St. John Church, Orinda, California
Mr. Douglas Skaff, St. George Cathedral
Charleston, West Virginia
Mr. Dimitri Zeidan, St. Elias Cathedral
Ottawa, Ontario
The Secretary cast a unanimous ballot for the election
of all ten candidates.
Metropolitan PAUL introduced Metropolitan SILOUAN
who greeted the Assembly and provided an overview of
the state of the Antiochian Orthodox Church in Argentina. He brought a greeting and engraved plaque and
engolpion from the Diocese of Buenos Aires and Argentina for Metropolitan PHILIP.
Metropolitan PHILIP responded and noted that Argentina has been neglected for many years. Metropolitan

pose of former members of the Archdiocese Board of
Trustees Mr. Philip Haddad, Mr. Walter Parhamovich,
Mr. Ernest Younes, Mr. Benny Homsey, as well as the
last surviving member of the original officers of the
North American Board of the Antiochian Women, VicePresident Mrs. Shamseh M. Dalack.
12. On a motion by Ms. Sandra Love, and seconded
by Ms. Jane Tadros, and following a concluding
prayer by Bishop JOSEPH, Metropolitan PHILIP
declared the convention closed at 2:05 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,
Very Rev. Fr. Michael Ellias, Secretary of the Archdiocese
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What Is the Difference between a

Cradle Orthodox Person
and a Convert?

By these terms, cradle Orthodox and convert, we mean, on the one hand, someone who is born
into an Orthodox family and is baptized as an infant, and on the other hand, someone who converts to the Orthodox Faith from some other religion or from none. As far as the Orthodox Church
is concerned, the answer to the question is that there is no difference. They are both members of
the Holy Orthodox Faith and have the opportunity to grow toward theosis and salvation through
a sacramental life of faith. Each of these individuals has positive and negative possibilities for their
spiritual lives, arising from their life situations.
On the positive side, cradle Orthodox have the wonderful opportunity of growing up in the Orthodox
life and faith from
their earliest years. They
have the opportunity to partake
in the Holy Eucharist, the Body
and
Blood
of
Christ
Himself,
each week throughout their lives.
They can also
be blessed with
other sacraments
of the faith, such
as Holy Confession
and Holy
Unction, regularly. They
live in a
community of Faith where
they
may find a spouse one day
and participate in the Sacrament
toof
Holy Matrimony. They also can witness
some of the community being ordained to the Holy
Priesthood or tonsured as Monastics. They can also
experience the support of the entire Orthodox family
when a loved one falls asleep in the Lord and is provided an Orthodox funeral. Throughout their lives they
are in an environment where they can learn and grow
spiritually to become mature Orthodox Christians.
On the negative side, cradle Orthodox may be raised
in a very nominal home, where the Faith is not practiced or even talked about. They can think of themselves as Orthodox because they show up at Church
on Pascha and Christmas, but know very, very little of
what it means to be a practicing Orthodox Christian.
Cradle Orthodox may be raised in a home where they
go to Church most Sundays, but it has become more
of a “club” to which they belong, without ever learning about their Faith. They may enjoy their friends and

family, but not enter
into an Orthodox
life. Because of this,
they can sometimes
resent the “converts”
or “seekers” who come
to the Church and may
actually
discourage
visitors from the pursuit
of Orthodoxy. Some
cradle Orthodox
may even fall
away from
the Faith when
they become teenagers or while in college. Some
may return later when they marry, but some end up
becoming converts to a different religion because they
never really knew what Orthodox believe. Others may
continue to go to Church, but never have a hunger to
learn more about their Faith.
On the positive side, some converts may become Orthodox because they have studied the Faith and have
come to believe with all their hearts that the Orthodox
Church is indeed the very Church that Christ started
on this earth. They may bring a hunger and a zeal for
the Faith that is infectious to many others in their
Church. They may be excited to serve the Lord and
His Church in any way they can. Converts often recognize the need to support the Church with both their
time and their finances. Some of them also bring a love
of the Holy Scriptures and of the writings of the Early
Fathers to the Church. Converts may also share their
Orthodox Faith with others and help them eventually
to become members of the Faith as well. Because this
is a conscious decision they have made, often they are
very committed to living and growing in their faith.
On the negative side, some “converts” may become
Orthodox for the sake of marrying an Orthodox per-

Fr. Stephen is the Assistant Director of Orthodox Christian Prison Ministry (OCPM), the official prison ministry of The Assembly of Canonical
Orthodox Bishops of North and Central America. You can learn more about OCPM at: http://ocpm-scoba.org/ If you would like more information on
Orthodox Christian Prison Ministry or would like to schedule a retreat/speaker at your Church with stories of the miracles of God in prisons,
please visit www.OCPM-Scoba.org or contact them at info@ocpm-scoba.org

son. They may have no desire to learn about, or practice, the Faith. They may simply want to get married.
They may not be seen much around the Church until
their children need baptism or someone needs a funeral. Some “converts” may become overzealous, taking on a legalistic, “super-Orthodox” approach to the
Faith. They may fast, pray, and attend Church better
than anyone, and become judgmental of those who
are not following the Faith as they do. They may come
to Orthodoxy but not leave behind their previous religious beliefs. They may become argumentative and
divisive within the Church. Some have even left Orthodoxy and taken others with them to some other
religion. Some other “converts” may come to Orthodoxy because they love the services, but when their
Faith is tested by someone or something, they leave
because they were never really convinced that this is
the Church that Jesus started on this earth.
Despite these differences in opportunities and temptations, the Church does not view cradle Orthodox
and converts as spiritually different. In that case, why
should members of the Church see a difference? Being
Orthodox Christians in good standing with the Church
and practicing the Faith to the best of their abilities are
what is really important. The date of baptism or chrismation is simply the starting line to the glorious race
that God has called us to run with perseverance:
“Therefore we also, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us
lay aside every weight, and the sin which so
easily ensnares us, and let us run with endurance the race that is set before us, looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher of our
faith, who for the joy that was set before Him
endured the cross, despising the shame, and
has sat down at the right hand of the throne
of God. For consider Him who endured such
hostility from sinners against Himself, lest
you become weary and discouraged in your
souls” (Hebrews 12:1-3).
It is the finish line that all of us should be concerned
about. With that in mind, perhaps we should drop the
term convert and simply view each other as brothers and
sisters, helping each other on the path to salvation. In
the case of the individual, at what point should the term
convert be dropped: one year, ten years, thirty years, at
his or her funeral? Perhaps it should be dropped when
he or she comes up out of the baptismal waters or Holy
Chrism is applied. At that point, they are Orthodox believers, entirely members of the household of Faith!

daily devotions
December 2011
V. Rev. George Alberts

1.	2 THESSALONIANS 2:13-3:5; LUKE 20:9-16
(FAST)
2.	2 THESSALONIANS 3:6-18; LUKE 20:19-26
(FAST)
3. GALATIANS 1:3-10; LUKE 12:32-40 (FAST)
4. GALATIANS 3:23-4:5; LUKE 13:10-17 (FAST)
5. 1 TIMOTHY 1:1-7; LUKE 20:27-44 (FAST)
6. HEBREWS 13:17-21; LUKE 6:17-23 (FAST)
7. 1 TIMOTHY 1:18-20; 2:8-15;
LUKE 21:5-7, 10-11, 20-24 (FAST)
8. 1 TIMOTHY 3:1-13; LUKE 21:28-33 (FAST)
9. GALATIANS 4:22-31; LUKE 8:16-21 (FAST)
10. GALATIANS 3:6-12; LUKE 13:18-29 (FAST)
11. COLOSSIANS 5:4-11; LUKE 14:16-24 (FAST)
12. HEBREWS 13:17-21; LUKE 6:17-23 (FAST)
13. 1 TIMOTHY 5:11-21; MARK 8:22-26 (FAST)
14. 1 TIMOTHY 5:22-6:11; MARK 8:30-34 (FAST)
15. 1 TIMOTHY 6:17-21; MARK 9:10-16 (FAST)
16. 2 TIMOTHY 1:1-2, 8-18; MARK 9:33-41 (FAST)
17. GALATIANS 5:22-6:2; LUKE 14:1-11 (FAST)
18. HEBREWS 11:9-10, 17-23, 32-40;
MATTHEW 1:1-25 (FAST)
19. 2 TIMOTHY 2:20-26; MARK 9:42-10:1 (FAST)
20. 2 TIMOTHY 3:16-4:4; MARK 10:2-12 (FAST)
21. 2 TIMOTHY 4:9-22; MARK 10:11-16 (FAST)
22. TITUS 1:6-21:1; MARK 10:17-27 (FAST)
23. TITUS 1:15-2:10; MARK 10:23-32 (FAST)
24. HEBREWS 1:1-12; LUKE 2:1-20 (STRICT FAST)
25. GALATIANS 4:4-7; MATTHEW 2:1-12
NATIVITY OF OUR LORD
26. HEBREWS 2:11-18; MATTHEW 2:13-23
27. ACTS 6:8-16, 7:1-5, 47-60;
MATTHEW 21:33-42
28. HEBREWS 5:11-6:8; MARK 11:23-26
29. HEBREWS 7:1-6; MARK 11:27-33
30. HEBREWS 7:18-25; MARK 12:1-12
31. 1 TIMOTHY 6:11-16; MATTHEW 12:15-21

Fr. Stephen Powley
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Christmas Appeal

Children’s Relief Fund
Very Rev. George M. Rados
National Director
November 2011

Sponsor a child now
Take the first step today! Fill out the form below and mail
it in.
We’ll send you the photo and personal story of one child
on our waiting list.
The minimum cost is $25 a month — less than 1 dollar a
day. But the hope you will give a child is priceless.

Dearly Beloved,
On behalf of all sponsored children of the Children’s Relief Fund, past and present, I greet you one again, and
pray that you receive this letter in their gratitude and appreciation for the love and concern you have shown them
in our Lord’s name.
Christmas is the time of the year when we are especially reminded to share our blessings with others in the form
of gifts. This letter brings to you our “2011 Christmas Appeal” for the Children’s Relief Fund. The purpose of
this program within the Antiochian Orthodox Church of North America is to provide scholarship funds for the
needy children in Lebanon.
Once again, I appeal to your remarkable generosity in helping to sustain our charitable endeavors. Your past
performance has brought much relief to the tender hearts of so many innocents children. The need to continue
your aid, has not diminished because we have so many stand-by requests.
For those of you who are already sponsoring a child, we offer our most profound thanks and gratitude, and we ask
for your continued support. We encourage all the faithful in the Archdiocese to support our cause.
So here is another opportunity to give a loving gift to Christ through the CRF. You can sponsor an individual
needy child for $300 annually, or perhaps you can make a donation to the General Fund which is used for
unpredictable circumstances usually related to the medical needs of the children. Please detach the enclosed
enveloped and mail it.
May this Holy Season bring peace and harmony to you and your loved ones as you share your gifts with “the least
of these your brethren.”

ENCLOSED
o is my charitable gift of $ ____________ to sponsor a child ($300.00/year).
o is a donation of $ ____________ . We cannot sponsor a child at this time, but would like to contribute to the general
reservev for other programs and emergencies.

Please provide the following: (information remains private)
Donor(s)_ _______________________________________________________________________________________
Address _ _______________________________________________________________________________________

As always, I remain Yours in Christ,

City_______________________________________State _________________________Zip _____________________
E-mail__________________________________________________________________________________________
All contributions are tax deductible.
Please detach and return with your donation to:

Fr. George Rados
10620 River Road, Potomac, Maryland 20859 · (301) 765-9188 Fax (301) 765-9591 · P.O.Box 60692
www. the crf.net
Email: childrensrelieffund@gmail.com
ANTIOCHIAN ORTHODOX CHRISTIAN ARCHDIOCESE OF NORTH AMERICA
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Children’s Relief Fund
C/o The Very Rev. George M. Rados
P.O. Box 60692
Potomac, MD 20859
Thank you for caring about children.

Sharing Hope and Happiness,
One Car at a Time . . .
Beshara came to Al-Kafaàt in 2000, at the age of 6. A funny boy with mental challenges, he quickly
made friends with all, sharing his one and only passion: cars! Beshara used to love drawing cars in
all shades and colors, and he could beat anyone when it came to naming the various makes.
When he turned 15, Beshara moved to the Village
of Al-Kafaàt, where he was introduced into the specialized workshops of the Foundation. There, with his
peers, he went on to produce various handicrafts and
services, as part of Al-Kafaàt’s unique development
program.
In our Village, one finds workshops devoted to various tasks, ranging from recycling paper to producing
ceramics and mosaics, and to delivering laundry and
cottage food services. All of the handicrafts produced
on-site are designed to match the demands of the
market. Designed with taste, the crafts are produced
in assembly lines, where each of our special villagers
plays an important role, however small it may seem.
In the end, the product must pass careful inspection:
it is to be purchased not because of its special makers, but simply because it is beautiful and useful.
This is the way we define rehabilitation at Al-Kafaàt:
it is a process through which we acknowledge the
value and preserve the human dignity of our beneficiaries. We work hard to lift them up to professional standards, so that what they make meets the
expectations of a discriminating Lebanese society. In
the end, the purpose of Al-Kafaàt is not to deliver to
people with challenges help that will only last them
briefly, but rather to empower them to contribute to
their workshops and eventually become simply selfsufficient.
Beshara became a part of the laundry unit in our
Village, where he was promoted to handling the linenironing section of our specialized residences. (These
residences welcome about 450 children with special
needs each year.) And while villagers like Beshara
have specific tasks and responsibilities to complete
during the day, they work according to a specialized
and tailor-made schedule. This allows them to be productive in their own unique ways, while doing various
therapeutic activities.
One of these activities is drawing. And Beshara loves
it. When he was given crayons, all he could think of
was drawing his favorite cars. Even our own large
American Dodge buses, recognizable on the streets
of Beirut from their flashy yellow and orange colors,

had an artistic representation under Beshara’s brush
strokes. Guided by his therapist, last year Beshara
drew a really vibrant canvass that we all loved and
rightly named: “Cars and Al-Kafaàt Buses in Beirut.”
His car drawing, so funny and yet so artistic, appealed
to us immensely, so much so, that we decided to use
it to “brand” our work: he drew what looks like an
old, green Lincoln with purple tires. It was a hit, and
ended up on our ceramics coffee cups, organic cotton
tote bags, and other items. It is odd, but our on-site
professional designer is frequently inspired by the
work of our special villagers. Beshara simply had a
creative design that rightly gave our line of products
a trademark.
The many people who visited our booth in Chicago
proved us right: Yes, they knew what Al-Kafaàt was
about, and they visited us to support the project that
we are building together with the Archdiocese. But
when they stood hesitating between choosing a pottery pot made in mosaics, a scented cinnamon candle,
or colorful felt necklaces, I knew that Al-Kafaàt had
succeeded with its special villagers. This was confirmed when three people simultaneously asked to
purchase the painting by Beshara.
I was moved, because I knew Beshara personally,
but also because I knew the story of his life. Beshara
passed away last year in his sleep, and the news was a
terrible shock to us all. Our Village had lost one special villager, and Beshara was a very special Villager
indeed. A week after his passing away, all our villagers, Christians and Muslims, surrounded the parents
of Beshara in our humble Church dedicated to the
Virgin Mary, to pray for his Soul.
“Cars and Al-Kafaàt Buses in Beirut” rightly hung in
the background.
Ruba, one of the people interested in the painting in
Chicago, lost her brother a few years before. In between tears, she shared with me her love for children
with special needs. Her brother himself was a young
boy with special needs. I was moved, but I stopped
short of telling her the whole story of Beshara. She
felt that that there was more to what I was telling her,
and I promised that one day I would tell her more.
(Continued on page 75)
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Speech from Oratorical Contest Finalist
Nora Haddad, Diocese of Wichita, Sr. Division 2011
Respect. Obedience. What do these words
mean, and how are they important in our lives
as Orthodox Christians?
St. Ignatius wrote: “It is therefore necessary even
as your wont is, that you should do nothing without
the Bishop; but be ye obedient also to the presbytery
(priests), as to the Apostles of Jesus Christ our hope.”
In school, it is unfortunate to witness several instances
a day where students are disrespectful to their teachers.
A lot of times, specific students get upset and throw fits
at teachers for getting them in trouble for something
they deliberately did wrong. Too many times this triggers hatred and grudges within those students towards
those specific teachers, or even toward every authoritative school figure. Students also become disobedient,
and do not listen to anyone. Teachers are there to teach,
and students are there to learn, and when students turn
to that hatred, it makes the situation nothing but loselose. The student learns nothing, and I have – along with,
I’m sure, many of you – witnessed an instance where
that initially tears that student apart and ruins a lot that
the student could have had going for his or herself. A lot
of teachers get mistreated by some students, and it can
really break a teacher’s heart to see this occur. Many
teachers quit their job because some students are way
too out of hand.
My fellow Orthodox Christian teens and I stand out
from most other teens in this world because God,
through our ordained Disciples of Christ, has both indirectly and directly taught us the meaning of “respect”
and “obedience” and how important these obligations
are to unity. In my school classroom, the hatred established creates a very distinct line, causing disunity of
all sorts. In contrast to this secular setting, my parish
is unified spiritually by the bonds in which the priest
is the glue that sticks all of the pieces together. This is
only possible because everyone respects one another, as
they are taught by the clergy. Because of the amount of
respect Orthodox Christians have for our priests and all
priestly ranks, we are able to obey what our priest and
clergy tell us to do. Our clergy are our spiritual guidance
– they are the doctors who give us our spiritual medicine
when we become ill and our daily spiritual exercise routine to help keep us in shape. We must obey our spiritual doctors in order to be healthy, and that is how the
Orthodox Christian Church is able to stay united as “one
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church under God.” We, as Orthodox Christians, have
this universal understanding of being healthy in a spiritual sense, and this unity as a whole, encourages every
individual to fight against spiritual disease, because we
are assured, especially by our clergy, that we are not
fighting alone.
The priests, deacons, and bishops in my life – whether
from my parish, the diocese in which I reside, or archdiocese – have been very involved with the teens, conducting activities that make it possible and a bit easier
to live an Orthodox Christian lifestyle throughout our
teenage years, preparing us for adulthood. I had a personal and life-changing experience about two summers
ago. A sub-deacon was visiting for the summer in my
city, and from the beginning of the summer during Vacation Bible School, he wasn’t hesitant about immediately
getting to know the youth at my church – particularly,
the teens. Before long, he had started a chanting class
at our church for people ages 11-21. Before that class,
I could barely distinguish the “tones” from one another,
let alone even knowing what a tone was. Soon after these
classes were established, several teens in my church not
only learned how to chant, but how to chant well.
As I learned in Sunday school class this year, Jesus had
sent Paul to plant his “seeds” in several different cities,
including Cyprus, Antioch of Pisidia, Iconium, Phrygia,
Ephesus, and many more. Like Paul, this sub-deacon,
who hopes, God willing, someday to become a deacon
and eventually reach priesthood, has planted this “seed”
amongst the youth and all others in my church. He has
revisited our church and city three or four times, and has
watched it blossom into the teens at my church leading
the chanting in a Daily Vespers service before our teen
class every Wednesday each week for the past year.
In the past year and a half, the teens at my church have
become a lot more involved with community projects
and activities, including going downtown to play with
kids who are in poverty or face homelessness at a Rescue Mission gymnasium, working with the Food Bank,
and organizing clothes at local non-profit organizations.
Inspired by recent activities, a Teen SOYO graduate of
about three to four years proposed that, someday, my
church could use the blessing of our spectacular facility
to give people who are unable to shower a day where
they could shower, and we’d host a lunch to feed these
people as well. With the support and guidance from our
priest, this could be totally possible, and we could – with

“It is therefore necessary, even as your wont is, that you should do
nothing without the Bishop; but be ye obedient also to the presbytery
(priests), as to the Apostles of Jesus Christ our hope.”

the help of the clergy – also promote similar activities
amongst all of the parishes in my diocese, and in all
other dioceses. We can also support those parishes, who
have already started, to continue their activities.
Did you know that I have a role like a priest? Did you
know YOU do? We are all made in the likeness of Christ.
Because we cannot physically see God like we can see
one another, God gave us a physical representation to
see in the church – images of Christ, the priest and all
priestly ranks. The clergy are in likeness of God, and
we are as well, thus we all have priestly roles. For me,
this makes me understand something I’ve been doing
my whole life, the reason why I’ve given respect and
obedience to my priests, deacons, and bishop – because
I am like them, and so are you. We are all called to be
priests, whether ordained or not.
Now, what could we, as Orthodox Christians in our own
parishes and in the Church as whole, do to help our
clergy better succeed in their ministry and even in their
lives?
Take a moment to think about this.
The most important thing we can do is pray. Pray for
our clergy, because the life of a priest is not exactly
an easy one. We can’t do anything without God, so as
we do in the Liturgy, we can individually ask God for
our clergy’s prosperous ministry and well-being, along
with that of their family. Another thing we could all do,
especially in our own parishes, is ask our deacons and
priests if we can help out with anything – any chores
that need to be done at church, any church events that
could be helped, and so on. Normally, events and such
already have designated people to help, but it wouldn’t
hurt to offer to volunteer. You never know, randomly volunteering to help out could not only reduce stress levels
of your priest and church clergy, but also make them
really happy.
One last thing, a very important thing that we, as
the parishioners in our Orthodox Christian churches,
should do, is tell our priests, our clergy, and our bishop,
how grateful we are for the ministry they have done, are
doing, and will do. You work hard everyday and face unforeseen challenges willingly for Christ, for our sake, for
the world, for yourselves, for me. Remind them every
once in a while – every day, even – how thankful you are
for what they do, and how much you appreciate them.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the families of our clergy who have helped in the churches with

whatever needed. I also would especially like to thank
the wives of our deacons and priests. At my church, I
know my head priest’s wife works hard alongside her
husband to keep the church running; and she is also like
a warm-hearted motherly figure to all. I’m sure she is
not the only one, either. Thank you for everything you,
the clergy, have done. It means the world to me, and I
want to let you know that you make a difference every
single waking moment.
We ask God to “be mindful” several times in our church
services. Sometimes, when you say something over and
over, it can lose its “zing,” but as we leave today, let’s all
try to remember what it means for us to be truly mindful
for our clergy. As Saint Basil instructs us to entreat God
together each Sunday, may we also remind ourselves
daily to “be mindful, of the priesthood, the diaconate
and every priestly rank ….”

(From page 73)

And this is what I want to say: Ruba, the spirit of
Beshara lives, just as your brother’s. The fact that
you went straight to that painting, disregarding the
other colorful paintings that hung on either side,
and specifically chose it, left me speechless. May it
bring hope and happiness to your house, just as Beshara always did to our Village; just as your brother,
most likely, must have done in your parents’ house.
It warms my heart today to know that “Cars and AlKafaàt Buses in Beirut” will be part of your life and
your family’s. It was meant to be.
In memory of Beshara, we in the Village decided
to use his car picture on our wrapping paper. Those
who visited our booth in Chicago may recall that
blue paper with the funny and colorful Lincoln
lookalike car drawings. This is Beshara’s legacy to
us all: hope and happiness.
The Antiochian Orthodox Archdiocese of North
America is constructing, with Al-Kafaàt, a state-ofthe-art building in the Village of Al-Kafaàt, part of
a major new Complex, that will benefit some 650
children and adults with mental and physical challenges.
For more details, and for ways to donate online,
visit www.alkafaatusa.org.
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